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FOREWORD
This document is a compilation of reports from Principal
Investigators and their Associates of NASA's Office of Space
Science and Applications, Solar System Exploration Division_
Planetary Geology and Geophysics Program. The reports pre-
sent research that adds to our knowledge of the origin and
evolution of the solar system and to our understanding of the
earth as a planet. Advances in Planetary Geology was
established as a complement to the abstract document "Reports
of the Planetary Geology and Geophysics Program" and to pro-
fessional journals. This document provides a method of
publishing research results _llch are in a form that would
not normally be published elsewhere. The research reports
may be in the form of lengthy research reports, progress
reports, Ph.D. dissertations, or master's theses.
Joseph M. Boyce
Discipline Scientist
Planetary Geosciences Program
Office of Space Science and Applications
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ABSTRACT
Voyager 2 high-resolution imagery of two areas on the surface of
Europa were subjected to intensive multispectral and geomorphic inves-
tigations. The first, an area between 220° and 180° Longitude and -24 °
and -2 ° Latitude, was chosen for its high density of dark lineations.
Features studied included 193 dark lineation segments and their sur-
rounding plains. The second area, between 220° and 178° Longitude and
-44 ° and -41.5 ° Latitude, studied the white line Agenor Linea, its
flanking dark patches, and surrounding plains. Objectives were to
characterize these features, model their origin and evolution, and apply
the findings to the surface of Europa as a whole. Brightness values
(DN's) at violet, blue, and orange wavelengths were normalized and
plotted on ternary diagrams for all features studied. Characteristic
classifications based on orange relative spectral reflectance, local
brightness, area of ternary diagram plots, density of points in ternary
diagram plots, degree of dispersion of points in ternary diagram plots,
and feature orientation were made for the dark lineations; many of these
classifications were made for the other features studied. Agenor Linea
was additionally mapped for its lengthwise compositional variation based
on the spectral position of each pixel in the feature's multispectral
ternary diagram.
The dark lineation characteristic classes were correlated with each
other to find significant pairs of characteristics present. The major
discovery made was that as the albedo of a dark lineation increases,
its orange relative reflectance decreases. Specifically, as a dark
lineation becomes fainter as compared to its surrounding plains, it
becomes spectrally more similar to the plains as well. This finding is
best modeled as plains unit resurfacing of dark lineations via water
vapor/frost particle plumes. In addition to studying the dark lineation
suite as a whole, specific dark lineations were cited based on unusual
spectral and ternary diagram properties. Agenor Linea was found to con-
tain intermittent bright spots, causing a slightly pinched appearance.
These bright spots were interpretted to be sites of liquid water "lava"
eruption, with water lava flows coalescing to form the continuous white
line Agenor Linea. Flanking dark patches are believed to be remnants of
a dark lineation that initially formed a triple band structure with
Aaenor Linea. No major lengthwise sequences of a single composition or
gradational compositions were found in Agenor Linea.
The two resurfacing mechanisms, water vapor/frost plumes and liquid
water volcanism, lead to a model of the life cycle of a Europan frac-
ture/dark lineation. Fracture rejuvenation and degradative processes
(ion erosion, micrometeoroid gardening, and ice sublimation) can make
lineation resurfacing reversible. Plume resurfacing is favored as the
dominant mechanism of large-scale resurfacing of Europa because of the
per site area covered compared to water volcanism. The Europan plains
were found to display zoning in enhanced color ratio composite imagery.
It is presently unclear whether this zoning is a genuine manifestation
of diminishing concentrations of lo-derived sulfur in Europa's surface
ice or an artifact of computerized image processing.
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INTRODUCTION
EARLYRESEARCH
Europa, along with Io, Ganymede, and Callisto, was discovered by
the Italian scientist Galileo in 1610 in one of the first applications
of the telescope. For this reason, they are commonly referred to as
the Galilean satellites of Jupiter. These satellites remained visible
only as pinpoints of light through even the most powerful telescopes
for hundreds of years; indeed, only disc-integrated measurements could
be made until the 1970's. Research on the Galilean satellites for the
first three centuries following their discovery was restricted to
refining descriptions of the orbital characteristics of each body.
Europa is the smallest of the Galilean satellites, with the most
recent estimate placing its diameter at 3130 + 30 kilometers (Smith et
al., 1979a). Its bulk density is believed to be approximately 3.03
g/cm3. The four Galilean satellites were generally studied as a group
in Earth-based research, so that the properties of each could be com-
pared to the others.
The first significant research on the characteristics of the
Galilean satellites themselves was published by Stebbins (1927) and
Stebbins and Jacobsen (1928); these works were refined and added to by
Harris (1961). Their efforts concentrated on photometric measurements
of each satellite's magnitude as a function of solar phase angle (i.e.,
the Sun-satellite-Earth angle) and orbital phase angle (i.e., particu-
lar longitudinal area of the satellite visible from Earth). The dis-
14
coveries reported in these works were that the Galilean satellites:
(I) are in synchronous rotation about Jupiter (i.e., the periods of the
satellites' lightcurves and their revolutions about Jupiter are iden-
tical); (2) all show spectral variations with orbital phase; and (3)
all possess low reflectances in blue and ultraviolet wavelengths,
particularly Io. The synchronous rotations about Jupiter mean that the
Galilean satellites are tidally coupled to Jupiter in their orbits; this
is the lowest energy state a satellite can possess.
The near-infrared part of the spectrum (=I.0-2.5_m) is most useful
for identifying specific minerals and ices composing satellite sur-
faces. An excellent overview of the physical principles underlying
such spectrophotometry and a history of efforts through the mid-1970's
are found in Johnson and Pilcher (1977). Two types of transitions
occurring in materials are responsible for spectral absorptions.
Crystal field transitions, the most useful for specific identifica-
tions, are characteristic of materials containing Fe2+ and Ti 3+. This
allows for the identification of feldspar, pyroxene, and olivine, all
of which produce absorption features near l.O_m. Charge transfer
transitions are not quite as useful as crystal field transitions, but
still produce absorption features in the blue and ultraviolet due to
silicate minerals. Additionally, ices and frosts produce multiple
narrow absorption features in the near-infrared thatare generally
easier to identify than those of silicate minerals.
Early studies of Europa and the other Galilean satellites fell
IS
mainly into the categories of photometry and spectrophotometry. Re-
search conducted in the 1950's and early 1960's suffered from low
spectral resolution and low signal-to-noise ratios in the data. This
prevented the positive identification of any specific surface materials
on the bodies. Among the first near-infrared studies of the Galilean
satellites were those by Kuiper (1957), Owen (1965), and Moroz (1965).
These were in general agreement that the overall shape of the spectral
reflectance curves and the spectral albedos supported the contention
that the surfaces of Europa and Ganymedewere covered with water snow
or ice.
Beginning in the 1960's, detector technology was sufficiently
developed to permit the Galilean satellites to be studied via the
techniques of infrared radiometry and optical polarimetry. The first
serious attempts to model the internal and surface properties of these
bodies also were undertaken at this time. In the early 1970's, studies
of laboratory analogs of potential surface materials of the Galilean
satellites were begun. Observations of occultations of Europa by Io
were first carried out in the early 1970's. By the mid-1970's, radar
technology became advanced enough to send radar signals to the Galilean
satellites and receive the reflections back on Earth. The first space-
craft flybys of the Jovian system by Pioneers I0 and II in the mid-
1970's returned very low-resolution images of the Galilean satellites,
but truly spectacular and important images of Europa and the other
Galilean satellites were returned by the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft
16
during their Jupiter flybys in 1979. Each of these fields of study
will be briefly reviewed before presenting a more detailed account of
the history of spectrophotometric and Voyager image-studies of Europa,
which are the areas of study most closely related to this thesis.
RADIOMETRY
Radiometry measures solar energy that is absorbed by the surface
of a body such as Europa and reradiated at longer wavelengths. Thermal
infrared wavelengths have received the most attention in radiometric
studies of the Galilean satellites, with microwave wavelengths having
gotten somewhat less attention. The first radiometric measurement of
Europa was at lO_m by Low (1965), however, his and other very early
research suffered from large uncertainties in radiometric flux calibra-
tions and estimates of satellite radii which are needed to calculate
radiometric brightness temperatures. Determining the brightness tem-
perature of Europa indicates some things about the thermal properties
of the surface material, such as composition, porosity, etc. In addi-
tion to direct measurements of disc-integrated radiometric brightness
temperatures of Europa (e.g., Gillet et al., 1970; Morrison et al.,
1972; Hansen, 1976), useful information has been obtained by measuring
how fast temperatures increase after Europa emerges from Jupiter's
eclipse shadow (e.g., Hansen, 1973; and Morrison and Cruikshank, 1973).
An excellent overview of radiometry of the Galilean satellites and
other solar system bodies is found in Morrison (1977).
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Optical polarimetry of a solid body with a negligable atmosphere
(which each of the Galilean satellites is) measures the type of polar-
ization (i.e., negative or positive) of scattered, reflected sunlight
from the body's surface and the amount of partial linear polarization
of that reflected sunlight. The terminology and principles of polar-
imetry, as well as a summary of research conducted on the Galilean
satellites and other bodies through the mid-1970's is contained in a
review paper by Veverka (1977). Polarization measurements can be used
to derive information on surface texture and opacity of surface mater-
ials, but not specific compositional identifications. Results of
polarization studies in unfiltered white light by Veverka (1971), at
0.55_m by Gradie and Zellner (1973), and at O.5_m by Dolfus (1975) have
led to the belief that the surfaces of Europa and Ganymedeare covered
by a low opacity material or materials, probably consisting dominantly
of water frost. Also, Europa shows little variation in the amount of
polarization with orbital phase (i.e., longitude).
Radar studies consist of the impressive feat of striking Europa
and the other Galilean satellites with radar signals transmitted from
Earth and receiving the reflected waves with radio telescopes. The
first successful radar observations of the icy Galilean satellites
(i.e., Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto) made at 12.6 cm made the start-
ling discovery that the reflected waves were circularly polarized in
the same sense as the transmitted signal (Campbell et al., 1978). This
is exactly the opposite of the sense of polarization of radio waves
L8
reflected from the terrestrial planets. It was also found that the icy
Galilean satellites have very large radar geometric albedos, with
Europa possessing the largest. These unusual properties are partially
due to the presence of water ice and/or frost on the surfaces of these
objects, but the problem of the circular polarization inversion in
the reflected waves remains. Ostro and Pettengill (1978) suggested that
if the reflections are surface reflections, the circular polarization
inversion could best be explained by the presence of nearly perfectly
hemispherical, smooth-walled craters on the surface, a highly unlikely
situation. Later models that seem more reasonable were based on the
assumption of reflections from subsurface satellite regions. Goldstein
and Green (1980) modeled the circular polarization inversion employing
a regolith model wherein the upper few meters of each icy satellite
surface is composed of an array of randomly oriented, faceted icy
boulders. More recent radar observations at 12.6 cm (Ostro et al.,
1980) and at 70 cm (DePater et al., 1984) have shown that Europa
possesses a much lower radar albedo at 70 cm than at 12.6 cm. This has
led to a regolith model for Europa of a regol'ith containing flat;
randomly oriented veins about I0 cm thick of a slightly lower refractive
index than the surrounding regolithic material (see Ostro (1982) for a
more detailed explanation of this model and a review of the history of
radar studies of the icy Galilean satellites).
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THEORETICALSTUDIES
Efforts to develop theories and successful models of Europa and
the other icy Galilean satellites have paralleled and complemented the
various types of observations that have been made. Theoretical work
can be divided into several categories. Early research, at a time when
very little reliable data was available for the Galilean satellites,
focused on potential satellite surface compositions, particularly
volatiles. Significant work in this area was performed by Miller
(1961), Watson et al. (1963), and Lebofsky (1975). Although water ice
was positively identified by Pilcher et al. (1972) and remains the only
known volatile on the surface of the Galilean satellites, it has been
pointed out that the strong absorption bands of water ice could mask
the presence of smaller amounts of other volatiles such as CH4 and NH3
ices in infrared spectra (Gehrels, 1977). Smythe (1975) also reported
that CH4 and CO2 gas hydrates could be stable as solids in the tem-
perature regime of the outer solar system and have spectra similar to
H20 frost, thus making their identification by remote sensing diffi-
cult. Someeffort has gone into the prediction and search for at-
mospheres on Europa and Ganymede, as by Gross (1974), but the Voyager
flybys of 1979 have proven that atmospheres around these bodies are
nonexistant or negligible.
A considerable amount of work has been done on structural/thermal
history models of the interior of Europa, Work by Lewis (1971), and
Consolmagno and Lewis (1976,1977,1978) modeled Europa and the other icy
2O
Galilean satellites as having accreted from the solar nebula in the
vicinity of Jupiter, being composed of a mixture of volatiles (assumed
to be primarily water) and silicates. Radioactive elements then began
heating each body as they decayed, leading to each satellite differ-
entiating into a body with a dense core containing the radioactive
elements, a possibly liquid water mantle, and a relatively pure water
ice crust. Fanale et al. (1977) modeled Europa as having formed a core
with a 1450 km radius, a liquid mantle 75 to I00 kilometers thick, and
a crust 40 kilometers thick. The question of whether Europa's mantle
is presently composed of liquid water or ice is of paramount importance
in light of current speculation that Europa's surface has been contin-
ually resurfaced. This speculation is based on the extreme lack of
craters on Europa's surface (Smith et al., 1979b). Research has looked
at solid-state convection, liquid convection, and conduction as modes
of heat transport from the core outwards. Cassen et al., (1979) and
their later revision in Cassen et al., (1980) evaluated heating pro-
duced by Jovian tidal force dissipation in addition to internal heat
transport and found that even under these circumstances, it is not
likely that Europa's mantle is still liquid water. There is enough
uncertainty in the assumed values of the parameters involved, however,
to say that the present state of the mantle is still an open question.
Ransford et al. (1981) and Finnerty et al. (1981) took a different
approach in modeling Europa's thermal history. Assuming that Europa
formed from a mixture of water and chondritic material, the petro-
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logical sequence arising from its thermal evolution could have formed
hydrated silicates (especially chlorite and/or serpentine, and brucite)
that would have locked up nearly all of Europa's water. This would
have prevented formation of either a liquid or ice mantle, and would
have limited Europa's water ice crust to perhaps only a few kilometers.
Knowing Europa's bulk density to be approximately 3.03g/cm 3 gives confi-
dence to the estimated thinness of the ice crust after the formation of
hydrated silicates, if the other assumptions of the hypothesis are
correct.
The hydrated silicate model also provides for a hypothesis of the
origin of the network of dark lineations on Europa that are believed to
be fractures. Finnerty et al. (1981) proposed that dehydration of
hydrated silicates deep within Europa created significant positive
volume changes which relayed stress to the overlying crust, ultimately
causing fracturing on the surface. The fractures were then filled with
xenolith-laden fluid (the water having come from the hydrated silicate
dehydration) from depth via a mechanism analogous to C02-driven kimber-
lite eruptions on Earth. As the xenolithic material would have been
darker than the surrounding plains material on Europa's surface, dark
lineations would result. The bright medial stripe seen in some dark
lineations (forming so-called triple bands) is modeled by Finnerty et
al. (1981) as having originated by a second episode of eruption of
purer water in the center of the dark lineation.
An alternative model for the origin of dark lineations on Europa
22
is that of fracturing in response to tidal distortion arising from
interactions with Jupiter's massive gravitational field (Helfenstein
and Parmentier, 1980,1983; Helfenstein, 1982, 1983). Such interactions
could have resulted from orbitalrecession and orbital eccentricity of
Europa, as well as planetary volume changes (not necessarily due to
dehydration of hydrated silicates). Helfenstein and Parmentier (1983)
presented an extensive study of orientations and distribution of dark
lineations, triple bands, and cuspate ridges on Europa and compared
them to those predicted by theory for tidal distortion. Their results
showed good agreement, and the tidal distortion model is generally
favored over the hydrated silicate model of Finnerty et al. (1981).
Viscous Relaxation
Viscous relaxation of surface topography on icy bodies has been
theoretically studied in earnest since the early 1970's, with work done
by Johnson and F1cGetchin (1973) being an important early example.
Viscous relaxation could be an important mechanism on the surface of
Europa and could help explain the lack of topographic relief there.
The main acting mechanism in viscous relaxation of ice is creep defor-
mation. This action will cause ice topography to become level in a
geologically brief period of time. Johnson and McGetchin (1973) found
that viscous relaxation of an essentially pure ice surface will rapidly
reduce topography if the scale of the topographic feature is less than
the thickness of the ice layer the feature is embedded in. Complete
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relaxation could take place in as few as 106 years, or even less.
lon Erosion
All of the Galilean satellites are within Jupiter's very intense
magnetosphere. Europa is exposed to the most intense fluxes of ions
and electrons of the icy Galilean satellites. Great interest developed
in the interaction of Jovian magnetospheric ions with Europa's surface
after laboratory experiments revealed that _leV light ions impacting thin
ice films caused many times more molecules to be ejected than correspond-
ing ions impacting metal surfaces (Brown et al., 1978, 1980). This ice
sputtering or ion erosion was immediately recognized as a potentially
major surficial modification process on Europa (Haff and Watson, 1979;
Johnson et al., 1981), because laboratory results implied that ion
erosion of satellite surface ice would occur at a rate many times greater
than that for silicate minerals. Calculations by Johnson et al. (1981)
determined that if there has been no significant atmosphere or magnetic
field around Europa in the past, ion erosion could have removed up to
I00 meters of ice per billion years from the surface of Europa. The
discovery of active volcanoes on Io by Voyager 1 (Morabito etal.,
1979) and the discovery of SO2 on the surface of Europa (Lane et al.,
1981) led to a theoretical evaluation of the effects of Io ejecta (i.e.,
sulfur ions) on the surface of Europa by Eviatar et al. (1981). Their
work showed that, in order for SO2 to be present in sufficient quan-
tities on the surface of Europa to be spectroscopically detected as it
24
was, the capture and residence times of implanted sulfur ions must have
been such that only two meters of ice could have been eroded on Europa's
surface over its entire 4.5 billion year history, in direct contra-
diction to the results of Johnson et al. (1981).
In addition to the works cited above, a thorough paper by Wolff and
Mendis (1983) combined a review of previous Galilean satellite research
with new evaluations of the effects of possible Galilean satellite at-
mospheres and magnetic fields on ion erosion, as well as comparing ion
erosion with competing candidates for surface modification of these
bodies.
MUTUALOCCULTATIONS
When the orbital planes of the Galilean satellites intersect the
Earth, it is possible to observe the satellites occult each other. In
1973, many scientists made telescopic observations of multiple occulta-
tions of Europa by Io (Murphy and Aksnes, 1973; Blanco and Catalano,
1974; Aksnes and Franklin, 1975a; and Greene et al., 1975). Each of
these works reported finding a bright north polar cap on Europa, with
less evidence for a bright south polar cap. A later re-evaluation of
theoretical considerations by Aksnes and Franklin (1975b), however,
nullified the claims of bright polar caps. The change of interpretation
was based on a decision to favor de Sitter's theory of the orbital
motions of the Galilean satellites over the theory of Sampsonwhich had
been used earlier. Changes in the relative positions of, and distances
25
between, Io and Europa resulted. The conclusion reached was that,
at best, Europa possessed poles slightly brighter than the rest of its
surface. Slightly bright poles were in fact confirmed by images of
Europa returned by the Voyager 1 spacecraft (Smith et al., 1979a).
IMAGERYANDENSUINGSTUDIES
Even today, the Galilean satellites can be seen from the Earth only
as points of light except through the best telescopes under ideal view-
ing conditions. Someefforts have been made to create maps of surface
features (i.e., albedo markings) of Europa from Earth-based telescopes
(Murray, 1975; Greene et al., 1975), but resolution has been on the
order of hundreds of kilometers. The Pioneer I0 and II spacecraft
returned images of Europa with slightly better resolution in the early
1970's.
A truly quantum leap in quality and resolution of Europa imaging
was achieved with the flybys of the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft in 1979
(Smith et al., 1979a,b). Detailed descriptions of the Voyager tele-
vision cameras (one wide-angle and one narrow-angle camera) and their
color filter suites are found in Smith et al. (1977) (see also the sec-
tion of this thesis entitled Description of Data and Data Processing),
while Danielson et al (1981) described the actual calibration data
for the cameras plus summaries of their photometric and radiometric
performance in flight.
Voyager 1 returned digital images of Europa with a best resolution
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of about 33 km per pair of image lines, while Voyager 2 returned images
of some portions of Europa with a resolution of 4 km per line pair
(Smith et al., 1979b). The high resolution images show that at least
part of Europa is covered with a network of dark lineations embedded in
a brighter plains unit, with large areas of mottled terrain that appear
to be similar in color to the dark lineations. The plains unit and
darker mottled terrain unit are the two major terrain units recognized
on Europa, yet the degree of contrast between them is quite small. The
dark lineations have two known structural variations -- those that are
uniformly dark throughout and those that possess a medial white stripe
(forming so-called triple band structures). In addition to the features
described above, Voyager images revealed bright ridges on Europa, some
of which are quasi-linear and some of which have taken on a strange
repeating cuspate form.
Perhaps the most notable revelation about the surface of Europa
made by Voyager was the finding of an extreme lack of craters. Lucchitta
and Soderblom (1982) positively identified only five sharp-rimmed, bowl-
shaped craters, with a handful of other candidates for more subdued
craters and palimpsests (non-topographic remnants of craters after
complete viscous relaxation, visible as bright or dark discolorations of
the surface). Such a lack of craters on Europa is not consistent with
the cratering records of Ganymedeand Callisto. The most reasonable
explanation of this discrepancy is that Europa's surface has been resur-
faced until at least several hundred million years ago, and this is
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possibly still an active process today. Viscous relaxation is an al-
ternate possibility, but the number of expected palimpsests is missing.
Ion erosion also is a possibility for elimination of craters, but the
rate of erosion over geologic time is the subject of controversary
(see page II). Resurfacing on Europa, if it exists, is believed to be
in the form of water volcanism, which could be expressed as frost-vapor
eruption plumes analogous to the spectacular sulfur eruption plumes on
Io. Helfenstein and Cook (1984) studied a transient bright feature on
two Voyager 2 images and concluded that, although less bright and less
well defined than eruptive plumes on Io, it fit the characteristics of
a water vapor-frost plume better than the characteristics of icy
materials under differing photometric conditions.
The dark lineations on Europa have received more attention than any
other type of feature on the satellite. It should be pointed out that
the dark lineations are essentially albedo markings, with little or no
topographic relief (Smith et al, 1979b). Many of the major dark linea-
tions also form great circles or small circles on the body. Several
distinct types of lineations are present. Pieri (1981) devised a
classification system with eight classes of lineations based on mor-
phology, brightness, and orientation. His study also examined the
properties of polygons formed by the intersection of lineations and
compared them with polygons of intersecting lineations formed by dif-
ferent geologic processes on Earth. Lucchitta et al. (1981) adopted a
simpler lineation classification system with four divisions based on
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morphology and spectral properties. Rose diagrams were also employed to
analyze lineation trends in a search for structural patterns diagnostic
of specific geologic processes. Results of their work agreed with the
basic premise of Helfenstein and Parmentier (1980) that lineation pat-
terns around the anti-Jovian point on Europa support an origin of frac-
turing due to tidal deformation, but added that variations of structural
forms may well be due to internal forces.
Evidence of both extension and compression on Europa is present in
the dark lineations and quasi-linear/cuspate ridges, respectively (Malin,
1980). Schenk and Seyfert (1980) pointed out a lateral displacement,
associated with a dark lineation, and a white line (bright lineation) at
a location consistent with the area comprising an icy plate that has
undergone a limited amount of plate tectonic activity. This is sup-
ported by the belief that white lines are icy ridges under lighting
conditions that do not allow shadow formation. If so, the white line
icy ridge would be the compressional counterpart of the extensional
feature present at the lateral displacement location. It should be
noted that there are very few examples of this type of displacement on
Europa (although it should also be noted that a relatively small per-
centage of Europa's surface was imaged at a sufficient resolution to
show displacements along dark lineations). Present evidence indicates
that there has been very little plate tectonic activity on Europa, both
in terms of numbers of locations of motion and amount of motion, if
indeed there has been any plate motion at all.
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LABORATORYANALOGS
In order for spectrophotor_tric curves of Europa and other solar
system objects to be interpretable, it is necessary to have laboratory
measurements taken under similar physical and photometric conditions in
order to identify mineral constituents present on satellite surfaces.
This is an exceedingly difficult task. Not only are there problems with
developing infrared detectors with sufficient sensitivity to find nar-
row absorption features of some minerals, but very opaque substances
like carbonaceous material (a very commonsolar system material) can
suppress absorption features (Johnson and Fanale, 1973), as can vitri-
fication.
Most laboratory spectral measurements made directly for the purpose
of comparison with spectra of the icy Galilean satellites have been made
of candidate ices and frosts. Water ice and frost have received the
most attention (Kieffer and Smythe, 1974; Fink and Larson, 1975; Clark,
1981b). Temperature dependence of water ice reflection spectra was
reported by Fink and Larson (1975), particularly important being a
significant intensity change at 1.65_m. This wavelength was thus
believed to be useful for determining ice temperatures on Europa and
other icy bodies. Later work by Clark (1981b) showed that the 1.65_m
feature is in fact ice grain-size dependent and not a good tool for
temperature determination. Another study of interest was of reflectance
spectra of CH4 and CO2 gas hydrates from 1 to 6 _m by Smythe (1975).
The significant finding was that clathrates and gas hydrates can have
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spectra similar to water frost, making their detection on solar system
objects by remote sensing very difficult.
Many studies of mineral reflectance spectra have been carried out
in investigations not directly intended for application to icy solar
system bodies. Someof this work has been useful for comparisons with
outer solar system spectra. More useful are reflectance spectra of
mixtures of water ice and mineral grains, which are believed to more
closely approximate the actual surface composition of the icy Galilean
satellites. The best published results of this type of laboratory work
is by Clark (1981a), where reflectance spectra were presented in the
0.325-2.5_m wavelength region for bound water, water-mineral mixtures,
mineral grains on frost, and frost on minerals at low temperatures.
Minerals used were montmorillonite, kaolinite, beryl, Mauna Kea red
cinder, and black charcoal.
SPECTROPHOTOMETRICSTUDIESSINCE 1965
By the late 1960's, visible and infrared detectors had become sen-
sitive enough to permit the first detailed spectral reflectance curves
of Europa and the other Galilean satellites. Johnson and McCord (1970,
1971) investigated Galilean satellite brightness dependence on orbital
and solar phase angle and their spectral geometric albedos at wave-
lengths ranging from 0.30-2.5_m. Similar studies were conducted by
Johnson (1971), Wamsteker (1972), and Lee (1972). As much as the qual-
ity and resolution of spectral reflectance measurements had improved by
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this time, uncertainties in the diameters of the icy Galilean satellites
made determinations of their geometric albedos similarly uncertain.
Still, these investigations clearly showed spectral differences between
all of the Galilean satellites, variations of each satellite's spectral
reflectivity with orbital phase angle and variation of each satellite's
spectral reflectivity with wavelength.
A major step forward in the remote sensing of the Galilean satel-
lites was the positive identification of water frost in infrared spectra
of Europa, Ganymede, and Calisto, first reported by Pilcher e_t_ta__]_l.
(1972) and later confirmed by Fink et al. (1973). Europa showed the
deepest frost absorptions and was interpreted to have 50 to I00 percent
of its surface covered by water frost, much more than Ganymedeor Cal-
listo. It was also found that the non-frost materials on the icy Gali-
lean satellites display increases of albedo with increasing wavelength,
consistent with a silicate composition.
In this same general period of time, additional photometric and
spectrophotometric Galilean satellite work was carried out by Owenand
Lazor (1973), Horrison et al. (1974), Hansen (1975), and Millis and
Thompson (1975). Results tended to confirm previous works while sup-
plementing them with additional measurements of rotation curves and
albedos at various wavelengths. It was also found that the leading
hemisphere (i.e., the side of a satellite facing forward relative to its
direction of orbital motion) and trailing hemisphere (the exact opposite
of the leading hemisphere) of Europa and each of the other Galilean
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satellites display different albedo and spectral properties. The lead-
ing hemisphere of Europa was found to be brighter than its trailing
hemisphere. Caldwell (1975) presented ultraviolet observation data from
an Earth-orbiting spacecraft showing that the trend of decreasing spec-
tral reflectivity with decreasing wavelength that Europa displays
beginning at about 0.55_m continues to at least O.211_m.
Spectrophotometric studies of the Galilean satellites of yet higher
spectral resolution were conducted by Nelson and Hapke (1978), Pollack
et al. (1978), Clark and McCord (1980), and McFadden et al. (1981). The
increased spectral resolution is evident by considering that the spec-
tral survey of Johnson and McCord (1971) had a resolution of O.05_m,
while the measurements of Nelson and Hapke (1978) had a resolution of
O.O04_m, an improvement of more than an order of magnitude. With the
improvement in resolution came several new discoveries. Pollack et al.
(1978) pointed out that strong spectral absorption bands on the trailing
side of Europa may be broadened by the effects of magnetospheric par-
ticle bombardment of the surface there, and that this mechanism may
explain the difference in spectral appearance of the two sides of
Europa. Clark and McCord (1980) were the first to report absorption
features at 1.25, 1.06, 0.90, and O.81_m in spectra of Europa. They
also determined that water ice absorptions for Europa, Ganymede, and
Callisto are caused by free water and not bound water or water absorbed
onto minerals. Areal coverage of water frost was reported to be at or
near 100% for the trailing side of Europa, while Pollack et al. (1978)
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reported frost coverage of greater than or equal to 85% for Europa's
leading side.
Clark (1980) performed a detailed analysis of the high resolution
IR reflectance spectra of McFaddenet al. (1981) and Clark and McCord
(1980), comparing them with laboratory spectral work that later appeared
in Clark (1981a,b). Conclusions of important relevance to Europa were:
(I) spectra indicate Europa's surface is covered with ice blocks or ice
crystals larger than or equal to one centimeter, or frost on ice; (2)
non-water materials on Europa are not in spectrally isolated patches but
apparently occur as mineral grains intimately mixed with water; and (3)
the non-water grains (which only constitute a few percent of Europa's
surface material) appear to be composed of minerals containing Fe3+,
possibly carbonaceous chondrite material. A new, unknown absorption
feature at 1.15_m was tentatively identified in Europa's spectra.
After the remarkable image and data return on the Galilean satel-
lites and Jupiter from the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft in 1979, emphasis
shifted from Earth-based telescopic studies to multispectral processing
of global and high resolution Voyager images of Europa, and comparisons
of telescopic data with Europa images. One important discovery reported
by Lane et al. (1981) was made by the Earth-orbiting International
Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) spacecraft. The IUE found a spectral ab-
sorption feature in the ultraviolet at 0.28_m which was due to SO2 on
the surface of Europa. The greatest concentration of this SO2 was
determined to occur on Europa's trailing hemisphere (central longitude
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270o). The favored explanation of this was that sulfur originally
present in Io eruption plumes became ionized and was incorporated into
the Jovian magnetosphere, from whence it impacted Europa's surface and
became injected into surficial ice, forming SO2.
Global multispectral images of Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto, from
Voyager 1 and 2 have been computer-processed (in a manner similar to
that described on page 31 of this thesis) in order to extract spectro-
photometric data from them. Images used were taken at wavelengths of
0.35_m (UV), O.41_m (violet), 0.48_m (blue), and 0.59_m (orange). The
global multispectral mosaic constructed for Europa was computer-pro-
cessed in a variety of ways, the most important being the generation of
color ratio images (see page 31 for definition). Results, first re-
ported by McCord et al. (1982), defined four distinct color/albedo units
on Europa. Two of these spectral units were found to be on the leading
hemisphere and two on the trailing hemisphere. Data was consistent with
the conclusion that the two spectral units (light and dark) on the
trailing side were the analogs of the two units on the leading side
except for the presence of additional ultraviolet-absorbing material on
the trailing side. This was a very important conclusion because it
supported the contention of Lane et al. (1981) that sulfur ions from Io
ejecta were implanted in the ice of Europa's trailing side. Johnson et
a__l_l.(1983) published global multispectral mosaics of all three icy
Galilean satellites that were processed identically so that they could
be directly compared to one another. The findings of McCord et al.
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(1982) were verified. The additional finding was presented that the
brightest spectral unit on all of the icy Galilean satellites is the
plains unit on Europa (bright craters on Ganymedeare of about equal
brightness), consistent with high albedo measurements of Europa made
from Earth.
Burrati and Veverka (1983) used Voyager images with phase angles
ranging from 3o to 143o to derive photometric data on Europa. They
found that Europa's plains unit photometrically displays more homo-
geneity than the other major terrain unit, the darker mottled terrain.
The scattering properties of the units could not be reasonably described
by a lunar-like photometric law, but it was found that a lunar-like law
with the addition of a Lambert component provided a much better, albeit
still simplistic, photometric law for Europa.
Further information on the history and principles of Galilean
satellite spectrophotometry and photometry can be found in comprehensive
review papers by Morrison and Morrison (1977) for photometry, and
Johnson and Pilcher (1977) and Sill and Clark (1982) for spectropho-
tometry.
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STATEMENTOF OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this thesis entail multispectral and geomorphic
studies of Voyager 2 images of Europa in order to describe and classify
surface features, and, hopefully, draw some conclusions about surface
processes on Europa and the evolution of the satellite. Specific goals
are assigned to two areas on Europa covered by high resolution Voyager 2
images: (I) a 200 pixel by 225 pixel block covering an area from ap-
proximately 220° to 180° Longitude and -24 ° to -2 ° Latitude, and contain-
ing among the highest density of dark lineations on the satellite; and
(2) the major white line feature Agenor Linea, covering an area ranging
from approximately 220° to 178° Longitude and -44 ° to -41.5 ° Latitude,
and its immediate surroundings. The primary objective for the dark
lineation region is to develop classification systems for the dark
lineations based on the characteristics of dark lineation relative
spectral reflectance (defined on page 42); local brightness; area
covered by plotting data points of relative spectral reflectance, and
the associated density of data points in the spectral plot areas; the
degree of dispersion/clustering of data points in the spectral plots;
and the orientations of the dark lineations on Europa. A further ob-
jective for the dark lineations is to correlate the aforementioned
characteristic classes with each other in order to identify significant
combinations of characteristics present in the dark lineation suite. A
third goal is a comparison of the spectral properties of the plains unit
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surrounding the dark lineations with the dark lineations and their char-
acteristics. It is hoped that this latter effort will reveal informa-
tion about the interaction of the plains unit and the dark lineations,
and any possible surface processes that may have taken place there.
The objectives for Agenor Linea and its environs include deter-
mining the relative spectral reflectance properties of Agenor Linea, its
flanking dark spots, and the plains surrounding it. An additional
objective for Agenor Linea but not for the dark lineation area is an
investigation of the change in relative spectral reflectance/composition
along the length of the white line feature. Combining the results of
all of these investigations, coupled with a geomorphic evaluation of the
Agenor Linea area, has the goal of providing insight into the origins of
Agenor Linea (and hence white line features on Europa in general) and
any surface processes that may have modified it.
Finally, is the objective of a comparison of the spectral charac-
teristics of the plains in the dark lineation area with the plains sur-
rounding Agenor Linea, for the purpose of partially defining any changes
in spectral properties/composition of the plains unit with latitude that
may exist on Europa. Comparing the characteristics of the dark linea-
tions with those of Agenor Linea has a similar objective of better
defining the similarities and differences between the two types of fea-
tures. Synthesizing all results obtained for Europawill be attempted
in order to draw conclusions about the surface evolution of the satel-
lite as a whole.
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DESCRIPTIONOF DATAAND DATAPROCESSING
HISTORYOF VOYAGERIMAGERY
The data set used in this study was obtained by the Voyager 2
spacecraft during its flyby of Jupiter and its satellite system in 1979.
Voyager 2 flew by Europa at a distance of approximately 204,000 km at
its closest approach, allowing for a best resolution of 4.5 km per pair
of digital scan lines comprising the image. The camera system consisted
of one wide angle and one narrow angle slow scan selenium-sulfur vidicon
camera, described in detail in Smith et al. (1977). Each camera pos-
sessed a suite of color filters, six for the narrow angle and eight for
the wide angle. Images were transmitted digitally, each in an 800 x 800
picture element (pixel) format. Each pixel was binary encoded with 8
bits, resulting in a data number (DN) ranging in value from 0 to 255
according to pixel brightness.
The image set actually used in this thesis is Voyager 2 images
I195J2-001 (violet filter), I198J2-001 (blue filter), 1201J2-001 (orange
filter), and 1204J2-001 (ultraviolet filter). These images each cover
roughly the same area on Europa, and are amongthe highest resolution
images obtained of Europa. Raw images sent by the spacecraft were
digitally recorded on magnetic tape at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) in Pasadena, California. From there the tapes were processed at
the U.S. Geological Survey's (USGS's) Branch of Astrogeology in Flag-
staff, Arizona. The first image processing steps, known as level 1
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processing, started with computer removal of reseaus (circular cali-
bration marks etched onto the vidicon faceplate, thus appearing on every
image) and replacement of reseau areas with averages of DN's of the
surrounding pixels. It was the reseau removal program that failed
during image processing at the USGS,necessitating very time-consuming
manual correction techniques during the course of this thesis. Other
level 1 computer-generated processing steps included corrections for sun
angle differences across each image. For the image set studied, a
significant portion of the distance from Europa's limb to terminator is
covered by each image, so that making a correction wherein each pixel
appears as if it were illuminated by the same sun angle becomes very
important.
SOURCESOF ERRORANDCOMPENSATIONTECHNIQUES
In addition to sun angle corrections, several types of geometric
corrections were applied to the images studied. Distortion corrections
were made to compensate for imperfections inherent in the TV camera de-
sign. To derive multispectral data for specific areas on Europa, con-
trol points were taken of identical locations on each of the four images
of interest and used to create a geometric transformation ("stretch") of
three of the images to the perspective of the fourth image. This pro-
cess, known as image registration, would ideally produce a set of images
that could be superimposed on each other so perfectly that specifying
the same pixel coordinates in each image would provide four DN values of
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the same area on Europa. Unfortunately, the difficulty of taking a
sufficient number of control points with uniform distribution over each
image and with perfect precision between all four images is, for all
practical purposes, impossible. Though the Europa image set was fairly
well registered, it was not such that usable multispectral data could be
obtained by simply sampling the same pixel coordinates in each image.
Manual techniques were developed to provide improved multispectral data
extraction from the registered images. These are described later in this
section.
The image processing methods described above improved the scien-
tific utility of the Voyager Europa images; however, some errors existed
in Voyager imagery for which corrections either were not possible or
were not in a sufficient state of development at the time processing was
performed at Flagstaff (1980 and 1981) to be used. A fundamental prob-
lem that could not be compensated for was the spectral response of the
vidicon cameras in the imaging subsystem. Figure I, from Smith et al.
(1977), shows the spectral response curves for each of the two vidicon
cameras. Note that camera response in the red portion of the spectrum
falls off sharply. This, coupled with the fact that no combination of
three of the color filters used in imaging corresponded to the three
primary colors, meant that it was not possible to construct a true color
composite from the Voyager Europa images. A color composite was con-
structed substituting the orange-filtered image (1201J2-001) for a red
one, the blue-filtered image (I198J2-001) for a green one, and the
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FIGURE I. Spectral response curves for (A) the Voyager spacecraft wide-
angle TV camera and five of its color filters, and (B) the
Voyager spacecraft narrow-angle TV camera and six of its
color filters. Diagrams are from Smith et al. (1977).
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violet-filtered image (I195J2-001) for a blue one. Thus, the colors
seen in the composite image do not represent the true colors of Europa,
but are fair approximations of them.
A second source of error in Voyager imagery that could not be cor-
rected at the time of Flagstaff processing was the so-called "dark
current." Dark current, as it occurred in Europa imaging, was residual
or spontaneous charging of Voyager imaging subsystem vidicons that did
not represent pictorial data, and was generated by the effects of charged
particles in the Jovian magnetosphere in the vicinity of the spacecraft.
This charging alters the DN's in the image data, though by relatively
minor amounts. Such false data can be most easily seen in color com-
posites as brightly colored intricate patterns where black should be for
deep space off the satellite's limb. Although dark current correction
factors have subsequently been developed and applied to Voyager imagery
(McEwen, personal communication), none were available at the time of
USGSimage processing in Flagstaff.
Another property of the image data for which no correction factor
was available was the photometric function for Europa. Briefly, the
photometric function describes how light is scattered by a body's sur-
face, the scattering being a function of phase angle (incident angle
plus emission angle of sunlight hitting the surface), properties of the
sunlight hitting the surface, and properties of surface texture and com-
position. The terminology and fundamentals of astronomical photometry
are described in detail by Harris (1961) and Veverka (1977). The prob-
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lem caused by the photometric effect arises from the fact that the phase
angle varies greatly from the limb of the body to its terminator. If
not corrected, the photometric effect will cause highly inaccurate
brightness measurements across any image that covers a significant por-
tion of the distance from limb to terminator, which the Voyager Europa
images used in this study did. A correction factor could have been
applied to the images if the photometric function could have been mathe-
matically modeled. Unfortunately, this is no simple task. No photo-
metric correction was applied to this project's images, although at a
later time a simple Minnaert law correction was used by Johnson et al.
(1983) as a first generation approximation of Europa's photometric func-
tion.
The problem of Europa's photometric function was nearly completely
circumvented, however, by two conceptually similar techniques. The more
standard technique was the construction of color ratio images from the
registered images. In this method, one image is divided by another
image through the process of dividing each pixel's DN in one image by
each corresponding pixel's DN in the second image, creating a third
image. The resultant quotients are then each multiplied by a constant
to re-establish the dynamic range in the new image. For the registered
images of Europa, the following formula was followed:
(UV, VI, or BL) X I00OR
This produced UV/OR, VI/OR, and BL/OR color ratio images, which are
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shown in Figure 2. These images were then combined to produce a color
ratio composite image where features appeared in false color perspec-
tive. The advantages of generating color ratio images are: (I) the
photometric function is virtually eliminated, because the photometric
function of the first filtered image is divided by the photometric
function of the second filtered image during ratioing; and (2) subtle
color variations of the surface are brought out by color ratioing since
for any change in gray level to occur from pixel to pixel in the ratio
image, there must be an accompanying difference in the relative spectral
reflectances between the two filter colors at those points. Concerning
the elimination of the photometric function, there could still be a
small photometric effect present in the ratio image if the photometric
function is wavelength dependent. Detailed modeling of Europa's photo-
metric scattering properties by Buratti and Veverka (1983) did find a
wavelength dependence for the albedo of the dark material unit on
Europa. The implications of this for multispectral data interpretation
are discussed in this thesis in the section beginning on page 129.
The second technique for eliminating Europa's photometric function
is the plotting of relative spectral reflectances of three colors on a
ternary diagram. As with color ratioing, this method would not elim-
inate any part of the photometric function that is wavelength dependent.
The ternary diagram plotting technique is described in a later section
along with the linear feature profiling technique.
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(A)
FIGURE2. Color ratio images of a portion of the southern hemisphere of
Europa which includes the dark lineation study area (upper
part of each image) and part of the Agenor Linea study area
(extreme southern part of each image). Images shown are: (A)
ultraviolet/orange ratio image, (B)violet/orange ratio image,
and (C) blue/orange ratio image. The image set used to gen-
erate the ratio images consists of registered Voyager 2 im-
ages I195J2-001 (violet filter), I198J2-001 (blue filter),
1201J2-001 (orange filter), and 1204J2-001 (ultraviolet fil-
ter).
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(B)
FIGURE2. (Continued)
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(c)
FIGURE 2. (Continued)
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IMAGEPROCESSINGAT LPI
After completing color ratio constructions at the USGSin Flag-
staff, the remainder of Europa image processing was performed at the
Lunar and Planetary Institute (LPI) in Houston, Texas. The system used
at LPI consisted of a Gould/DeAnza IP8500 Image Processing System inter-
faced to a DECVAX 11/780 computer. The system included a video moni-
tor, joystick, controller, hard copy unit, and the LIPS image processing
software package.
In addition to the normal color composite and color ratio composite
images created at the USGS, computer processing at LPI generated con-
trast enhanced images, density-sliced images, and parallelepiped clas-
sified images. Contrast enhancements enabled sharper differentiation
between surface features on Europa, both in individual images and color
composites. In density-sliced images, colors are assigned to user-
chosen sequences of DN's. The resulting false color image depicts areas
of equal brightness as the same color. This method was not found suit-
able to use on normal images because of the large photometric effect
near Europa's limb, where this study concentrated. Density slicing was
found useful for better delineating spectral features in color ratio
images, however. The parallelepiped classifier is a means for clas-
sifying areas of distinct spectral properties by defining DN ranges in
each of three colors for three registered images. These three ranges
form a solid rectangular box, or parallelepiped, when plotted on a
coordinate system of three mutually perpendicular axes. The method
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employs the use of training areas, wherein the image composite is dis-
played on a CRTand a training area is defined, via a joystick. All
areas on the image that fall within the same spectral parallelepiped as
the training area are then assigned the same color, along with the
training area. The classifier program used at LPI, called LSCLAS, is
capable of defining up to six training areas, which may or may not
replace the entire image with a classified false color image.
Contrast enhancements can be performed without creating erroneous
data, as can density slicing, on individual images. Whenthe parallele-
piped classifier is performed, however, the final product is misleading.
Considering that the classifier is applied to a composite image, it
becomes clear that imperfectly registered areas are being classified.
For dark lineations on Europa, for example, a problem arises because a
strip of misregistered pixels is formed bordering each lineation. Each
strip will have a spectral character not representative of dark linea-
tions nor the plains material in which the lineations are embedded.
Provided that these areas are ignored, the interiors of the lineations
and the plains beyond the misregistered strips should be accurately
assigned even though each point is misregistered by a pixel or two.
This is based on the assumption that lineation material and plains
material do not vary significantly in composition over the distance
covered by one or two pixels.
Following the completion of computerized image processing of Voy-
ager Europa images I195J2-001, I198J2-001, 1201J2-001, and 1204J2-001, a
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portion of the image set was chosen on which to focus studies. The
primary area of study chosen was a 200 pixel-by-225 pixel block in the
upper left area of the registered images (see Figure 19 and 20). This
area corresponds to the approximate coordinates of 220° to 180° Longi-
tude and -24 ° to -2 ° Latitude on Europa. The main reason for choosing
this area was because it contains one of the highest concentrations of
dark lineations per unit pixel area anywhere on the high resolution-
imaged portion of Europa. A secondary area of study was the major white
line feature on Europa, Agenor Linea, spanning an area from approxi-
mately 220° to 178° Longitude and ranging from -44 ° to -41.5 ° Latitude.
CORRECTIONSAPPLIED AFTERIMAGEPROCESSING
The areas chosen for intensive study were small enough to allow
paper printouts to be obtained of pixel DN's for the whole block. Thus,
DN listings for the entire 200 pixel-by-225 pixel block were made for
the violet-filter image (I195J2-001), the blue-filter image (I198J2-
001), and the orange-filter image (1201J2-001). Only three images could
be accommodated by the ternary diagram method used later. The ultra-
violet-filter image (1204J2-001) was eliminated for this part of the
study because surface features on Europa were poorly defined in the
ultraviolet (i.e., the range of DN's in the ultraviolet image was much
smaller than for the violet, blue, or orange images).
The pixel printouts were photoreduced and mosaicked for the violet,
blue, and orange images for the 200 pixel-by-225 pixel block. After
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being put into this more manageable form, the pixel mosaics could be
used for making detailed surface feature maps. The blue-filter pixel
mosaic was used to map Europa's dark lineations because it possessed
maximumfeature discriminability. Lineations were defined on the basis
of sharp contrasts in the pixel DN's marking the boundaries between dark
lineations and the relatively bright plains unit surrounding them. Both
bold dark lineations and faint dark lineations (i.e., dark lineations
differing in pixel brightness from the surrounding plains less than more
boldly dark lineations) were mapped, however, no attempt was made to
completely map the faint dark lineations. The blue-filter image was
frequently referred to as an aid for determining where a specific point
on the pixel mosaic was located, but the mapping on the pixel mosaic was
done independent of the image. The resulting pixel mosaic map therefore
did not perfectly match what was visible in any given print of the image
because the extent to which dark lineations are visible in a print
depends on the particular contrast enhancement the image underwent
before a print was made.
Once the dark lineations were mapped on the blue-filter image pixel
mosaic, the map was precisely traced onto the orange-filter and violet-
filter pixel mosaics. This preserved the feature misregistration on the
orange and violet mosaics, creating slightly inaccurate maps on them.
It was therefore not possible to compare DN's of the same location in
three colors simply by accessing the same pixel coordinates on each
mosaic. Two correction techniques were employed to allow sampling of
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multispectral data. The primary technique is ideally suited for use on
thin, linear features, which is essentially what Europa's dark linea-
tions are. This consists of taking a series of parallel profiles of a
dark lineation, each perpendicular to the trend of the lineation at that
location. The DN's are examined along each profile of the dark linea-
tion to identify the darkest DN. (In the case of a bright lineation,
such as a white line (e.g., Agenor Linea), each profile is examined to
identify the brightest DN.)By identifying the darkest DN in a dark
lineation profile, the highest probability is secured of having identi-
fied pure dark lineation material, since the darkest DNalmost invar-
iably is found at the center of the dark lineation in each profile.
Profiles were spaced one pixel apart in order to generate the maximum
number of data points. The result was a series of points forming a one-
dimensional representation of the lineation. Dark lineations were pro-
filed on all three pixel mosaics so that when the darkest DNof a linea-
tion profile in, say, blue was compared with the darkest DN's from cor-
responding profiles in violet and orange, it was reasonable to conclude
that the three DN values came from the same location on Europa, or at
least from very similar material from locations very close to each other.
This profiling method was adequate if the direction of misregistra-
tion of the lineation was perpendicular to the trend of the profile.
Where this was not the case, an additional correction was applied to
compensate for whatever the direction of misregistration was at that
location. In this technique, the necessary shifting of pixels is enacted
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after the profiling is done, such that all that is needed is to shift
the column of recorded darkest DN's appropriately for one color relative
to another color. Through the careful application of the two methods of
correction just described, the best possible approximation of a perfect
registration of features was achieved.
All told, 193 dark lineation segments within the 200 pixel-by-225
pixel block were mapped, profiled, compensated where needed, and re-
corded in terms of darkest DN's. While this was not all of the dark
lineations present in the area by any means, it was a large percentage
of them and did provide a good representation of both the bold and faint
dark lineations.
PLOTTINGTHE DATA
At this stage, dark lineation multispectral data had been acquired
and listed in the form of DN's that represented spectral reflectance
values at violet, blue, and orange wavelengths. It should be remembered
that these DN's could not be directly compared to each other in a useful
way from one part of the study area to another because they contained
large photometric effects, particularly near Europa's limb. The photo-
metric effect expressed itself as brightness differences across the
area, with similar features near the limb being much brighter than their
counterparts closer to the terminator. To obtain useful data, pixel
printouts could have been acquired from color ratio images. Indeed,
two-axis plots of color ratio data have been constructed for Europa
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by McCord et al. (1982), for Io by Clancy and Danielson (1981), and for
the surface of Mars by Guinness (1981), to give just a few examples.
For this thesis, however, a new application was developed of the
ternary diagram method of plotting three variables against each other
simultaneously. Ternary diagrams have traditionally been used in geol-
ogy, particularly petrology, and metallurgy, but very little in multi-
spectral studies. The main benefit of using a ternary diagram plot
versus the commonly used two-variable plot in multispectral research is
the ability to evaluate three variables (colors) simultaneously instead
of the two variables (colors) in the rectangular plot. The addition of
the third variable, or color, in the ternary diagram enhances spectral
discriminability significantly, and its importance should not be under-
estimated.
The DN's recorded in violet, blue, and orange from profiled dark
lineations contained photometric effects, as mentioned previously, and
so could not be converted to accurate spectral reflectance values with-
out applying correction factors based on detailed modeling of Europa's
photometric function. This problem can be circumvented by plotting
relative spectral reflectances rather than the spectral reflectances
themselves. To accomplish this, the violet, blue, and orange DN's of
each point that was recorded are added. The data is then normalized by
dividing each color's DNby the sum of the DN's. Each resulting relative
spectral reflectance percentage (abbreviated as rel% throughout this
thesis) can not only be plotted on a ternary diagram, but also have
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removed all or nearly all of the photometric effect because when a DN is
divided by the sum of the DN's, the photometric function effect in the
DN is divided by the photometric function effect in the DN sum. A
hypothetical example will illustrate this. Say that a point in a dark
lineation produced DN values of 120 in orange, 90 in blue, and 70 in
violet. Normalizing the orange DNyields: 120/(120 + 90 + 70) = 42.86%
relative spectral reflectance. Blue yields 32.14% relative spectral
reflectance and violet yields 25.00% relative spectral reflectance.
Note that the relative spectral reflectances will always add up to 100%.
Now, if photometric effects are responsible for, say, 25% of the DN
value for each color, the value for the orange spectral reflectance
after removing the photometric contributions becomes: 90/(90 + 67.5 +
52.5) = 42.86%. Similarly, blue again yields 32.14% and violet again
yields 25.00% relative spectral reflectance. Using other values for the
DN's produces the same results, namely, that normalizing the three
colors removes the photometric effects present in the data. This method
is as effective as the color ratio method described previously. Like
the color ratio technique, producing relative spectral reflectances will
not remove any wavelength dependent photometric effects, but, as stated
previously, these are expected to be minor.
Relative spectral reflectances do not represent, and cannot be
converted to, albedo values, but are nonetheless highly useful for
identifying spectral differences between features plotted on ternary
diagrams. As with color ratio imagery, relative spectral reflectances
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plotted on ternary diagrams are most useful for showing differences in
reflectivity between different colors (i.e., filtered images) and
changes in spectral reflectivity differences. The plotting of purely
spectral data on a ternary diagram has probably been done for the first
time in this thesis, however, in a study of geological units on Mars by
Arvidson et al. (1982), a technique for plotting red/violet ratio,
albedo, and thermal inertia data on a ternary diagram was developed
independently of the multispectral ternary diagram method first reported
by Meier (1981). The inclusion of thermal inertia data in Arvidson's
ternary diagram provided a distinct advantage in identifying composi-
tional units over the use of multispectral end members only. Unfor-
tunately, it was not possible to use infrared data in this study because
of the very poor resolution of the Voyager infrared interferometer
spectrometer at Europa (Hanel et al., 1979).
The relative spectral reflectance values for Europa's dark linea-
tions were plotted on ternary diagrams, each lineation segment being
plotted on a separate ternary diagram. The data points in each ternary
diagram are the three-variable equivalent of two-variable scatter dia-
grams that have been used in previous multispectral studies of Europa
by McCord et al. (1982) and of Io by Clancy and Danielson (1981), for
example. All data points for features studied in this thesis plotted
within a very small portion of the orange/blue/violet ternary diagram.
For this reason, a small part of the ternary diagram is used for all
figures in this work. This is called the reference ternary diagram, and
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is defined and illustrated in Figure 3.
New techniques were developed at this stage of the thesis to derive
the maximumamount of data from the ternary diagrams. The ternary dia-
gram-plotted points for each lineation segment define what will be
called the color distribution field (CDF) of the dark lineation (or
whatever surface feature is plotted). Each color distribution field was
polygonalized by connecting the outermost points of the CDFwith
straight line segments such that: (I) any three CDFpoints serving as a
continuous series of vertices of the polygon form an angle 0 where
0° < 0 < 180° , (2) that a straight line segment connecting any two ver-
tices of the CDFpolygon will not go outside of the polygon, and (3)
that no data points of the CDFfall outside of the CDFpolygon. Figure
4 illustrates the formation of a CDFpolygon. It should be noted that
nearly every CDFwill form an irregular polygon.
Several dark lineation properties and statistical characteristics
were evaluated for the 193 dark lineation segments, many using the ter-
nary diagram CDFplots and CDFpolygons. These were: (I) spectral
position of the CDFwithin the ternary diagram, (2) number of data
points in the CDF, area of the CDF, and density of data points within
the CDF, (3) a simple indication of the degree of dispersion of data
points within the CDF, (4) the local brightness of each dark lineation
segment, and (5) orientation of each dark lineation segment on the
surface of Europa. Each of these will now be discussed in more detail.
The spectral position of a dark lineation segment's color distribu-
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FIGURE3. (A) The reference ternary diagram used to plot relative spec-
tral reflectances (rel%'s) for all Europan features studied
in this thesis. (B) The entire ternary diagram with orange,
violet, and blue rel% end members. The location of the ref-
erence ternary diagram is shown as the darkened portion of
the entire ternary diagram.
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FIGURE 4. Methodology for constructing a CDFpolygon, using the actual
ternary diagram plot for DLI82. (A) Field of rel% data com-
prising the color distribution field (CDF) within the ternary
diagram. (B) Polygon constructed from the outermost data
points of the CDF. Note that all angles are between 0° and
180° when measured facing the interior of the CDFpolygon.
(C) CDFpolygon showing that no data points fall outside the
polygon boundary. Interior data points are not shown in the
CDFpolygons presented in Appendix B.
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tion field in a ternary diagram is the simplest and most fundamental
basis for constructing a spectral classification system for Europa's
dark lineations. Through the comparison of CDFpolygon positions of all
193 dark lineation segments, a three-level spectral classification was
established. Classification was based on differences in the position of
CDF's along the orange relative spectral reflectance axis because
orange displayed the greatest amount of variation in CDFposition. CDF
position changes between different dark lineation segments are directly
attributable to changes in relative spectral reflectances, and therefore
changes in surface composition.
The number of data points comprising a color distribution field, the
area of the CDFpolygon, and the density of data points within the CDF
polygon are all directly related to each other. The area of a CDFpoly-
gon is a measure of the degree of variation in the relative spectral re-
flectances. The area is thus a measure of spectral homogeneity, hence
compositional homogeneity, of the dark lineation plotted in the ternary
diagram. This type of evaluation is of particular interest to help deter-
mine if Europa's dark lineations are of uniform composition along their
length, or if some variation exists that could help explain their history.
Correlating the number of data points in a CDFwith the area of the
CDFprovides a good test of how representative the data is of the true
spectral nature of the surface features being studied. Consider that
most of the dark lineations look spectrally similar in a color image of
the study area on Europa. Rank the dark lineation segments according to
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the number of data points in each. If, as the number of data points
increases progressing through the dark lineation segments, the areas of
the associated CDF's stay roughly the same size or change in size in a
random pattern, then it can be said that the area of a CDFis inde-
pendent of the number of data points comprising it. This is desirable
because it indicates that the CDFareas are giving accurate represen-
tation of true amounts of relative spectral reflectance variations
regardless of the number of data points taken for a given dark lineation
segment. If, on the other hand, as the number of data points pro-
gressively increases, the areas of the associated CDF's also progres-
sively increase, then it can be said that CDFarea is dependent on the
number of data points. This would damagethe utility of CDFareas for
making any conclusions about relative spectral reflectance variability
because it would indicate that CDF's constructed from fewer data points
did not provide an adequate sampling of all the spectral variability
present in the dark lineation segments.
Dispersion of data points within a CDFpolygon and its converse,
cluster analysis, provide insight into the relative distribution of
specific spectral/compositional variations within the total spectral/-
compositional range defined for a dark lineation segment by its CDF
polygon. Since each data point represents an approximately equal area
within a dark lineation (except very near the limb), knowing the number
of data points comprising a cluster within a CDFpolygon helps assess
what percentage of the dark lineation segment has that more specific
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compositional range defined by the cluster as opposed to the entire CDF
polygon. If two or more multispectral clusters can be recognized within
a CDFpolygon, then the feature being studied will be known to possess
multiple compositional units. Conversely, if data points within a CDF
polygon are more-or-less uniformly dispersed (i.e., no clusters can be
recognized), then the dark lineation segment being studied can be said
to have an approximately uniform variation in composition along its
length, with no specific compositions being favored.
In the remote sensing study of Mars by Arvidson et al. (1982),
cluster analysis software was used on a ternary diagram of a large area
of the Martian surface to define 6 compositional units. Unfortunately,
no cluster analysis software for ternary diagrams was readily available
for this project. Simplified techniques were developed to provide
indications of the degree of dispersion/clustering of data points in
each CDF. The geometric mean and the statistical mean of the data
points of each CDFwere plotted within each CDFpolygon. The geometric
mean is defined as the average of the high and low coordinates for the
maximumand minimum points of each CDFfor each of the three ternary
diagram colors (i.e., violet, blue, and orange). Because most CDF
polygons are irregular and non-symmetrical in shape, the geometric mean
will usually not be a point but rather an equilateral triangle. The
size of the equilateral triangle will depend on differences in the size
of max-min separations between the three axes. The geometric mean also
may not appear to be at the center of the CDFpolygon because of the ir-
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regular shape of some. The statistical mean is defined as the average
of all CDFdata points by averaging each color's coordinates separately.
It is the distance between the geometric mean and statistical mean
that is of interest in estimating the degree of dispersion in each CDF.
Ideally, if the geometric and statistical means are coincident, it means
that the data points are uniformly dispersed throughout the CDFpolygon.
Conversely, the greater the separation between the geometric and statis-
tical means, the less the dispersion and greater the degree of cluster-
ing in the data, ideally speaking. If a cluster, itself containing a
uniform distribution of data points, is perfectly centered at the geo-
metric mean, however, the statistical mean will be coincident with the
geometric mean even though clustering is present. If two or more clus-
ters of equal size and dispersion are symmetrically arranged around the
geometric mean, the statistical and geometric means will again be coin-
cident. Based on these considerations, the assessment of the degree of
CDFdispersion was accomplished by a combination of plotting the statis-
tical mean and geometric mean and visually inspecting the distribution
of points using the two means as reference points. This technique was
sufficient to construct a three-tiered classification of CDFdispersion.
A simple method that served as a cluster analysis of sorts was
developed and applied to the entire set of data points for all 193 dark
lineation segments. In this method, a cumulative count was made of all
CDFdata points in each unit area of the ternary diagram measuring 0.5
rel% x 0.5 rel% x 0.5 rel% where data points were present. The cumula-
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tive point counts were then recorded in each unit area of the ternary
diagram. By visual inspection of this cumulative point count diagram,
it was then possible to draw certain conclusions about overall clus-
tering trends in the dark lineation set.
In addition to the just-described statistical evaluations of color
distribution fields in ternary diagrams, two other characteristics of
dark lineations in the study area were assessed. One characteristic was
the local brightness of each dark lineation. This evaluation was imple-
mented by comparing the brightnesses of the DN's of a dark lineation
with the brightnesses of DN's of dark lineations in the same longi-
tudinal strip, on the blue pixel mosaic. Photometric effects will be
displayed primarily on features that cover large amounts of latitude,
but little over the amount of longitude covered by dark lineations in
the study area. By evaluating dark lineation segments on a local basis,
it was possible to accurately use the same brightness classification
system over the entire study area in spite of the photometric brighten-
ing present.
The second characteristic ascertained was the orientation of each
dark lineation segment on the surface of Europa. Because the study area
pixel printouts came from Voyager images that had not undergone any
projection changes, the apparent orientations of the dark lineations
were distorted along the east-west component. Linear features that
appear to be nearly north-south in orientation near Europa's limb in
Voyager images are actually much closer to northeast-southwest in
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Mercator-projection maps. The difficulty in translating the apparent
orientations of dark lineations in Voyager images to true orientations
resulted in the adoption of only a two-level orientation classification
system, where dark lineations were assigned based on their possessing
either a northeast-southwest character or a northwest-southeast char-
acter.
Following the classification of the dark lineation segments ac-
cording to the appropriate division of each statistical property and
physical characteristic, a pairing matrix was generated to search for
relationships among these factors. Frequency counts were made in each
class of each property or characteristic. Each of these numbers served
as the denominator across the matrix row for that property/character-
istic class. The numerator was supplied by the number of matches
between the two classes at each row/column position in the pairing
matrix. It should be noted that because the class frequencies were all
different, the pairing coefficient between any two classes always had
two values. This was due to the fact that although the number of
matches (i.e. numerator) was the same at both matrix positions for a
given property/characteristic class pair, the class frequency (i.e.
denominator) was different at each matrix position. The pairing matrix
thus was not mirror-symmetrical about its diagonal. It should be noted
that no class of a characteristic/property was paired with itself or any
other classes of the same characteristic/property; this defined the
diagonal swath of NA's (not applicables). After computing the entire
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pairing matrix, each property/characteristic class pair in the upper
half of the matrix was averaged with its counterpart on the other side
of the matrix diagonal. The average pairing coefficient was then
recorded in a new matrix that had only its upper half filled in with
pairing averages. Note that this is not a true correlation matrix
because it does not follow the statistical procedure for correlating and
does not generate any negative coefficients. The calculation of the
number of matches between pairs of classes does, however, help define
the significant physical property combinations present in the dark
lineation segments (e.g., if most bold dark lineations are composi-
tionally homogeneous, if most bright dark lineations have a NE-SWorien-
tation, etc.).
STUDYOF AGENORLINEA
The preceding sections of this chapter have included descriptions
of processing and data analysis techniques applied to the dark linea-
tions in the primary study area on Europa. These same techniques were
also applied to the secondary area of study, Agenor Linea, the largest
white line structure imaged on Europa. This feature stretches from
220° to 178° Longitude and varies from -44 ° to -41.5 ° Latitude. While
this feature displayed a curvilinear trend in Voyager images, its thin-
ness (five or less pixels wide in most places) still made it ideal for
the pixel profiling method previously described. In addition to the
dark lineation analysis techniques, one additional technique was devel-
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oped and applied to Agenor Linea. In this technique, a color distri-
bution field with its geometric mean plotted is divided into six equal-
sized relative spectral reflectance bins (the bins will not be equal-
sized if the edge of the CDFpolygon is considered to be the edge of
each bin), with the geometric mean serving as the center of the bins.
Each bin can be considered to be a spectral subunit of the spectral
field defined by the entire CDF. Figure 21 depicts the specific spec-
tral properties of each bin. Each spectral subunit, or bin, can then be
used to make a map of the lengthwise spectral/compositional variation of
the feature under study. This is accomplished by assigning a color or
symbol code to each bin and using that code on all of the data points in
that bin. By tagging each data point, it becomes possible to accurately
map each profiled location along the linear or curvilinear feature.
This technique was first described and its results for Agenor Linea
first presented in Meier (1983a).
The mapping of the lengthwise compositional variation of a curvi-
linear feature is important because it enables the identification of
sequences of pixels representing the same composition, sequences with
gradational compositional changes, and sequences of random changes in
composition. This information, in turn, can be used to help construct
models of the origin and evolution of the features being studied.
The spectral bin technique, as with most of thetechniques devel-
oped for the dark lineation segments, was implemented manually and was
thus, of course, very time-consuming. Time limitations prevented the
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use of the spectral bin technique on the dark lineation segments, al-
though it was well suited for those features.
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RESULTSANDDISCUSSION: DARKLINEATIONAREA
DESCRIPTIONOF DARKLINEATIONAREA
The 200 pixel-by-225 pixel registered Voyager image block used for
studying Europa's dark lineation features occupies, as noted previously,
a region spanning the approximate coordinates 220° to 180° Longitude, -24 °
to -2 ° Latitude. Remembering that a strong UV-absorption feature of
a probable SO2 composition covers Europa's trailing hemisphere (Lane et
al. 1981), centered at 270° Longitude, it can be seen that the dark
lineation study area falls within the S02-covered hemisphere. If SO2-
imbedded ice actually covers the entire trailing hemisphere, then one of
its boundaries will be located at 180° Longitude. Thus, the entire dark
lineation study area should be part of the easternmost portion of the
S02-covered hemisphere, and their easternmost margins should approxi-
mately correspond. The S02-imbedded materials may best be spectrally
observable in Europa's plains unit because its composition is thought to
be closer to pure ice than the dark lineation material, and ice would
have best allowed sulfur ion implantation from Io ejecta. The plains in
the dark lineation study area may therefore contain important spectral
information on the nature of the margin of the S02-imbedded trailing
hemisphere of Europa.
A map of the dark lineation study area of Europa and the 193 linea-
tion segments that were evaluated are shown in Figure 5. The lineations
in the study area are of several different geomorphic types, the exact
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FIGURE 5. Map of the dark lineation (DL) study area derived from Voy-
ager 2 frame I198J2-001 (blue filter). All major bolder and
most of the minor, brighter DL's present in the area are
shown, with the DL segments that were profiled and plotted
on ternary diagrams outlined and labeled. Note that a thin
north-south strip of the DL study area (equal to approxi-
mately one-fifth the width of the area shown) was inadver-
tently not mapped. This strip contains DL's 185-193 and por-
tions of DL's 173, 174, 176-178, and 184.
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number of which depends on which classification system is used. In the
eight-level lineation classification system of Pieri (1981), three types
of lineations are definitely present. Lineation type 1 (long, regularly-
spaced, ENE-trending, some with central white lines), type 2 (very dark,
short and wedge-shaped, most trending NW-SE), and type 5 (very short,
subdividing polygons formed by the intersection of type 1 and type 2
lineations) are present, while the other five lineation types apparently
are not. According to the four-level lineation classification system of
Lucchitta et al. (1981), two lineation types are present in the study
area: dark, wedge-shaped bands and triple bands. Neither Pieri's nor
Luchitta's classification maps show any bright (i.e., probably near-pure
ice) ridges in the dark lineation study area, but their identification
was possible only near the terminator, where visible shadows were cast
by the ridges. Bright ridges may be present in the study area, but are
unable to be identified because of a lack of shadows near Europa's limb
(where the study area is situaZed) and a lack of contrast with the
plains material in which they are located.
At the extreme eastern side of the dark lineation study area, the
dark lineations and plains units begin to give way to a mottled terrain
unit, specifically, the gray mottled terrain (Lucchitta and Soderblom,
1982). All of the 193 lineation segments evaluated in the study area
are dark lineations, although some in the eastern portion appear to be
transitional with dark spots and patches comprising the gray mottled
terrain. Some dark spots are aligned with dark lineations in a manner
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consistent with their being remnants of portions of the lineations that
have either been disrupted by plains material or were never fully em-
placed with dark lineation material.
DARKLINEATION TERNARYDIAGRAMPLOTS
The ternary diagrams for the 193 dark lineation segments that were
profiled in orange, blue, and violet, and plotted as relative spectral
reflectances on a lengthwise pixel-by-pixel basis, are shown in Appendix
A. The associated color distribution fields (CDF's) for each dark
lineation (DL) are shown in their polygonalized form in Appendix B. In
these figures, each CDFhas a point representing the statistical mean of
the CDFand an equilateral triangle representing the geometric mean of
the CDF. The size of the triangle is directly proportional to the
degree to which the CDFpolygon is non-symmetrical; in cases where the
CDFpolygon is very close to symmetrical in shape, the geometric mean
will be represented by a point because the size of the equilateral
triangle is too small to be plotted.
It can be clearly seen from Appendix A and Appendix B that there
are distinct differences in relative spectral reflectance properties
among the dark lineation segments evaluated. Many different pairs of
dark lineation ternary diagrams can be chosen in which the respective
CDF's are completely non-overlapping (eg., DL39 and DL42, DL63 and
DLI53, DLI33 and DLI45). In some cases, CDF's are completely isolated
from each other by several relative reflectance percentage points along
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the orange axis (eg., DL27 and DLI83, DLI25 and DLI50, DL65 and DLI51).
This illustrates that there are definite compositional differences
between dark lineations in the study area. This is in itself a signifi-
cant finding, since color (and therefore compositional) differences
between dark lineations in this area are not readily apparent when
viewing Voyager color composite images. The wavelength dependence of
Europa's photometric function, while certainly imparting some influence
on the position of data points in the ternary diagrams plots, cannot
be responsible for the distinct CDFgroups of non-overlapping high and
low orange relative spectral reflectance dark lineations. This is
because several dark lineations from different spectral position groups
are found in both the western and eastern portions of the study area;
multispectral photometric differences would be expected to cause the
distribution of DL spectral groups to be more-or-less polarized along an
east-west line.
Comparisons between dark lineation ternary diagrams can be made
more meaningful if the spectral properties of the dark lineation suite
as a whole are plotted in a similar fashion. This also enables the
spectral properties of the dark lineation terrain unit to be compared to
those of other terrain units on Europa. For these reasons, a ternary
diagram plot of the cumulative point count of all 193 dark lineation
segments was made using the same relative spectral reflectance percent-
age (hereafter abbreviated as rel%) ranges as for individual dark linea-
tions. The resultant ternary diagram is depicted in Figure 6, with
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cumulative point counts shown for each 0.5 rel% X 0.5 rel% X 0.5 rel%
area. In addition to being useful asa reference for comparing with
individual dark lineation ternary diagrams and other Europan terrain
units' spectral ternary diagrams, the cumulative point count ternary
diagram is useful for a very simple type of cluster analysis of the
relative spectral reflectance data. If any strong clustering is evident
in the data, it would indicate the presence of significant compositional
unit(s) on Europa. A weak cluster was found by simple visual inspection
of the cumulative point counts, using all frequencies above fifty per
unit area to define the cluster. The area occupied by the cluster is
indicated in Figure 7. Note that there are no truly sharp contrasts in
the size of point count frequencies between unit areas within the clus-
ter and unit areas surrounding the cluster. The physical interpretation
of this can best be madewhen the cumulative point count ternary diagram
data is combined with that for other characteristics of the dark linea-
tions, and so will be presented after describing the results for the
other characteristics.
DARKLINEATIONCHARACTERISTICSEVALUATED
A major goal of this thesis has been to construct classification
maps of the dark lineations in the study area based on important charac-
teristics of the lineations. The properties chosen to be evaluated were
dark lineation spectral position within the reference ternary diagram,
area of each lineation's color distribution field (CDF), density of data
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FIGURE 6. Cumulative point count ternary diagram for all 193 dark
lineation segments, plotted on the reference ternary dia-
" gram. Each small triangle displays the cumulative frequency
for a region of 0.5 orange rel% X 0.5 blue rel% X 0.5 violet
rel%.
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FIGURE 7. Weak cluster of relative spectral reflectance data points within the cumulative
point count ternary diagram shown in Figure 6.
points in each CDF, degree of dispersion/clustering of datapoints "
within each CDF, local brightness of each dark lineation _(relative to
other dark lineations in that immediate area), and general orientation
of each dark lineation (whether each lineation's trendis closer to NE-
SWor NW-SE). Each characteristicevaluated was divided into three
classes (except dark lineation orientation) basedon the limits found
for each in the dark lineation suite The ranges of the classes for
each characteristic are listed in Table I. Defining the ranges for CDF
area and CDFpoint density was an exercise in'balance between splitting
the total range for each characteristic into three classes of equal
range and setting up three classes of equalfrequency. Having classes
of approximately equal frequency with all Other class sizes for all
other characteristics would be ideal for tabulating matches between
classes when comparing two different_dark iineation properties.. A fair
compromise was arrived at for CDFarea and point density that allowed
class sizes to be closer to each thanotherwise would be,possible, by
making the two lowest classes for CDFarea and point density equal in
the size of range and leaving therange of the highest class open-ended
in such a way as to increase its frequency to a level approaching that
of the other classes. " _
Even with characteristic class sizeSset as closeto each other as
could be reasonably done, there were still large numeriCal difference_
between some of them. Table II lists the characteristic classifications
for all 193 dark lineation segments for all six lineation properties.
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From these results, a series of dark lineation classification maps were
made of the study area, one for each property evaluated except lineation
orientation. These are presented in Figures 8 through II. These maps
are quite useful for studying the distributions of dark lineations
possessing specific properties. To achieve useful interpretations about
the nature of Europa's dark lineations, however, it is necessary to know
the physical interpretation of each characteristic assessed. Such
information is outlined in Table III. More useful than individual
properties for characterizing the nature of the dark lineations is to
find pairs of characteristics that have strong affinities for appearing
together in the same dark lineations because this reveals something
about what types of dark lineations do and do not exist on this part of
Europa. Finding the important pairs of characteristics was accomplished
by constructing a characteristic pair matching matrix, hereafter referred
to as a relationship matrix because it seeks to find the relationships
between various dark lineation properties. Table IV gives the results
of the percentages of matches for all possible two-property combinations
of lineation characteristics. Two values are shown, each one reflecting
the number of matches divided by the number of dark lineations in one of
the two characteristic classes in that pair. For greater ease in interpre-
tation, the average value of each characteristic pair's matching per-
centage is presented in Table V.
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TABLE I. Key to dark lineation (DL) characteristic classifications in
Table II.
ORREL%CLASSIFICATION
SCA : A: _50% of data points 244 orange rel%
SCB : B: >50% of data points >42 and <44 orange rel %
SCC: C: _50% of data points 542 orange rel%
,o.°°,,°.°°o.°,.,°,..°.,°..,..°°o..°o..o.,.o.e.°°,,,°....°.°.,..,.°.o,.
LOCALBRIGHTNESSCLASSIFICATION
BCA = A: Very dark to dark as compared to other DL's in the area
BCB : B: Average darkness as compared to other DL's in the area
BCC= C: Bright to very bright as compared to other DL's in area
..°,...°,°...°o,°.,...,,.°,°°,.°°.°.,°°,°o°°°..,...,.,.,,..o°°,.°,.,°,,
NUMBEROF DATAPOINTS CLASSIFICATION
PCA = A: 1-15
PCB : B: 16-30
PCC : C: >30
oo°.°..,.,°..°..,,...,.°,.°.o,°..°°.,o.oo..,,°,..°,,°°,,..°°°.°.-°°..,,
AREA OF CDF CLASSIFICATION
ACA = A: 1-300 area units
ACB : B: 301-600 area units
ACC = C: >600 area units
..°.°°.,.oooe..°,.°.,.°,o.o,,°oo.°°..°°°I,.oo..°,,°°t°.,.°°.,,°..,°,.,,
DENSITY OF DATA POINTS IN CDF CLASSIFICATION
DCA = A: 0-3.000 data points/IO0area units
DCB = B: 3.001-6.000data points/IO0area units
DCC = C: >6.000data points/lO0area units
...°..°°°°°°..°..,..°°.o.°,°.°°...°°°°,°,°..°,.°,,°..°°,°,....,.,o°,°,_
DEGREE OF DISPERSIONOF DATA POINTS IN CDF CLASSIFICATION
DSCA = A: well dispersed
DSCB = B: slightly clustered
DSCC = C: well clustered
,°o.,.,.o,°,.°°,,.o°o,,.,°.°°,.oo,,°,o°°,°,,...°,,°,.°.,.°°..°.°,°,o°°.
ORIENTATIONOF DARK LINEATION CLASSIFICATION
OCA: A: NW- SE
OCA: B: NE - SW
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TABLE II. Classifications of all 193 dark lineation (DL) segments in the DL study area accord-
ing to all characteristics evaluated. Acronyms and classes are defined in Table I.
DL SPECTRAL LOCAL NUMBER AREA DENSITYOF DEGREEOF ORIENTATION
NUMBER CLASS BRIGHTNESS OF DATA OF CDF/ DATAPOINTS DISPERSION CLASS
(OR REL%) CLASS POINTS/ CLASS IN CDF/ CLASS
CLASS CLASS
DL] B C I0 A 255A 3.922B B B
DL2 B B 29 B 570B 5.088B B B
DL3 A A 57 C 1430C 3.986B C B
DL4 B C lO A 235 A 4.255B A B
DL5 B B 33 C 640 C 5.156B C B
oo
,--. DL6 A A 7 A 240A 2.917A A B
DL7 B C 56 C 1710C 3.275B C B
DL8 B B 12A 440 B 2.727A A A
DL9 A B 5 A 440 B 1.136A A A
DLIO A B 19 B 375 B 5.067B C B
DLll B B 4 A 60 A 6.667C A A
DLI2 B B 7 A llO A 6.364C B A
DLI3 A C 38 C 620 C 6.129C B B
DLI4 A B 9 A 470 B 1.915A A A
DLI5 B B 16 B 330 B 4.848B C B
DL]6 B B 12 A 200A 6.000B C B
DLI7 A C 5 A 305 B 1.639A C A
DLI8 A B 15 A 450 B 3.333B C B
DL]9 B C 7 A 270A 2.593A B A
DL20 B A 37 C 750 C 4.933B C B
TABLE II. (Continued)
DL SPECTRAL LOCAL NUMBER AREA DENSITY OF DEGREE OF ORIENTATION
NUMBER CLASS BRIGHTNESS OF DATA OF CDF/ DATA POINTS DISPERSION CLASS
(OR REL%) CLASS POINTS/ CLASS IN CDF/ CLASS
CLASS CLASS
DL21 A A 50 C 670 C 7.463 C C B
DL22 A A 50 C 490 B I0.204 C C B
DL23 B A 5 A 75 A 6.667 C A B
DL24 B B 18 B 345 B 5.217 B A B
DL25 B B 14 A 400 B 3.500 B A B
co DL26 B A 8 A 175 A 4.571B A A
DL27 A A 12 A 290 A 4.138 B B A
DL28 B B 18 B 440 B 4.091 B A B
DL29 B C 9 A 225 A 4.000 B A B
DL30 C C 7 A 130 A 5.385 B A A
DL31 A A 17 B 1220 C 1.393 A A B
DL32 B B 21B 570 B 3.684 B C A
DL33 A B 13 A 340 A 3.824 B A A
DL34 B B 20 B 720 C 2.778 A C B
DL35 A A 19 B 890 C 2.135 A B B
DL36 B B 4 A 185 A 2.162 A A A
DL37 A A 13 A 410 B 3.171B A A
DL38 B B 42 C 640 C 6.563 C B B
DL39 A A 8 A 150 A 5.333 B A B
DL40 A A 4 A 65 A 6.154 C A A
TABLE II. (Continued)
DL SPECTRAL LOCAL NUMBER AREA DENSITYOF DEGREEOF ORIENTATION
NUMBER CLASS BRIGHTNESS OFDATA OF CDF/ DATAPOINTS DISPERSION CLASS
(ORREL%) CLASS POINTS/ CLASS IN CDF/ CLASS
CLASS CLASS
DL41 B C 9 A 245 A 3.673 B A A
DL42 A A 4 A 40 A I0.000 C A A
DL43 B B 7 A 80 A 8.750 C B A
DL44 B C 15 A 340 B 4.412B B B
DL45 B C II A 480 B 2.292A B A
co DL46 A B 35 C 560 B 6.250C A B
L_ DL47 A A 45 C 590 B 7.627C C A
DL48 B C 9 A 370 B 2.432A A A
DL49 B C 15A 125A 12.DO0C C B
DL50 A A 26 B 1080C 2.407A A B
DL51 C C II A 270A 4.074B B B
DL52 A A 32 C 570B 5.614B B B
DL53 C C 14 A 370B 3.784B A B
DL54 B C lO A 510B 1.961A A B
DL55 B B 24 B 440 B 5.455B B B
DL56 B B II A 430 B 2.558A A B
DL57 B C 6 A If5A 5.217B A B
DL58 A B 16 B 820 C 1.951A A B
DL59 B B 26 B I130C 2.301A B ½A & ½B
DL60 A B 16 B 510 B 3.137B B B
TABLEII. (Continued)
DL SPECTRAL LOCAL NUMBER AREA DENSITY OF DEGREE OF ORIENTATION
NUMBER CLASS BRIGHTNESS OF DATA OF CDF/ DATAPOINTS DISPERSION CLASS
(ORREL%) CLASS POINTS/ CLASS INCDF/ CLASS
CLASS CLASS
DL61 A A 38 C 570 B 6.667C C B
DL62 B B 18 B 590B 3.051B A A
DL63 B B 6 A lO0A 6.000B B A
DL64 B B 27 B 490 B 5.510B A B
DL65 A A 3 A 20 A 15.000C A A
DL66 A A 13 A 670 C 1.940A A A
co
_-. DL67 A A 37 C lO00C 3.700B B A
DL68 B B 12 A 530B 2.264A A A
DL69 B C 13 A 390B 3.333B A A
DL70 B B 9 A 145A 6.207C C B
DLTI B C 21 B 790 C 2.658A B B
DL72 B C 16 B 500 B 3.200B A A
DL73 B C II A 490 B 2.245A B A
DL74 A A lO A 335 B 2.985A B B
DL75 A B 12 A 400 B 3.000A B B
DL76 B B II A 315 B 3.492B B B
DL77 A A 17 B 400 B 4.250B C A
DL78 B A 13 A 560 B 2.321A A A
DL79 B B 12 A 920 C 1.304A B B
DL80 C C lO A 530 B 1.887A B A
TABLE II. (Continued)
DL SPECTRAL LOCAL NUMBER AREA DENSITY OF DEGREE OF ORIENTATION
rIUMBER CLASS BRIGHTNESS OF DATA OF CDF/ DATAPOINTS DISPERSION CLASS
(OR REL%) CLASS POINTS/ CLASS IN CDF/ CLASS
CLASS CLASS
DLSI B B 9 A 650 C 1.385 A A A
DL82 B C 15 A 640 C 2.344 A B A
DL83 B B 13 A 540 B 2.407 A A B
DL84 C C 9 A 175 A 5,143 B B B
-DL85 A B 21 B 1170 C 2.308 A B A
-DL86 B C 9 A 370 B 2.432 A B A
¢x;Ln DLB7 B C 16 B 540 B 2.963 A A A
DL88 B B 38 C 620 C 6.129 C C B
DL89 A A 47 C 1350 C 3.481 B A B
DLgO B C 28 B 520 B 5.385 B C B
DLgl B B 12 A 380 B 3.158 B A A
DL92 B C 17 B 275 A 6.182 C C B
DL93 B A 9 A 430 B 2.093 A A B
DL94 B C 13 A 325 B 4.000 B B B
DL95 B B 17 B 810 C 2.099 A B A
DL96 A B 8 A 450 B 1.778 A B A
DL97 A B II A 430 B 2.558 A A A
DL98 B C 21B 255 A 8.235 C A B
DL99 A A 16 B 600 C 2.353 A A A
DLIO0 B B 22 B 670 C 3.284 B A A
TABLE II. (Continued)
DL SPECTRAL LOCAL NUMBER AREA DENSITY OF DEGREE OF ORIENTATION
NUMBER CLASS BRIGHTNESS OF DATA OF CDF/ DATAPOINTS DISPERSION CLASS
(ORREL%) CLASS POINTS/ CLASS IN CDF/ CLASS
CLASS CLASS
DLIOI B B II A lO0 A ll.O00C A A
DLI02 C C 22 B 355 B 6.197C C B
DLI03 A A 9 A 640 C 1.406A B A
DLI04 B B 45 C 1250C 3.600B B B
DLI05 C C I0A 125A 8.000C A A
oo DLI06 B C 6 A 75 A 8.000C A B
c_ DLIO7 A A 18 B 600 B 3.000A B A
DLI08 C C 18B 210A 8.571C C B
DLI09 A A 20B 820 C 2.439A C A
DLIIO B B 10A 305 B 3.279B A B
DLIII C C 20 B 560 B 3.571B B 8
DLII2 B B 13A 310 B 4.194B A B
DLll3 A A 13A 610 C 2.131A B A
DLII4 A A 31 C 1230C 2.520A C B
DL115 A A 8 A 670 C 1.194A A 8
DL116 B B 8 A 80 A 10.000 C C B
DL117 A A 19 B 1280 C 1.484 A A A
DL118 8 B 12 A 270 A 4.444 B B A
DLII9 C C 9 A 265 A 3.396B A A
DL120 B B 16B 165A 9.697C B B
TABLEII. (Continued)
DL SPECTRAL LOCAL NUMBER AREA DENSITY OF DEGREEOF ORIENTATION
NUMBER CLASS BRIGHTNESS OFDATA OF CDF/ DATAPOINTS DISPERSION CLASS
(ORREL%) CLASS POINTS/ CLASS IN CDF/ CLASS
CLASS CLASS
DLI21 A A 42 C 1980C 2,121A C A
DL]22 C C lO A 820_C 1.220A C ;A
DLI23 B A 33'C 780 C 4.231_B C B
DLI24 C C 17 B 820 C 2.073A C A
DLI25 C C 4A 90 A 4.444B A A
DL]26 B C 13A 410 B 3.170B A B
co
"J DLI2I C C 25 B i030C 2,427A C B
DL]28 B B 34 C 950C 3.579B A A
DLI29 A B 20 B 640 C 3.125B A B
DL]30 B B 5 A 275A 1.818A A B
DLI31 C C 18 B 470B 3.830B B A
DLI32 B C II A 490B 2.245A A B
DL133 C C 9 A I05A 8.571C C B
DLI34 B B 20 B 1540C 1.299A B B
DL135 C C 6 A 90 A 6.667C A B
DLI36 B C 13 A 245 A 5.306B A A
DL137 B B I0 A 105A 9.524C B A
DL138 B B 20 B 490 B 4.082B C B
DL]39 C C 11A 255 A 4.314B C A
DLI40 C C 16 B 325B 4.923B B A
TABLE II. (Continued)
DL SPECTRAL LOCAL NUMBER AREA DENSITY OF DEGREE OF ORIENTATION
NUMBER CLASS BRIGHTNESS OF DATA OF CDF/ DATAPOINTS DISPERSION CLASS
(ORREL%) CLASS POINTS/ CLASS INCDF/ CLASS
CLASS CLASS
DLl41 B A 18 B 350B 5.143B A A
DLI42 C C 7 A 160A 4.375B B A
DL143 A A 43 C 1260C 3.413B A A
DLI44 C C 7 A llOA 6.364C B A
DLI45 B B 5 A 40 A 12.500C B B
co DLI46 B B 8 A 310 B 2.581A A B
co DLI47 B B 23 B 790 C 2.911A C B
DL]48 A A 23 B 1560C 1.474A A A
DLI49 B B lO A 120A 8.333C B B
DLISO A A 18 B 430B 4.186B A A
DLI51 C C lO A 220A 4.545B A B
DL152 B C 12 A 640 C 1.875A A A
DLI53 A B 4 A 165A 2.424A A A
DLI54 B C 12 A 580B 2.069A B A
DL155 B B II A 175A 6.286C B A
DL156 B B 8 A 730 C 1.096A A A
DLI57 A A 4 A 45 A 8.889C A A
DLI58 B A 8 A 740 C 1.081A A B
DL159 B B 15A 680 C 2.206A C B
DLI60 B C 8 A 290 A 2.759A B B
TABLE II. (Continued)
DL SPECTRAL LOCAL NUMBER AREA DENSITYOF DEGREEOF ORIENTATION
NUMBER CLASS BRIGHTNESS OF DATA OFCDF/ DATAPOINTS DISPERSION CLASS
(ORREL%) CLASS POINTS/ CLASS IN CDF/ CLASS
CLASS CLASS
DLI61 B B 42 C 1350 C 3.111 B B A
DLI62 B C 12 A 490 B 2.449 A B B
DLI63 C C 8 A 165 A 4.848 B A B
DLI64 B B 8A 500 A 1.600 A A B
DLI65 B C 22 B 1190 D 1.849 A B A
co DLI66 C C 7 A 145A 4.828B A B
DLI67 B B 13 A 550 B 2.364A A A
DL168 B B 14 A 620 C 2.258A A A
DL169 B B 15 A 480B 3.125B A A
DLI70 B B 8 A 150A 5.333B A A
DLl71 C C 20 B 260A 7.692C B B
DL172 A A 12 A 250A 4.800B B B
DL173 C B 19 B 510 B 3.725B C B
DL174 B B 8 A 150A 5.333B B A
DL175 B C 17 B 590B 2.881A B B
DL176 B B 35 C 660 C 5.303B A A
DL177 B B 22 B 730 C 3.014B B A
DL178 A A 30 B 1500C 2.000A B A
DL179 C C 12 A 160A 7.500C C B
DLI80 B C 4 A 125 A 3.200B C B
TABLE II. (Continued)
DL SPECTRAL LOCAL NUMBER AREA DENSITYOF DEGREEOF ORIENTATION
NUMBER CLASS BRIGHTNESS OF DATA OF CDF/ DATAPOINTS DISPERSION CLASS
(ORREL%) CLASS POINTS/ CLASS IN CDF/ CLASS
CLASS CLASS
DL181 C C 7A 30 A 23.333C A A
DL182 C C 16 B 630C 2.540A A A
DL183 C C 6 A 80 A 7.500C B B
DLI84 C B 26 B I130C 2.301A C A
DL185 C C 13A 230A 5.652B C B
DLI86 C C 18 B 320B 5.625B C B
o DLI87 C B 16 B 560 B 2.857A C B
DL188 A A lOA 740C 1.351A B A
DL189 C C IOA 155A 6.452C C A
DLI90 A A 23B 590B 3.898B B A
DLI9] C C 9 A 18OA 5.000B B A
DL192 A A 6 A 470 B 1.277A A B
DL193 B A 9 A 280A 3.214B B A
TABLE III. Physical meaning of each dark lineation characteristic that was used to classify dark
lineations in Table II.
CHARACTERISTIC PHYSICALMEANING
I) ORANGEREL% Specific orange relative spectral reflectances (hence also specific blue and
violet relative spectral reflectances) correspond to specific surface compo-
sitions, though those compositions are unknown.
2) LOCAL Indicates albedo of surface material, which in turn is a function of surface
BRIGHTNESS composition and texture. Brighter surface areas on Europa are believed to
be composed of a higher percentage of water ice than darker areas.
3) [a] AREAOF CDF Indicates amount of spectral/compositional variation within a dark lineation
or other surface feature (i.e., the larger the CDFAREA, the greater the
amount of compositional variation).
[b] NUMBEROF These dark lineation characteristics provide a measure of the validity of
DATAPOINTS/ using CDFarea to assess compositional variation, as follows:
DENSITYOF
DATA POINTS (I) if, as NUMBEROF DATAPOINTSincreases, CDFAREA increases and CDFPOINT
IN CDF DENSITYdoes not significantly change, then CDFAREAis dependent on the
NUMBEROF DATAPOINTS, which means that the true amount of compositional
variation is not reflected by CDFAREAfor dark lineations with a small
NUMBEROF DATAPOINTS.
(2) if, as NUMBEROF DATAPOINTSincreases, CDFAREA does not significantly
change and CDFPOINT DENSITYincreases, then, CDFAREAis independent of
the NUMBEROF DATA POINTSand CDFAREAaccurately represents the amount
of compositional variation for all dark lineations.
(3) if, as NUMBEROF DATAPOINTS increases, CDFAREAincreases and CDFPOINT
DENSITYincreases, then, the situation is somewhere between (I) and (2)
above (i.e., CDFAREAis weakly dependent on the NUMBEROF DATAPOINTS).
TABLE III. (Continued)
CHARACTERISTIC PHYSICALMEANING
4) DEGREEOF , (I) Good dispersion/poor clustering of data points within a CDFmeans that
DISPERSION there is roughly an equal frequency of each of the spectral/compositional
subunits in the dark lineation (if the CDF is designated as the whole
unit). Thus, no specific subcomposition can be said to constitute a
major portion of the dark lineation. This does not necessarily mean
that the subunits are uniformly distributed along the length of the
lineation.
(2) Poor dispersion/good clustering of data points within a CDFmeans that at
least one cluster is present. The presence of a cluster indicates that a
significant part of the corresponding dark lineation is composed of a
specific subunit, which could be either a specific pure composition or,
more likely, the same proportion of two or more surface materials. The
presence of a cluster does not necessarily mean that the parts of the
dark lineation composed of the same subunit are contiguous.
5) DARKLINEATION Identifying sets of dark lineations with the same orientation indicates the
ORIENTATION presence of structural sets that may correspond to discrete episodes of frac-
turing in Europa's history.
*See also subunit discussions and map persuant to Agenor Linea on page 55 and Figures 20 and 21.
TABLE IV. Relationship matrix for pairs of dark lineation characteristics defined in Table I.
Explanation of the procedure used to arrive at the matching values shown is provided
in the text. NA stands for "not applicable", since a characteristic class cannot be
matched with itself or other classes of the same characteristic.
SCA SCB SCC BCA BCB BCC ACA ACB ACC DCA DCB DCC DSCA DSCB DSCC OCA OCB
SCA NA NA NA .7091 .2545 .0364 .1818 .3818 .4364 .5091 .3091 .1818 .4727 .3091 .2182 .5636 .4364
SCB NA NA NA .0882 .5784 .3333 .3431 .3922 .2647 .3725 .4510 .1765 .4706 .3529 .1765 .4466 .5534
SCC NA NA NA .0000 .0833 .9167 .6111 .2500 .1389 .1944 .5000 .3056 .3056 .3056 .3889 .4722 .5278
BCA .8125 .1875 .0000 NA NA NA .2292 .2917 .4792 .4583 .3542 .1876 .5000 .2708 .2292 .5625 .4375
BCB .1842 .7763 .0395 NA NA NA .2763 .4211 .3026 .3816 .4342 .1842 .4605 .3289 .2105 .4675 .5325
BCC .0290 .4928 .4783 NA NA NA .5072 .3478 .1449 .3188 .4493 .2319 .3768 .3768 .2464 .4638 .5362
ACA .1493 .5224 .3284 .1642 .3134 .5224 NA NA NA .I045 .4478 .4478 .4776 .3433 .1791 .4925 .5075
ACB .3000 .5714 .1286 .2000 .4571 .3429 NA NA NA .4143 .5143 .0714 .4714 .3143 .2143 .4429 .5571
ACC .4286 .4821 .0893 .4107 .4107 .1786 NA NA NA .6607 .2679 .0714 .3571 .3393 .3036 .5263 .4737
DCA .3836 .5205 .0959 .3014 .3973 .3014 .0959 .3973 .5068 NA NA NA .4795 .3562 .1644 .5811 .4189
DCB .2099 .5679 .2222 .2099 .4074 .3827 .3704 .4444 .1852 NA NA NA .4568 .3210 .2222 .4444 .5556
DCC .2564 .4615 .2821 .2308 .3590 .4103 .7692 .1282 .1026 NA NA NA .3333 .3077 .3590 .3846 .6154
DSCA .3059 .5647 .1294 .2824 .4118 .3059 .3765 .3882 .2353 .4118 .4353 .1529 NA NA NA .5647 .4353
DSCB .2656 .5625 .1719 .2031 .3906 .4063 .3594 .3438 .2969 .4063 .4063 .1875 NA NA NA .5385 .4615
DSCC ,2727 .4091 .3182 .2500 .3636 .3864 .2727 .3409 .3864 .2727 .4091 .3182 NA NA NA .2500 .7500
OCA .3298 .4894 .1809 .2872 .3830 .3404 .3511 ,3298 .3191 .4574 .3830 .1596 .5106 .3723 .1170 NA NA
OCB .2400 .5700 .1900 .2100 .4100 .3700 .3400 .3900 .2700 .3100 .4500 .2400 .3700 .3000 .3300 NA NA
TABLEV. Averaged relationship matrix for pairs of dark lineation characteristics. In this
table, the two matching values for each characteristic pair in Table IV (on opposing
sides of the unsymmetrical matrix) have been averaged to obtain the most reliable
single matching value.
SCA SCB SCC BCA BCB BCC ACA ACB ACC DCA DCB DCC DSCA DSCB DSCC OCA OCB
SCA NA NA NA .7608 .2194 .0327 .1656 .3409 .4325 .4464 2595 .2191 .3893 .2874 .2455 .4467 .3382
SCB NA NA NA .1379 .6774 .4131 .4328 .4818 .3734 .4465 5095 .3190 .5177 .4577 .2928 .4680 .5617
SCC NA NA NA .0000 .0614 .6975 .4698 .1893 .ll41 1452 .3611 .2939 .2175 .2388 .3536 .3266 .3589
BCA NA NA NA .1967 .2459 .4450 .3799 2821 .2092 .3912 .2370 .2396 .4249 .3238
BCB NA NA NA .2949 .4391 .3567 3895 .4208 .2716 .4362 .3598 .2871 .4253 .4713
BCC NA NA NA .5148 .3454 .1618 3101 .4160 .3211 .3414 .3916 .3164 .4021 .4531
ACA NA NA NA 1002 .4091 .6085 .4271 .3514 .2259 .4218 .4238
ACB NA NA NA 4058 .4798 .0998 .4298 .3291 .2776 .3864 .4736
ACC NA NA NA .5838 .2266 .0870 .2962 .3181 .3450 .4228 .3719
DCA NA NA NA .4457 .3813 .2186 .5193 .3645
DCB NA NA NA .4461 .3637 .3157 .4137 5028
DCC NA NA NA .2431 .2476 .3386 .2721 .4277
DSCA NA NA NA .5377 .4027
DSCB NA NA NA .4554 .3808
DSCC NA NA NA .1835 .5400
OCA NA NA
OCB NA NA
FIGURE 8. Spectral classification map and associated key for 184 of
the 193 dark lineation (DL) segments in the DL study area.
The spectral classes are defined by the amount of orange
relative spectral reflectance (as compared to blue and vio-
let rel%'s) of DL segments, and are the same as those used
in Table II; solid black DL's are in spectral class A, stip-
pled DL's are in class B, and striped DL's are in class C.
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FIGURE 9. Local brightness classification map and associated key for
184 of the 193 dark lineation (DL) segments in the DL study
area. The local brightness classification of a DL segment
is made relative to other DL segments in the area, not the
surrounding plains. Stippled DL's are in local briqhtness
class A, solid black DL's are in class B, and striped DL's
are in class C; classifications assigned are the same as
those presented in Table II.
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FIGUREI0. CDFarea (i.e., degree of compositional variation) classi-
fication map and associated key for 184 of the 193 dark lin-
eation (DL) segments in the DL study area. Striped DL's
are in CDFarea class A, solid black DL's are in class B,
and stippled DL's are in class C; classifications assigned
are the same as those presented in Table II.
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FIGUREII. Classification map and associated key for 184 of the 193
dark lineation (DL) segments in the DL study area based on
the degree of dispersion of data points in DL CDF's. The
degree of data point dispersion classification is related to
the frequency of compositional subunits in a DL segment,
which is explained in Table III. Solid black DL's are in
dispersion class A, striped DL's are in class B, and stip-
pled DL's are in classC; classifications assigned are the
same as those presented in Table !l.
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PLAINS SURROUNDINGDARKLINEATIONS
Valuable information about the history of the dark lineation study
area can be obtained by defining the spectral properties of both the
dark lineations and the encompassing plains. Thirty-five data points
were taken of the plains unit, dispersed over the northern half of the
lineation study area, in orange, blue, and violet. The criterion used
for selecting plains data points was to find the locally brightest DN's
within several inter-lineation plains areas. This was assumed to repre-
sent the purest plains material, and also allowed compensation for image
misregistration. The sampling locations for the plains data points are
shown in Figure 12. From these multispectral data points a ternary
diagram plot of relative spectral reflectance was generated, which is
depicted in Appendix C. By plotting on the same reference ternary
diagram it is possible to directly compare the spectral characteristics
of the plains unit with the dark lineation unit, including the spectral
variations amongst the 193 dark lineation segments. This will be pre-
sented in the section of this thesis immediately following.
INTERPRETATIONOF RESULTS
Having presented all results for the dark lineations and encom-
passing plains, it is now possible to make interpretations of them in an
integrated manner. The most obvious new finding is a gradational change
in relative spectral reflectance properties between individual dark
lineations within the dark lineation suite. This is indicated in part
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FIGURE12. Map depicting locations of data points used in plotting rel-
ative spectral reflectances of the plains in the dark linea-
tion (DL) study area. Rel%'s are plotted in the reference
ternary diagram in Appendix C. Note that four of the thirty-
five data points are not shown in the map above; these are in
the small part of the DL study area that falls to the right
(east) of the area displayed.
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by the definition of only a weak cluster of data points in the cumula-
tive point count ternary diagram. A better indication that dark linea-
tions differ slightly in their compositions but with no dark lineations
having a composition distinctly different from all other dark lineations
is found in the CDF's. It is possible to plot dark lineation CDFpoly-
gons in such a way that overlapping polygons stretch from very near the
maximumorange rel% for all DL's to at or very near the minimum orange
rel% with no gaps. Two of these "daisy chain" ternary diagrams are
shown in Figure 13.
Coupled with the finding of gradational changes in dark lineation
relative spectral reflectances are two other new discoveries. The first
is that some of these dark lineations have relative spectral reflec-
tances very similar to those of the plains unit within the dark linea-
tion study area. The composition of these lineations and the plains
must be very similar. The second discovery is actually a series of
findings about the relationship between dark lineation spectral class
and brightness. Referring back to Table V, it is noted that the three
highest averaged percentages of matchings between pairs of character-
istics for dark lineations occurs for: (I) high orange rel%/darkest dark
lineations, (2) intermediate orange rel%/intermediate darkness linea-
tions, and (3) low orange rel%/brightest dark lineations (i.e., bright
as compared to the other dark lineations; these could also be thought of
as faint dark lineations when compared to the surrounding plains).
There is clearly a trend for the brightness of a dark lineation to in-
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crease as the relative spectral reflectance in orange decreases. Thus,
the albedo changes as the composition changes. Taken together with the
cumulative point count ternary diagram data, the evidence points to the
existence of only two fundamental spectral/compositional units in the
dark lineation study area. One is the dark lineation unit, with rela-
tive spectral reflectance values of roughly 47 rel% orange, 32 rel%
blue, and 21 rel% violet. The second fundamental unit is the plains
unit, with relative spectral reflectance values of roughly 40 rel%
orange, 34.5 rel% blue, and 25.5 rel% violet. All dark lineations with
CDF's that fall between these extremes (which is nearly all of the dark
lineations) are interpretted as having compositions of mixtures of dark
lineation material and plains material. This invokes a linear mixing
model wherein the position of a dark lineation's CDFon the reference
ternary diagram is directly proportional to the ratio of dark lineation
material to plains material in the lineation. The fact that the great-
est number of dark lineations are clustered (albeit weakly) in the
cumulative point count ternary diagram so far from both compositional
end members simply reflects the fact that this particular proportion of
dark lineation material to plains material is the most commoncomposi-
tion of lineations in the study area.
The most logical and straightforward conclusion derived from these
spectral/compositional findings is that plains material is progressively
replacing dark lineation material in the lineations, causing them to
become progressively brighter and shifting their relative spectral
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reflectances to a lower orange, slightly higher blue, and higher violet
area on the reference ternary diagram as the plains material replacement
progresses. This is exciting because such material activity would be a
resurfacing mechanism for Europa, something that has been searched for
since the finding of an extreme lack of craters on Europa (Smith et alo,
1979b). The gradational variation in relative spectral reflectances
among the dark lineations and the relationship between lineation bright-
ness and CDFspectral position in the reference ternary diagrams provide
clues as to the nature of the resurfacing mechanism, especially when
evaluated in conjuction with a possible Europan water vapor/frost erup-
tion plume studied in Voyager imagery by Cook et al. (1982) and Helfen-
stein and Cook (1984). The very smooth gradation of point counts in the
dark lineation cumulative point count ternary diagram is indicative of a
mode of plains material emplacement in which very thin and relatively
uniform layers of plains material are laid over the dark lineation
material. This would gradually shift the spectral position of a dark
lineation's CDFfrom the dark lineation material location in the upper
region of the reference ternary diagram to the plains material location
in the lower region. Plotting dark lineations in various stages of
plains material burial would result in CDF's scattered along the entire
path between the two compositional end members, generating the cumula-
tive data point distribution seen.
The thin layer plains resurfacing model is consistent with a water
vapor/frost plume mechanism for spreading thin layers of plains material
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over large areas of Europa's surface. An examination of dark lineation
DN's in pixel printouts disclosed that lineations which are faint
compared to the surrounding plains are faint along their entire length,
with the ends of some of them being ill-defined due to a gradually
decreasing contrast between lineation and plains over the distance
covered by a few pixels. Similarly, boldly dark lineations tend to be
very dark along their entire length, with some lessening of contrast
with the surrounding plains occurring at the ends of some of these
lineations. In no class of dark lineations are there significant ex-
amples of lineations possessing a geomorphology of alternating patches
of faint and bold dark lineation material (not included in this defini-
tion are chains of widely-spaced patches of mottled terrain in which
patches appear to be separated by pure plains material). These facts
argue against resurfacing via numerous small extrusion sites where
liquid water (or liquid water containing a small amount of silicate
material) erupts in a manner analogous to lava. The facts do support a
resurfacing model in which a relatively small number of extrusion sites
spread water or water plus minor silicate material via eruption plumes
consisting of water vapor and/or frost particles. The number of water
extrusion sites that could exist in this area of Europa is unclear, but
relatively few are necessary compared to the requirements of a liquid
water lava model. This conclusion is based on the spectral uniformity
of faint dark lineations along their length, which infers that plume
material has been deposited uniformly over an entire lineation. This
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uniformity could best be attributed to deposition from a single water
vapor/frost plume, whereas several liquid water eruption sites would be
necessary to give an entire dark lineation a fainter appearance. The
observation that many lineations become progressively fainter towards
one or both ends could be due to the original fracturing mechanism,
where a dark lineation-generating fracture was open and clear in the
center, which allowed dark lineation material to freely intrude, but was
ill-developed at an end allowing less dark material to intrude and
giving that part of the lineation a fainter appearance. A single plume
would probably resurface a large area containing several dark linea-
tions, and thus an eruption site would not have to exist in every dark
lineation. A plume site would not have to be within a dark lineation at
all, but lineations are obvious choices because, if they are formed by
fracturing as most researchers believe (e.g., Smith et al., 1979b;
Helfenstein and Parmentier, 1980; Pieri, 1981), they may very well be
the points of greatest weakness in Europa's present crust. Indeed,
Lucchitta et al. (1981) proposed that older fracture/strain pattern
reactivation is evidenced in lineation patterns currently seen on
Europa, including the dark lineations in this project's study area.
The possible water vapor/frost plume that has been found on a
Voyager image of Europa and studied by Cook, et al. (1982) and Helfen-
stein and Cook (1984) fits very well the requirements for a resurfacing
mechanism imposed by the spectral and albedo discoveries previously
described for the dark lineations. Although its position (approxi-
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mately -31 Lat., 335 Long.) is nowhere near the study area, its associ-
ation with an anomalously bright region on Europa agrees with the dark
lineation brightening model advanced in this section. The transient
nature of the proposed plume lends support to the concept that active
plume sites could exist in the study area but would not have to have
been erupting at the time the Voyager spacecraft imaged that portion of
Europa. Of course, plume sites would not have to be presently active in
the study area if the degree of resurfacing observed had taken place in
the past.
There are several conditions which must be met in order for the
plume resurfacing proposal to be plausible. The material being spread
via the plumes must match plains material in both spectral and bright-
ness properties. The discovery that a large percentage of Europa's
surface is covered by water frost or ice (Pilcher etal., 1972) plus
the knowledge that the plains unit is the brightest geologic unit on
Europa supports a model wherein water containing very little or no
silicate contamination is driven from a subsurface source to the sur-
face, where it forms a vapor/frost particle plume. The existence of
liquid water in Europa is highly uncertain and is in fact not favored by
Cassen et al. (1980) in their evaluation of tidal heating plus internal
heat transport. Finnerty et al. (1981), however, proposed that a region
of convecting upwelling may have been responsible for causing the frac-
turing that became the dark lineations at the present anti-Jovian point
(0° Latitude, 180° Longitude). Such an upwelling, possibly in the form
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of a mantle plume, would concentrate more heat than average in this
section of Europa and, because the anti-Jovian point is extremely close
to the northeast corner of the dark lineation study area, could provide
a source of liquid water for resurfacing in the study area that may not
exist for other places on Europa's surface. An alternative source of
liquid water could be a mechanism analogous to partial melting processes
that generate magmasin the Earth's crust.
OTHERDARKLINEATIONPROPERTIES
The pixel mappings and ternary diagrams of the 193 dark lineation
segments plus surrounding plains contain a wealth of information about
them. Besides the relative spectral reflectance CDFpositions in the
reference ternary diagram and their daisy-chain gradational distribu-
tion, and the spectral/brightness relationships used to develop the
plains resurfacing model, all of the other dark lineation character-
istics assessed provided useful new information on Europa's dark linea-
tions. A convenient standard which can be utilized to compare with
individual dark lineations is the concept of the average dark lineation.
This imaginary lineation was derived by averaging each property by all
193 lineations, creating the set of characteristics displayed in Table VI.
The finding for the degree of dispersion is interesting and revel-
atory when combined with an examination of the profiJed dark lineations
on the pixel printout maps. The fact that the average lineation pos-
sesses a slight clustering of data points in its ternary diagram CDFis
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TABLEVl. The Average Dark Lineation.
I) Number of Points: 16.363
2) CDFArea: 495.466 Area Units
3) CDFPoint Density: 3.303 Points/lO0 Area Units
(Using Above Two Statistics)
4.305 Points/lO0 Area Units
(Mean of all 193 DL CDF
Point Densities)
4) Spectral Class: (B) Intermediate ORRel%
5) Brightness Class: (B) Intermediate Darkness
6) Degree of Dispersion: Slightly Clustered
(Not Perfectly Dispersed)
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due to the continued sampling of lineation DN's when the feature begins
to lose contrast with the surrounding plains. These fainter DN's pro-
duce significant spectral/compositional shifts from the darker parts of
the lineationo Thus, the dark portion of the lineation appears to form
a CDFcluster while the data points of the fainter portion almost appear
to be statistical outliers. Certainly, some highly displaced data
points could be legitimate outliers due to inaccurate DN values caused
by Voyager vidicon dark current, dropouts/image processing artifacts,
etc., but most displaced points represent actual major compositional
shifts. Someof these appear to be a consequence of incomplete dark
lineation material intrusion or incomplete plains material replacement
in dark lineations. This manifestation is important because it affects
not only dispersion classifications but also CDFareas and CDFpoint
densities for dark lineations.
The characteristic pair matching matrix that sought to find rela-
tionships between all possible pairings of dark lineation properties
provides a great deal of insight into the nature of the lineations. If
lineations are uniformly distributed in all three classes of each char-
acteristic (two classes for lineation orientation), the percentage of
matches for each characteristic pair would be expected to be 0.3333
(0.500 for each pair containing a lineation orientation class). Based
on these expectations, any characteristic pairs with matching percen-
tages significantly above 0.3333 (0.500 for pairs with an orientation
class) indicate a significant positive relationship between the prop-
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erties and anything significantly below the expectations are indicative
of a significant negative relationship. Average matching values of
0.500 (0.7500 for orientation class pairs) were chosen as the lower
threshold for defining positive relationships and 0.1667 (0.2500 for
orientation class pairs) as the upper threshold for defining negative
relationships. Table VII lists and ranks the characteristic pairs found
to be related both positively and negatively in the pair matching
matrix. Not only do the large positive relationships for SCA/BCA
(.7608), SCB/BCB (.6774), and SCC/BCC(.6975) provide some of the evi-
dence for progressive plains unit material replacement of dark lineation
material, but the very low negative relationships for SCC/BCA(.0000),
SCA/BCC(.0327), and SCC/BCB(.0614), and the somewhat low negative
relationship for SCB/BCA(.1379) further support the validity of plains
material resurfacing of dark lineations. This is because the charac-
teristic pairs for which very Iow matching values were found would have
upset or even disproven the progressive resurfacing model if they had
been found to possess high matching values. Finding negative rela-
tionships for pairs of properties is important because it indicates what
the dark lineations definitely are not, just as positive relationships
reveal what they definitely are.
The relationship between the number of data points comprising a
dark lineation segment and its CDFarea and between number of data
points and CDFpoint density were treated as special cases because
whether or not significant positive or negative relationships were found
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TABLEVll. (A) Positive relationships (in descending order) and (B)
negative relationships (in ascending order) found for dark
lineation characteristic pairs, taken from averaged matching
values listed in Table V. The meanings of most of these re-
lationships are discussed in the text. Acronyms are defined
in Table I.
(A) CHARACTERISTICPAIR AVERAGEDMATCHINGVALUE
I) SCA'BCA .7608
2) SCCIBCC .6975
3) SCBIBCB .6774
4) ACA/DCC .6085
5) ACC/DCA .5838
6) SCB/DSCA .5177
7) BCC/ACA .5148
8) SCB/DCB .5095
(B) CHARACTERISTICPAIR AVERAGEDMATCHINGVALUE
I) SCC/BCA .0000
2) SCA/BCC 0327
3) SCC/BCB 0614
4) ACC/DCC 0870
5) ACB/DCC 0998
6) ACA/DCA 1002
7) SCC/ACC 1141
8) SCB/BCA 1379
9) SCC/DCA .1452
I0) BCC/ACC .1618
II) SCA/ACA .1656
12) DSCC/OCA .1835
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would indicate if a sufficient number of data points were taken for each
lineation to accurately assess the compositional variation of the fea-
ture. Individual pair matching matrices for these characteristics are
presented in Table VIII and a summary of the matrix results are listed
in Table IX. The results show clearly that dark lineations with a small
number of data points tend to plot with small CDFareas and high point
densities, and almost never plot with large CDFareas and/or low point
densities. As the number of data points per lineation grows, there is a
strong preference for the CDFarea to grow porportionately and for a
corresponding decrease in CDFpoint density to accompany it. Therefore,
most of the dark lineations with a large number of data points plot with
a large CDFarea and low CDFpoint density. Although it is possible
that the short dark lineations (most of which are of Type 5 in the
lineation classification system of Pieri, 1981) could possess different
spectral properties than the longer dark lineations, it is more likely
that the small numbers of data points for short lineations are inade-
quate to sample the full range of spectral/compositional variation
present in the features. It is not precisely clear if the CDFareas of
dark lineations with large numbers of data points have captured all of
the spectral variation present in the lineations, but it appears that
they have. It is curious as to exactly why the shortest dark lineations
possess the highest CDFpoint densities, but it may be that in some
cases composition changes as a function of dark lineation length.
The net result of these findings is that short dark lineation seg-
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TABLEVlll. Averaged matching values between (a) number of data points
per dark lineation and area per corresponding CDF, and (b)
number of data points per dark lineation and density of
data points per corresponding CDF. Class acronyms and
ranges follow those defined in Table I.
(a) ACA ACB ACC
PCA .7347 .4381 .1864
PCB .0820 .4339 .4286
PCC .0000 .1444 .5520
(b) DCA DCB DCC
PCA .5168 .4541 .4302
PCB .3945 .3775 .1305
PCC .0572 .3629 .2765
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TABLE IXa. Positive characteristic pair relationships amongst DL
number of data points, CDFarea, and CDFpoint density.
Acronyms follow those defined in Table I.
POSITIVE RELATIONSHIPS(In Descendin 9 Order)
Characteristic Pair Literal Meaning
Pair Matching DL's with a:
Value
I) PCA/ACA .7347 small number of data points have small CDF
areas.
2) ACA/DCC .6085 small CDF areas have high CDF point
densities.
3) ACC/DCA .5838 large CDF areas have low CDF point
densities.
4) PCC/ACC .5520 large number of data points have large CDF
areas.
5) PCA/DCA .5168 small number of data points have low CDF
point densities.*
*The finding that DL's with a small number of data points have low CDF
point densities is in apparent contradiction to numbers 1 and 2 of
the positive relationships. It is probable that positive relationship
number 5 is not as correct as 1 and 2, since its matching value of
.5168 is very near the lower cutoff value of .5000 for positive re-
lationships; also, there are relatively large matching values between
PCAand all three of the CDFpoint density classes (i.e., DCA, DCB,
DCC) -- refer to Table V to confirm this.
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TABLE IXb. Negative characteristic pair relationships amongst DL
number of data points, CDFarea, and CDFpoint density.
Acronyms follow those defined in Table I.
NEGATIVERELATIONSHIPS(In Ascending Order)
Characteristic Pair Literal Meaning
Pair Matching DL's With a:
Value
I) PCC/ACA .0000 large number of data points never have
small CDFareas.
2) PCC/DCA .0572 large number of data points do not have
low CDE point densities.
3) PCB/ACA .0820 intermediate number of data points do not
have small CDFareas.
4) ACC/DCC .0870 large CDF areas do not have high CDF
point densities.
5) ACB/DCC .0998 intermediate CDFareas do not have high
CDFpoint densities.
6) ACA/DCA .1002 small CDFareas do not have low CDFpoint
densities.
7) PCB/DCC .1305 intermediate number of data points do not
have high CDFpoint densities.
8) PCC/ACB .1444 large number of data points do not have
intermediate CDFareas.
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ments (i.e., those composed of 15 or less data points) should be re-
garded as suspicious and probably inaccurate in terms of CDFarea and
CDFpoint density, although still accurate with regard to spectral,
brightness, degree of dispersion, and orientation classifications. Dark
lineation segments with an intermediate number of data points (i.e., 16-
30) should be considered to have possibly suspect CDFareas and point
densities, with those characteristics becoming more reliable in the
upper part of the data point number range. Lineation segments of more
than 30 data points can basically be regarded as accurate in terms of
CDFareas and point densities, with perhaps some slight suspicion for
lineations in the lower portion of the data point number range.
The remaining positive and negative relationships in Table VII pro-
vide information on the nature of the material that constitutes dark
lineations in the study area and how the proposed water vapor/frost
plumes may be modifying it. Someof these significant characteristic
pairings contain classes of CDFareas and point densities and thus the
reliability of these relationships is uncertain. Still, the fact that
three different pair matching values involving two different lineation
properties coupled with CDFarea and point density classes point to the
same conclusion about dark lineation material lends some degree of
credibility to data obtained from the smallest CDFarea class. These
pairings, which were found to have negative relationships, and their
matching values are SCC/ACC(.1141), SCC/DCA(.1452), and BCC/ACC
(.1618). The fact that spectral class C and brightness class C were
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found to correlate with each other very strongly in the dark lineations
(matching value of .6975) leads to the conclusion that they describe the
same compositional unit. The negative relationship between SCCand ACC
literally means that dark lineations composed of low orange relative
spectral reflectance material do not possess the largest-area CDF's.
The interpretation of this is that low orange rel% material is not the
most impure material observed in dark lineations in the study area.
Similarly, the negative relationship between SCCand DCApromotes the
same interpretation because the low CDFpoint densities represented by
the DCAclass also would have meant the most impure material. The
negative relationship between BCCand ACCfalls into the same category,
except that this time it says that the brightest dark lineation material
is not the most impure dark lineation material. This latter conclusion
gives still further support to the proposal that the brightest dark
lineation material is predominantly transported plains material, because
the plains in the study area show much more spectral/compositional
purity than the dark lineation suite as a whole.
There is additionally a positive relationship that can be used in
conjunction with the negative relationships just cited. The percentage
of matches between BCCand ACAwas found to be 0.5148. This shows that
the brightest dark lineations (faintest compared to the surrounding
plains) possess the smallest variation in composition along their
length. Coordinating this finding with those from the negative rela-
tionships just detailed, the discovery is made that not only is the high
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albedo, low orange rel% material that comprises bright dark lineations
not the most impure class of dark lineation material, it is in fact the
purest material found in dark lineations in the study area. Contrasting
with this is the low matching value between SCAand ACA (.1656), which
reveals that high-orange rel% dark lineations do not possess the smallest
amount of compositional variation, hence high-orange rel% dark lineation
material is comparatively impure. Also, the positive relationship
matching value of 0.5095 between SCBand DCBindicates that intermedi-
ate-orange rel% dark lineations have an intermediate density of data
points in their CDF's. The exact interpretation for this characteristic
pair is not as clear as for others cited, but it may be that lineations
composed of intermediate-orange rel% dark material have an intermediate
degree of compositional purity.
Taken together, these relationships amongst the properties of dark
lineations in the study area allow for the construction of a detailed
model of water plume modification/resurfacing of these features. First
of all, although water could initially be ejected from a plume vent in
the form of liquid or vapor, the sharp temperature drop would cause the
water in the plume to return to the surface in the form of frost par-
ticles in a manner somewhat like that of falling snow. The original
dark lineation material, as it is when first emplaced by intrusion, is
in its darkest state. It either possesses a much higher degree of
compositional variation than the surrounding plains material or even the
most unaltered dark lineations in the study area have some small amount
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of plains material contamination. Plume material spectrally identical
to plains material is dispersed over a large area of Europa's surface
per plume in the form of frost particles. Each plume would lay down
fresh plains material in a circular pattern perhaps several hundred
kilometers across. Frost particles, possibly containing small amounts
of silicate or other contamination, are deposited in a thin, uniform
layer over the entire area of plume influence, including dark linea-
tions. As the frost layer builds up, it changes the characteristics of
dark lineations slowly and gradationally. A dark lineation will become
both progressively brighter and spectrally more similar to plains
material, most noticeably by a progressive decrease in its orange rela-
tive spectral reflectance, as the deposition continues. It is inter-
esting to note that a resurfacing mechanism in which frost particles are
deposited on the surface is compatable with the conclusion from Earth-
based studies by Clark (1980) that Europa's surface could consist of
frost on ice.
The high matching percentage between SCBand DSCA(0.5177) indi-
cates that there is a real connection between these properties in dark
lineations in the study area. The literal interpretation is that dark
lineations with an intermediate orange relative spectral reflectance
have the best dispersion of data points in their CDF's. What this
corresponds to in terms of dark lineation formation/evolution seems to
be related more with the proposed resurfacing process than the actual
formation of the lineation. Assuming that all dark lineations origin-
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ally form with high-orange rel% material, then by approximately midway
through the resurfacing process the lineation has attained the highest
degree of compositional diversity between its compositional extremes.
This does not necessarily mean that composition changes uniformly in a
contiguous sequence along the length of the lineation, but it does mean
that there is a well-dispersed range of compositions throughout the
lineation as a whole. Such compositional diversity may be related to
the fact that different parts of a dark lineation are different distances
from a water frost plume source, thus receiving plains material frost at
slightly different rates. Different parts of the lineation then might
be resurfaced at slightly different rates, resulting in a spectrum of
slightly different compositions until such time as resurfacing material
thicknesses became sufficient over the entire lineation to mask the
spectral properties of the original dark lineation material.
If the water vapor/frost plume resurfacing model is correct, there
are several important consequences arising from it. Taken to its logical
extreme, frost particle deposition would eventually completely bury a
dark lineation, making its location indistinguishable from the surround-
ing plains. A depositional layer would not need to be very deep to com-
pletely mask the albedo and spectral signatures of the original dark
lineation material; certainly less than a meter, and perhaps only a few
centimeters or millimeters, would be sufficient provided all exposures
of dark lineation material were covered. In fact, it is very difficult
to imagine water plumes creating thick frost deposits on the order of
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hundreds of meters or kilometers, especially when considering that
compaction and annealing of frost particles will reduce frost layer
thickness as deposits build up. Because of this, it is highly unlikely
that plume resurfacing could be sufficient to bury large craters on
Europa. This mechanism, then, fails to account for the extreme lack of
craters on this satellite. The remaining viable possibilities for
crater disappearance are viscous relaxation of the icy surface (a strong
candidate) and liquid water "magma" eruption (see Results and Discussion,
Agenor Linea and Environs).
The gradational, apparently uniform, rate of water frost plume re-
surfacing of dark lineations makes it tempting to try to establish an
age classification system for the lineations in the study area. Efforts
to do so, however, are complicated by several factors that tend to
defeat the intent of the classification system. If an age classifica-
tion system could be constructed, it would basically correspond to the
spectral classification map shown in Figure 8, with the high-orange rel%
(generally lowest albedo) lineations being the youngest (i.e., least re-
surfaced) and the low-orange rel% (generally highest albedo) lineations
being the oldest (i.e., most resurfaced yet still recognizable as linea-
tions). Several considerations complicate this. (I) The system would
be based on the assumption that dark lineation material of the same
composition and albedo was emplaced in all of the lineations at the time
of their origin. This assumption may not be far from the truth in light
of the overall homogeneity of the light and dark materials on Europa's
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surface. (2) The age classification system assumes that resurfacing has
been uniform over the entire study area in terms of amount of plains
material deposited, composition of deposits, and length of time of
deposition. This becomes difficult when more than one water vapor/frost
plume is present, although in fairness only a few plumes would be needed
to cover the study area and if a localized convection upwelling was
responsible for the plumes, it probably would have activated them all
simultaneously. (3) Frost particle deposition must be balanced against
ion erosion/sulfur implantation. While this would tend to preserve
relative ages in an area as small as the study area, it makes absolute
age determination impossible at this stage of our understanding. There
is also the possibility that some other method of dark lineation reju-
venation, such as fracture reactivation, could have preferentially
overcome resurfacing for some lineations but not for others.
In spite of these complications, a modification of an age classi-
fication system can be constructed in an acceptable fashion. Rather
than saying that the spectral classification system shown in visual form
in Figure 8 is also an age classification system, it is more accurate to
say that it is also an age-of-most-recent-exposure classification
system. In this system, the same spectral class-to-age (of exposure)
conversions apply as cited earlier. Such a system is still of use for
determining relative age relationships between dark lineations in a
localized area.
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INDIVIDUAL DARKLINEATIONSOF MERIT
Having treated the study area dark lineations as a whole and as a
collection of large groups, it is now worthwhile to look at individual
lineations whose uniqueness merits special attention. Caution does need
to be taken in the examination and interpretation of any surface feature
on Europa in Voyager imagery which has spectral properties that differs
significantly from all other similar features on Europa. The reason for
this is because of the many sources of noise and false data in Voyager
Europa imagery, including vidicon dark current, multispectral photo-
metric effects, and computer processing artifacts (including improperly
removed reaseau marks in the images used in this thesis). Fortunately,
these effects are all localized to some extent in Voyager imagery, so it
is possible to test for their influence by searching for patterns or
clumps of spectrally odd dark lineations. These are not apparent and,
even though some aberrations in the spectral data certainly exist, the
identification of spectrally unusual dark lineations is considered to be
sound.
Table X lists the dark lineations of special interest and the
categories to which they belong. The physical interpretation of each of
these categories and their influences on/contributions to the models of
Europa's surface developed thus far will be presented here. Categories
1 through 5 concern dark lineations whose range of relative spectral
reflectance in one color is unusually narrow or wide compared to the
ranges in the other two colors. This disproportionality is most easily
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TABLE X. Dark lineations of special interest; OR= orange, BL = blue, Vl = violet. Units for
DL PROPERTIESmini-tables are the same as those defined in Table I.
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION/SUBDIVISION DARKLINEATIONSIN
CATEGORY/SUBDIVISION
ATYPICAL IA) Unusually wide range of VI rel% compared to (I) DL7
COMPOSITION BL and ORrel%'s (2) DLI57
(3) DklB7
IB) Unusually narrow range of VI rel% compared (I) DL45
to BL and ORrel%'s (2) DLI45
(3) DLI73
IC) Unusually narrow range of BL rel% compared (I) DLI8
to VI and OR rel%'s (2) DL20
(3) DLlg
(4) DL83
(5) Dkl03
(6) DEll9
(7) Dk187
ID) Large BL rel%'s, yet narrow range of BL rel%'s (I) DLI7
IE) Unusually narrow range of ORrel% compared (I) DLI57
to BL and VI rel%'s (2) DL73
TABLEX. (Continued)
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION DARKLINEATIONS/DLPROPERTIES(WHEREAPPLICABLE)
AREA # PTS
HOMOGENOUS 2) Large ORrel%'s with small (I) DL27 290 12
(NEAR-)PUREDL CDFarea (2) DL37 410 13
UNIT COMPOSITION
NEAR-PUREPLAINS 3) Minimum OR rel% signifi- (I) DLI73
UNIT COMPOSITION cantly <40% (2) DLI85
# PTS/SPECTRAL
AREA CLASS DENSITY
VERYHOMOGENEOUS4) >5 points, small CDFarea/ (I) DL49 125 15 B 12.000
COMPOSITION high point density (2) DLIOI I00 II B II.000
(3) DLI05 125 I0 C 8.000
(4) DLII6 80 8 B I0.000
(5) DLI20 165 16 B 9.697
(6) DLI33 105 9 C 8.571
(7) DLI37 105 I0 B 9.524
(8) DLI49 120 I0 B 8.333
(9) DLI81 30 7 C 23.333
WIDE COMPOSI- 5) Very large CDFarea (I) DL7 1710
TIONAL RANGE (2) DLI21 1980
(3) DLI34 1540
(4) DE148 1560
(5) DLI78 1500
TABLE X. (Continued)
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION DARKLINEATIONS/DLPROPERTIES(WHEREAPPLICABLE)
AREA # PTS
UNIFORMPARTI- 6) Very uniformly dispersed (I) DL50 1080 26
TIONING OF points within CDF (2) DLI43 1260 43
COMPOSITIONAL
VARIATIONS
DISTINCT 7) Very well-developed clusters (I) DLI04
COMPOSITIONAL of points within CDF's (2) DLI08
SUBUNITS(?) (3) DEll6
(4) DLI47
(5) DL155
(6) DLIB4
POSSIBLEFRACTURE8) Apparently a single DL with (I) DL77/DL78
REACTIVATION a sudden shift in DL width
and DL spectral properties/
composition
evident by comparing the shapes of the CDF's of these lineations to the
typical shapes of CDF's for the rest of the dark lineation suite. The
concept of what form the average CDFshape takes is based on the dark
lineations in the study area only and may not exactly apply to all of
Europa. The tendency for a dark lineation CDFto owe its shape to a
large rel% range in orange compared to the rel%'s for blue and violet is
so overwhelming that it is strongly believed to be valid for all of
Europa's dark lineations. Divergence from this standard relationship
between multispectral relative spectral reflectances corresponds to
anomalous compositions and anomalous distributions of composition in
dark lineations. Categories 1 through 5 in Table X show that anomalous
dark lineation compositions fall into distinct groups, supporting the
validity of their existence. Not much can be said about the actual
meaning of individual anomalous CDF's. Specific minerals and ices
cannot be determined from low-resolution Voyager multispectral and
infrared data. Dark lineations possessing anomalous CDF's may have only
a small fraction of their length composed of anomalous materials because
only a few data points are necessary to drastically alter a CDFshape.
Anomalous dark lineation areas may represent intrusion of subsurface
material from different depths in Europa's crust than normal dark linea-
tion material, or may simply be indicative of non-homogeneity of dark
source material in Europa's outer crust. Alternatively, anomalies could
be created by contamination from extraterrestrial sources (e.g., unusual
micrometeroid bombardment, atypical Io ejecta), but it is difficult to
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conceptualize why such sources would contaminate some areas of linea-
tions but not others.
It should be pointed out that the dark lineation classification
system and the associated progressive plains resurfacing model is based
on changes in orange relative spectral reflectance compared to blue rel%
and violet rel%. This is a simplistic model and the actual changes in
relative spectral properties that define different classes of dark
lineations could be much more complex. If this is so, the definition of
anomalous dark lineations would also change. The systems as defined in
this thesis do work, however, and should be considered successful first-
order approximations of Europa's dark lineation spectral hierarchy.
Other categories of unique dark lineations in Table X reveal still
more facets of the form these features on Europa can take. Category
6 lists dark lineations owning CDF's with relatively small areas and
having all of each CDFat high orange rel%'s. DL27 and DL37 are also
very dark compared to the entire dark lineation suite. This combination
of properties leads to the interpretation that DL27 and DL37 are com-
posed of material that is both very pure dark lineation material and
very homogeneousmaterial. As such, they appear to represent the young-
est, most unaltered exposures of dark lineation material. Being the
"youngest" dark lineations could mean either that they represent the
most recent original emplacements of dark lineation material within the
study area on Europa or the most recent lineation rejuvenations in the
area. Alternatively, it is possible that DL27 and DL37 are located in
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areas that have experienced no resurfacing, but this is believed to be
unlikely because none of the dark lineations around these show similar
properties.
Category 7 shows dark lineations at the other spectral extreme,
with DLI73 and DLI85 both having CDF's that dip below 40 orange rel%.
DLI73 falls within the intermediate brightness dark lineation class and
DLI85 is in the brightest class. These two lineations are thought to
contain areas of the purest plains replacement material, though the
whole lineations are not particularly homogeneous in their compositions.
In category 8 are listed dark lineations with more than five data
points that have very small areas and therefore very high CDFpoint
densities. This may not constitute a legitimate set of properties
because, as was reported earlier, the relationship between number of
data points and CDFarea is suspicious, especially az low data point
numbers. Still, it is not easy to explain why, as in the case of DL49,
a dark lineation with 15 data points can have a CDFdensity of 12.000
points/lO0 area units unless its composition is very homogeneous.
Another interesting factor that was previously pointed out in a dif-
ferent manner in the section on the relationship matrix is that all of
the very small-area CDF's are in the intermediate-orange rel% and low-
orange rel% spectral classes. No dark lineations are in the high-orange
rel% class, which means that very dark lineation material is not as
compositionally homogeneous as higher-albedo dark lineation material.
This translates to a belief that the darkest lineations possess a small
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amount of contamination from plains materials, but in a non-homogeneous
pattern along the length of the lineation. Opposite this is the con-
clusion that brighter dark lineations sometimes are composed of a mix-
ture of dark material and brighter plains resurfacing material in a very
homogeneous fashion, which could be due to the thin layers of frost
deposition from water plumes.
Category 9 counterpoints category 8 by listing dark lineations with
extremely large CDFareas. Large areas are generated by large composi-
tional variations along the length of the lineations, which, for the
most part, can be related to large albedo changes within lineations.
The relationship between albedo and orange relative spectral reflectance
for points within individual lineations generally parallels that for the
lineation suite as a whole. Large fractions of CDFareas can be attri-
buted to contiguous sequences of five or more pixels corresponding to a
particular brightness class for that part of the lineation. This seems
to be saying that large sections of dark lineations have undergon either
highly different mechanisms of origin or highly different modification
processes since origin. More discussion of what possibilities could fit
these constraints are found in a later section of this chapter that
deals with DLI21, the lineation with the largest CDFarea of the 193
dark lineation segments in the suite.
In category I0 is listed dark lineations whose CDF's contain par-
ticularly well-dispersed data points. Dispersion of data points cor-
responds to uniformity of compositional variation. All dark lineations
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show compositional variations (otherwise, their CDF's would each consist
of a single point), but highly dispersed data points infer that no two
pixels making up the lineation have the same composition. Such hetero-
geneity leads to the conclusion that some dynamic process has been
associated with dark lineation formation, having caused disruption of
dark material through mixing, either at depth before surficial emplace-
ment or actually during emplacement. Mixing of dark material with
extant plains material during lineation formation appears to be the most
attractive hypothesis for generating the observed data point dispersion
in ternary diagram plots. Less likely candidates are unusual variations
in dark lineation resurfacing or some other post-formation modification
process.
The counterpart of category I0 is category II, which shows dark
lineations which have very well-developed clusters of data points in
their CDF's. The presence of a cluster is dependent on having some data
points in the CDFbeing highly displaced from the others. This has been
previously discussed in this chapter when the results of the relation-
ship matrix were presented. A further point that shoul_ be added is
that the presence of a CDFpoint cluster infers that a specific compo-
sition, with minor variations, makes up a large percentage of a dark
lineation. If that composition made up the entire dark lineation, it
would not plot in a CDFas a cluster but as a very small-area CDFas was
presented in category 8. It is probable that some of the small-area
CDF's in category 8 would have been classified as CDF's with well-
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developed clusters in category II if their lineations had been profiled
beyond their ends to a point where they had much less contrast with the
surrounding plains.
Three dark lineations are sufficiently unique and clear-cut in
their properties to warrant individual attention. DLI21 is very prom-
inent in both its geomorphic and spectral properties. This is the most
classic wedge-shaped dark lineation evident in Voyager 2 imagery. DLI21
is classified as a Type 5 lineament by Pieri (1981) and as a dark,
wedge-shaped band by Lucchitta et al. (1981). In its northern, wider
section, DLI21 contains some of the lowest-albedo material observed on
the entire surface of Europa. The nearly perfect wedge shape suggests
that some limited sort of icy plate tectonic activity may have taken
place there, involving rifting and associated plate rotation (Schenk
and Seyfert, 1980; Lucchitta et al., 1981). Emplacement of dark linea-
tion material appears to have occurred in the same style as for other
types of dark lineations, except that wedge-shaped lineations (e.g.,
DL27, DLI07, DLI09, DLII7) are darker than other types.
Figure 14 depicts a portion of the profiled DN's of DLI21 from the
Voyager 2 blue filter image (I198J2-001). Note that the profiled DN's
of DLI21 maintain generally the same brightness levels except where
white lines and dark lineations of different albedoes intersect it.
This situation changes at point A, where a general trend of increasing
brightness of DLI21 begins. Point B shows an increase in DN brightness
where DLI21 intersects a white line associated with DLI49. If the
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FIGURE14. Map of the southern three-quarters of DLI21. The edge of
DLI21 is outlined at single-pixel resolution, broken where
other DL's intersect it. Outlined numbers in the interior of
DLI21 are profiled darkest pixels from the blue filter Voy-
ager 2 image (I198J2-001) shown in their correct positions.
Labeled pixels are points of interest that are explained in
the text.
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intersection area is considered to belong to both DLI21 and the white
line, it can be said that DLI21 becomes brighter and the white line
becomes darker there. At point C, a large permanent increase in bright-
ness occurs. Other brighter dark lineations intersect DLI21 at point D
(DLI54), point E (DLI55), and point F (DLI58). At all of these loca-
tions, the intersecting brighter dark lineations become darker while
DLI21 becomes brighter. DLI21 changes in brightness less than the dark
lineations intersecting it, however. Finally, at point G, the DN bright-
ness trend begins to fluctuate as DLI21 loses some of its contrast with
the surrounding plains.
These observations add much to previous models of wedge-shaped dark
lineations. Lucchitta et al. (1981) and Lucchitta and Soderblom (1982)
suggested that the dark, wedge-shaped lineations (including DLI21) are a
very young class of dark lineations as seen in high-resolution Voyager
imagery of Europa. They based this on the sharply defined edges of
these features and their dominance when intersecting other features.
The results of this thesis support the contention that DLI21 (and other
wedge-shaped dark lineations) are among the youngest dark lineations in
the study area and probably all of Europa. In addition to the observa-
tions by Lucchitta and Soderblom (1982), this is based on the presence
of very dark material in the northern part of DLI21 which, according to
models developed in this thesis, has probably undergone little or no
plains material resurfacing. Also, detailed examination of pixel print-
outs shows that DLI21 does not really truncate other dark lineations it
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intersects, but interacts with them in a more complex way. As shown at
points D, E, and F in Figure 14, brighter dark lineations are still
identifiable where they intersect DLI21, but their brightness is con-
siderably reduced. This supports a model of material mixing between
DLI21 and the brighter dark lineations, because DLI21 becomes brighter
at intersection regions where the area can be considered to belong to
both lineations. This complicates the establishment of age relation-
ships between DLI21 and the dark lineations intersecting it, so the
relative age of DLI21 is better indicated by other factors such as
material darkness.
The sudden, large increase in brightness of DLI21 shown at point C
in Figure 14 is of great geomorphic significance. The region of higher
albedo constitutes the tapered end of DLI21, while the widest portion of
the lineation's wedge shape holds the darkest material. There is a
corresponding difference in relative spectral reflectance properties
between the two sides of the lineation. Thus, the very dark material in
the northern, wider part of DLI21 is responsible for much of the higher
orange rel%'s in its CDFand the brighter dark lineation material in the
southern, tapered portion of DLI21 has caused most of its data points to
plot in the lowest orange rel% part of its CDF. This dichotomous albedo
distribution is the reason why DLI21 has the largest CDFarea of any of
the 193 profiled dark lineation segments. Its CDFcovers 1980 area
units with only 42 data points. This is impressive, since the dark
lineation with the largest number of data points (DL3) has 57 points but
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an area of only 1430 units and DL7, the lineation with the second-
largest CDFarea, has a CDFcovering only 1710 area units.
Based on these observations, it can be said that the southern,
brighter portion of DLI21 differs from the northern portion in geo-
morphic, albedo, and spectral/compositional properties, and that the
change between the two areas is abrupt. If the water vapor/frost plume
resurfacing previously outlined is applied, certain problems arise. Any
plume or plumes would have to have been sufficiently localized that they
would have partially resurfaced the southern part of DLI21, but left the
northern part virtually untouched. This scale of plume resurfacing
seems to be much smaller than that believed to be responsible for the
spectral and albedo characteristics of other dark lineations in the
study area. The sharp brightness division between the two parts of
DLI21 also seems inconsistent with a water frost plume origin. A more
logical model for DLI21 is that its tapered end represents a propagating
fracture with the direction of tapering corresponding to the direction
of fracture propagation. Under this model, the northern, wider portion
of DLI21 was the site of original fracturing. As the fracture propa-
gated to the southeast, it grew wider at the top (northern) end, pos-
sibly by some limited form of icy plate rotation (Schenk and Seyfert,
1980). Intrusion of dark lineation material accompanied this phase of
fracturing. Eventually, fracture propagation stopped. Fracturing was
apparently reactivated at some later time, however, exploiting the
crustal weakening created by the first phase of fracturing. It was
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during this second phase that intrusion of somewhat brighter material
occurred as fracture propagation continued toward the southeast. This
model is similar in some respects to the two-phase hypothesis for forma-
tion of dark lineations with bright medial stripes (i.e., triple band
structures) formulated by Finnerty et al. (1981). Both models are
contingent on purer water being intruded/extruded during later episodes
of fracturing than the dark material-entrained fluid believed to have
formed the dark lineation network on Europa during earlier fracturing.
In this model for DLI21, however, the later fluid intrusion has to be
only slightly higher in water content than the first. Both models also
require reactivation of lineations' fractures, which represent zones of
crustal weakness. The fulfillment of this latter requirement is sup-
ported by observations that entire sets of similarly-trending dark
lineations appear to be reactivations of older lineations and stress
patterns (Lucchitta et al., 1981; Lucchitta and Soderblom, 1982).
The other two dark lineation segments that merit individual atten-
tion (DL77 and DL78) appear to be one continuous lineation in Voyager 2
imagery. Figure 15 shows a portion of the dark lineation classifica-
tion map that contains DL77 and DL78. There are several intriguing
facets to this pair of features. They were first profiled and plotted
on the orange/blue/violet ternary diagram as a single dark lineation.
It was then noticed that the CDFcould be split into two completely non-
overlapping CDF's if the first 17 data points were assumed to constitute
one dark lineation and points 18 through 30 to constitute a second dark
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FIGURE15. (A) Map of dark lineations DL77, DL78 and those immediately
surrounding them. (B) Generalized trends of DL's 77, 78, 79,
80, and 81. Note that DL77 and DL78 are essentially parallel,
with only a slight offset between them. Also, note that DL79,
DL80, and DL81 form a triple junction. DL81 appears slightly
different than it does in Figures 5, 8 - II because it was
mapped from a different contrast enhancement in this figure
than in the others.
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lineation.
Going back to the pixel printouts on which these features were
mapped, a significant brightness change was found to correspond exactly
to the point of division identified by the two CDF's. As would be
expected from the results of the relationship matrix, the darker of the
two lineations (i.e., DL77) plots with significantly higher orange
relative spectral reflectances than the brighter lineation (i.e., DL78).
Thus, DL77 falls into spectral class A and DL78 into spectral class B of
the dark lineations.
The truly intriguing aspect of these lineations is that the divi-
sion between DL77 and DL78 corresponds exactly to the intersection point
of a third dark lineation, namely DL79. DL79 lies within the inter-
mediate-orange rel% dark lineation class (i.e., spectral class B), along
with DL78. One end of DL79 terminates at the intersection with DL77 and
DL78. The other end of DL79 intersects DL80 and DL81, and these dark
lineation segments together form a slightly imperfect triple junction.
Numerous triple junction features have been identified on Europa (Pieri,
1981), but their mechanism of origin is not known with certainty. It
appears as though DL79 did play an important role in the evolution of
DL77 and DL78 as two spectrally/compositionally distinct dark linea-
tions. The different compositions and albedos of DL77 and DL78 imply
that they did not form at the same time or that one of the lineations
formed as a continuation of the other in a nonstop process. A reason-
able model seems to be that DL78 began forming as a propagating fracture
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at roughly the same time as DL79 began forming in the same manner. DL78
is favored over DL77 because DL78 has a spectral signature closer to
that of DL79. DL79 began propagating northward as DL78 began propa-
gating towards the point where it would eventually intersect DL79. When
the intersection actually happened, it terminated the propagation of
both DL78 and DL79. From this stage onward, the development model is
similar to that formulated for DLI21. Fracture reactivation at some
later point created DL77 along the same general trend as DL78, but
because of the time elapsed between fracturing episodes, brighter dark
lineation material of a different composition could have intruded into
DL77. Alternatively, and perhaps preferably, the higher orange relative
spectral reflectance of DL77 over DL78 and DL79 may simply reflect the
younger exposure age of DL77 and, hence, its lower degree of resurfacing
over DL78 and DL79.
Many other dark lineations in the study area and over the entire
surface of Europa may have undergone histories similar to those proposed
for DLI21 and DL77/DL78. The low-resolution nature of Voyager Europa
imagery makes studies of individual lineations difficult, however.
These examples were given to show that spectral ternary diagrams and
albedo data can partially compensate for the lack of imaging detail in
developing evolutionary models of dark lineations.
COLORRATIO/CLASSIFIERIMAGESOF THE STUDYAREA
The main purpose of generating color ratio, color ratio composite,
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and classifier images of the dark lineation study area was to provide
more classical methods with which to construct lineation classification
systems. This would have been useful for verifying the classification
system derived from the relative spectral reflectance ternary diagram
plotting method. Unfortunately, as mentioned on page 37, the imper-
fect registration of the orange, blue, violet, and ultraviolet Voyager 2
images makes the ratio and classifier images of little use.
The most useful aspect of the specially processed images is the
zoning evident in the plains unit across the study area and, in fact,
across the entire image composite from which the study area was excised
(i.e., I195J2-001, I198J2-001, 1201J2-001; and 1204J2-001 for the color
ratio composite). Figure 16 shows the color ratio composite for a 512
line by 512 sample area of the color ratio composite, while Figure 17
shows a parallelepiped-classified image of the dark lineation study
area. Four zones of Europa's plains are seen in the larger-area color
ratio composite. In the study area, two plains unit color ratio zones
cover the majority of the area, with a gradational transition between
them. The second spectral zone from the limb begins to grade into the
third zone in the extreme eastern portion of the study area. The
parallelepiped classifier image confirms these zones, except that it
does not show the diffuse third zone. A disturbing quality of the
zonation is that the zones take the form of almostexactly vertical
strips on the Voyager composite image. This does correspond roughly to
lines of longitude on Europa, especially farther from the limb, but the
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FIGURE16. 512 x 512 pixel portion of a full 800 x 800 pixel color ratio
composite image of a portion of the southern hemisphere of
Europa generated from Voyager 2 images. The false color com-
posite was created by substituting the ultraviolet/orange,
violet/orange, and blue/orange ratio images from Figure 3 for
a normal color image's blue, green, and red components, res-
pectively. The dark lineation study area is shown outlined
by the black box.
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FIGURE17. False color, parallelepiped-classified image of the dark
lineation study area (200 x 225 pixels).
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linear,verticaltrend in all parts of the compositelooks suspiciously
artificial. This zonationmay be a computer-processingartifactrelated
to the multispectralphotometriceffect for Europa reportedby Buratti
and Veverka (1983)from a study of Voyager imageryof that body. Al-
ternatively,the zones could be an expressionof the decreasingcon-
centrationsof sulfur ions implantedin Europansurfaceice (Lane et
al., 1981) associatedwith the margin of the trailinghemisphere. The
boundarybetweenthe trailingand leadinghemispheresof Europa passes
through 180° Longitude,which is roughlymarked by the boundarybetween
the secondand third plains zones. This is intriguing,becauseit is
that zone boundarythat marks the line of greatestspectralchange in
the plains unit. Plainszones l and 2 (i.e.,those belongingto the
presumed sulfur-implantedtrailinghemisphere)appear in an enhanced
version of the color ratio compositeas shadesof orange and tan, re-
spectively. Conversely,zones 3 and 4 of the plains unit (i.e.,zones
belongingto the presumednon-sulfur-implantedleadinghemisphere)
appear in false color as shades of light blue. This supportsthe in-
terpretationthat spectralzones in the plains are due to varying
amountsof implantedsulfur. This is certainlyplausible,expecially
when consideringthat the divisionbetweenEuropa's hemipheresfollows
lines of longitude,as do divisionsbetweenplains zones. The unre-
solved problemis why the concentrationsof sulfur ions implantedin
surficialice would take the form of fairly distinctzones, ratherthan
a continuouslygradationalsequencefrom west to east. The definitive
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test between the processing artifact model and sulfur-in ice concen-
tration model is to see if the spectral zones are present in Voyager
image color ratio composites in which detailed photometric corrections
have been applied. Unfortunately, that was not possible in this thesis,
but hopefully future work by other researchers will cover this issue.
Regardless of whether or not the plains zoning is due to the wave-
length dependence of Europa's photometric function (Buratti and Veverka,
1983), the dependence still affects the dark lineation relative spectral
reflectance ternary plots and the derivative spectral classification
system. Buratti and Veverka (1983) showed that as the phase angle of
Europa increases from 32° to 103° the average ratio of orange DN to
violet DN for dark mottled terrain (spectrally very similar to dark
lineation material) increases from 1.59 to 1.91 on Europa. This clearly
creates problems for the spectral classification system of the dark
lineations, but the constraints imposed on this thesis made it impos-
sible for wavelength dependence to be removed from the Voyager data.
Several arguments support the ternary diagram spectral plotting/classi-
fication system for the dark lineations as the best possible system to
use with the wavelength dependence still in the multispectral data.
Primary photometric effects are removed because of the calculation of
relative spectral reflectances. Rel% errors occur as the phase angle
changes, so that errors will be largest for lineations near the limb,
and will fall off sharply for lineations farther from the limb. Wave-
length dependence effects for the Voyager images used are generally a
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function of longitude and not latitude, so that dark lineations can be
compared with each other in north-south strips with a good amount of
confidence. No dark lineation covered so much longitude that incon-
sistent relative spectral reflectance data would be generated by op-
posing ends, leading to a spectral misclassification of the feature.
While it is true that dark lineation classifications at the extreme east
and west ends of the study area should not be compared with each other,
dark lineations in close proximity can always be compared. The dark
lineations closest to the limb have the greatest possibility of being
spectrally misclassified; note that there are no low-orange rel% dark
lineations near the limb in Figure 8. Offsetting this, however, was the
purposeful establishment of only three levels of spectral classifica-
tion, each occupying several percentage points of orange relative spec-
tral reflectance and requiring only 50% of a dark lineation's points to
fall in its range in order to receive its classification. This set up
buffer zones in the spectral classification system that could accept a
good deal of inaccurate data and still put a dark lineation in its
correct spectral class. This also meant that the relationships of CDF's
to each other for dark lineations close to each other on Europa should
be correct even if the spectral positions of the CDF's in the ternary
diagram were not correct (in terms of orange rel%). Finally, the fact
that all three spectral classes of dark lineations are dispersed through-
Out the entire portion of the study area east of DL30 is good evidence
that this entire sub-area is probably correctly classified.
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One small, distinctive group of dark lineations in the study area
allows use of the color ratio composite and parallelepiped classifier
images to confirm the validity of the orange rel% classification system.
Several very dark, NW-SEtrending lineations that are classified as
dark, wedge-shaped bands by Lucchitta et al. (1981) and as Type 5 linea-
tions by Pieri (1981). Of this group, DL27, DL77, DLI07, DLI09, and
DLI21 all appear deep orange in the color ratio composite. Only a few
other dark lineations in the study area have this spectral appearance.
The five listed dark lineations all fall into the high-orange rel%
classification via multispectral ternary plotting. Comparisons with
the parallelepiped classifier image are more difficult because the
ternary diagram method assigns one spectral classification to an entire
dark lineation while the parallelepiped method classifies each regis-
tered pixel into one of six spectral classes. A rare spectral unit in
the parallelepiped classified image makes up the majority of DL27 and
DLI07, and constitutes portions of DL77, DLI09, and DLI21. These agree-
ments not only give creedence to the ternary diagram/orange rel% classi-
fication system, but they also show that a group of dark lineations with
unique morphologic and albedo properties share a relatively unusual
spectral/compositional unit as well. This entire lineation set appears
to have formed at a different time than other dark lineations in the
area (Lucchitta et al., 1981), and evidence indicates that they may be
the youngest, not only because of their cross-cutting relationships with
other lineations, but also because of where their very dark material
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fits in the water vapor/frost plume resurfacing model developed in this
thesis,
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RESULTSANDDISCUSSION: AGENORLINEA ANDENVIRONS
DESCRIPTIONOF AGENORLINEA AREA
Agenor Linea is the largest white line feature positively identi-
fied in Voyager 2 high resolution imagery of Europa. A white line is
defined in this thesis as a quasi-linear, high-albedo feature whose
dimensions of width are much smaller than its length. Topographic
determinations for white lines are not possible because of their high
lighting angles in Voyager imagery; however, white lines are probably
the same as bright ridges that are seen near Europa's terminator in
Voyager imagery. The bright ridges are known to possess some height
based on the presence of shadows near the terminator, and are believed
to be no more than a few hundred meters high. Agenor Linea appears to
be much wider than other white lines on Europa. It is flanked along
its length by a series of dark patches on both sides in its southern
portion. In its northern portion it is flanked on both sides by a
continuous dark linear feature, giving the appearance of a triple band
in this area. The white line and dark flanking material bifurcate at
a point where the trend of Agenor Linea changes markedly from NE-SWto
nearly due east-west. The dark material takes the form of a dark
lineation beyond the point of bifurcation.
Agenor Linea covers an area extending from approximately 220° to
178° Longitude and -44 ° to -41.5 ° Latitude. If the believed sulfur-
implanted-in-ice region on Europa (Lane et al., 1981) fully occupies
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the satellite's trailing hemisphere, then Agenor Linea is surrounded
by sulfur-embedded plains. It should be noted, however, that part of
Agenor Linea is located at the extreme eastern edge of the trailing
hemisphere, which is also true for the dark lineation study area.
Considering that part of the boundary of the trailing hemisphere is
marked by 180° Longitude, two degrees of longitude containing Agenor
Linea falls outside the trailing hemisphere. The boundary of sulfur
ion implantation probably does not correspond exactly to the boundary
of the trailing hemisphere, so it is uncertain how much of Agenor
Linea is located in sulfur-embedded plains. Luchitta and Soderblom
(1982) classified the plains surrounding Agenor Linea as the fractured
plains unit, based on the presence of a dense network of small-scale
darkish lineations in the plains. This is opposed to the classifi-
cation of the plains in the dark lineation study area as the bright
plains unit by Lucchitta and Soderblom (1982).
There is another major white line, located near Agenor Linea,
which is centered at 224° Longitude, -39 ° Latitude. This is a short,
relatively wide white line that appears similar to Agenor Linea in its
albedo and color. Other than this, the area surrounding Agenor Linea
appears to be devoid of white lines and also lacks dark lineations of
the sizes found in the dark lineation study area.
TERNARYDIAGRAMPLOTSAND CHARACTERISTICSOF THE CDF'S
Ternary diagram plots were constructed for Agenor Linea (pro-
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filed), I0 flanking dark patches (profiled), and 35 widely-spaced
points in the plains near Agenor Linea. Agneor Linea's 162 data
points were plotted on four separate ternary diagrams. The reason for
this is that this white line covers so much longitude (48° ) that multi-
spectral photometric effects will be exhibited across the feature. By
partitioning the data into four ternary diagrams, inaccurate inter-
pretations due to multispectral effects dependent on phase angle will
be minimized. Inaccurate plotting of data points because of multi-
spectral photometric effects cannot be avoided, but because contiguous
segments are isolated from each other, the larger spectral inaccur-
acies between points at opposite ends of Agenor Linea will not be
plotted together while the data points that are plotted together
should have very small relative spectral reflectance errors. Segments
of Agenor Linea were not made the same size. Proceeding from west
(i.e., nearest Europa's limb in the Voyager 2 images used) to east
(i.e., farthest from the limb), segments were established of 20, 30,
56, and 56 profiled data points. The smaller segment sizes closer to
Europa's limb were chosen because features are longitudinally com-
pressed in images taken near the limb.
A sketch map showing where all the features are located is de-
picted in Figure 18, and the sampling locations for multispectral data
points in the plains surrounding Agenor Linea are shown in Figure 19.
The relative spectral reflectance ternary diagram plots for A_enor
Linea are shown in Appendix D, for the flanking dark patches in
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FIGURE18. Map of Aqenor Linea (the long curvilinear white feature),
its internal bright spots (BS's), and flanking dark patches
CFDP's). This map was traced from unrectified Voyager 2frame I198J2-001.
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FIGURE19. Map depicting locations of data points used in plotting rel-
ative spectral reflectances of the plains immediately sur-
rounding Agenor Linea. Rel%'s are plotted in the reference
ternary diagram in Appendix C.
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Appendix E, and for the plains surrounding Agenor Linea in Appendix C.
By making all of these plots on the same reference ternary diagram as
was utilized for the 193 dark lineation segments and the plains engulf-
ing the dark lineation segments, direct comparisons of the spectral
characteristics of members of this diverse set of Europan features can
be made. Most of the other characteristics of the CDF's that were
evaluated for the dark lineations (i.e., CDFarea, data point density,
and data point dispersion) were also evaluated for Agenor Linea, its
flanking dark patches, and the surrounding plains. These results are
tabulated and presented in Table ×I. Local brightness classifications
were not assigned to these features because there were so few similar
features in the area with which to compare them.
The ternary diagram spectral reflectance plots for the segments
of Agenor Linea do not bear as strong a resemblance to the plots for
the plains surrounding it as they do the plots for the plains in the
dark lineation study area, insofar as the CDFpositions along the
orange rel% axis are concerned. The plains surrounding Agenor Linea
are higher in orange rel% in many areas than the white line feature,
enough so that the surrounding plains qualify for spectral class B
(i.e., intermediate-orange rel%) while all segments of Agenor Linea
belong to spectral class C (i.e., low-orange rel%). It should be
noted that Agenor Linea is significantly brighter than its encom-
passing plains, and is in fact one of the brightest known features on
Europa. The brightness of Agenor Linea appears to be closer to the
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TABLEXl. Classifications of Agenor Linea (AL) segments, flanking
dark patches (FDP's), the plains immediately surrounding
Agenor Linea, and the plains in the dark lineation (DL)
study area, using many of the same characteristics,
classes, and class ranges that were used for the dark
lineations in Table II.
DL SPECTRAL NUMBER CDF CDF DEGREEOF
CLASSIFICATION OF DATA AREA POINT DISPERSION
(OR REL%) POINTS DENSITY CLASSIFICATION
ALl C 20 460 4.348 B
AL2 C 30 I000 3.000 C
AL3 C 56 460 12.174 B
AL4 C 56 510 10.980 B
FDPI B 3 II0 2.727 A
FDP2 A 4 65 6.154 A
FDP3 A 3 50 6.000 A
FDP4 A 4 185 2.162 B
FDP5 B 5 160 3.125 A
FDP6 A 9 1260 0.714 A
FDP7 A 9 590 1.525 B
FDP8 A 40 2790 1.434 C
FDP9 A 12 190 6.316 B
FDPIO A 5 195 2.564 B
AL PLAINS B 35 690 5.072 B
DL PLAINS C 35 305 11.475 B
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brightness of the plains in the dark lineation study area, although
photometric effects make such comparisons difficult. Remembering the
two-component spectral/compositional unit model (i.e., dark lineation
unit and plains unit) and simple linear mixing model from page 91,
it seems reasonable to conclude that Agenor Linea is composed of a
more pure "plains" unit composition than its surrounding plains are.
The spectral properties of the plains could be due to the presence of
the fine, dense network of darkish lineations (i.e., the "fractures"
of the fractured plains) that could extend to below the limit of
resolution of Voyager 2 imagery.
CDFareas and point densities for Agenor Linea segments show
mixed similarities to those for the plains surrounding it and the
plains in the dark lineation study area, although for segments with
more data points (i.e., more statistical confidence) they tend to bear
a closer resemblance to those for the dark lineation study area
plains. The degree of dispersion of data points within each CDFis
basically the same for Agenor Linea, the plains engulfing it, and the
dark lineation study area plains. Each of these shows a slight clus-
tering of data points, probably because one or a few points at the
extreme ends of each profile sampled a different compositional pro-
portion of the two basic spectral units (as also occurred with several
dark lineations). Slight clustering for the two plains locations is
somewhat more difficult to explain, because the plains were not pro-
filed. Multispectral data was obtained by sampling the locally bright-
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est pixels at different locations, so any clustering present in the
CDF's are probably the result of one particular plains composition
being present at the brightest sites over much of each plains loca-
tion, with variations of that composition constituting the brightest
sites over a lesser fraction of each plains location.
Based on color and albedo data garnered from a simple visual
inspection of Voyager 2 imagery, the flanking dark patches (FDP's) of
Agenor Linea would be expected to emulate the dark lineations in the
study area to the north in their spectral and other CDFproperties.
This turns out to be only partially true. Each flanking dark patch
CDFgenerally corresponds to some group of dark lineations in the
properties of spectral class, CDFarea, CDFpoint density, and degree
of dispersion of data points. Two exceptions to this are the ex-
tremely low CDFpoint density of 0.714 for FDP6and the extremely high
orange rel%'s for FDP8 (some of which have >50% orange relative spec-
tral reflectance). The very low point density for FDP6, plus low
densities for FDP7and FDP8, indicates that a wide range of compo-
sitions exists in each of these dark spots, probably owing to some
disruptive process associated with Agenor Linea that resulted in
different mixtures of dark material and bright material units being
created throughout the patches. The extremely high orange rel%'s
found in the ternary diagram plot for FDP8make it not only the most
orange feature studied in this thesis, but also are partly responsible
for it possessing the largest-area CDFof any feature examined in this
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thesis. FDP8happens to be the long, continuous strip of dark material
bordering Agenor Linea that eventually veers away from the white line
as a dark lineation. The extremely large CDFarea, along with the low
CDFpoint density, shows that a great diversity of compositions exists
in FDP8, as for FDP6and probably for the same reason. The very
orange material is related to the presence of a bright spot in Agenor
Linea that will be discussed later in this section beginning on page 158.
LENGTHWISECOMPOSITIONALVARIATIONMAPOF AGENORLINEA
The technique of dividing each CDFof an Agenor Linea segment
into six equal-area relative spectral reflectance bins in order to map
spectral subunit distribution was used in a search for sequences of
profiled pixels containing non-random compositional distributions.
Results are very sensitive to contributions to multispectral DN values
from distortion-producing effects such as vidicon dark current and
multispectral photometric effects. These distortions were partially
offset by creating a separate spectral/compositional variation map for
each segment of Agenor Linea based on the slightly different CDFof
each. Thus, although the same map symbols are used for corresponding
subunits from each segment's CDFand Agenor Linea's subunit distri-
bution is presented as one continuous map in Figure 20, there are
really four separate maps covering data point numbers 1-20 (-43 to -41
Lat, 202 to 200 Long), 21-50 (-41 to -40.5 Lat., 200 to 197 Long.),
51-106 (-40.5 to -40 Lat., 197 to 190 Long.), and 107-162 (-40 to -39
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FIGURE20. Lengthwise compositional variation map for Agenor Linea, plus a mapping of the
locations of the major flanking dark patches (FDP's) which were profiled (dark
squares). The accompanying subunit key for this map is found in Figure 21. Num-
bers on the map are of the individual profiled pixels.
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str = strong in terms of relativespectral
(A) _Ty I_ reflectancewithin CDFpe wk = weak in terms of relative spectralreflectancewithin CDF
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2£ cp = central point of CDF
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(B) F_Orange-dominant spectral subunit Type I.
r_No-color-dominant spectral subunit Type 2.
_-IViolet-dominant spectral subunit Type 3.
F--INo-color-dominant spectral subunit Type 4.
[_Blue-dominant spectral subunit Type 5.
FOINo-color-dominant spectral subunit Type 6.
Flanking dark patch material.
Area not a part of Agenor Linea or aflanking dark patch.
FIGURE21. Keys to the lengthwise compositional variation map of
Agenor Linea presented in Figure 20. (A) Depiction of
the division of a CDFinto equal-area subunit bins and
explanation of the relative spectral characteristics of
each bin (taken from Meier, 1983a). (B) Symbols for the
A_enor Linea map and explanation of each, including
those utilizing the CDFsubunits in (A).
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Lat., 190 to 182 Long.). Each map can be considered comparable to the
other maps for the purpose of assessing the overall lengthwise compo-
sitional changes in the white line feature. The map shown in Figure 20
correctly depicts the positional relationship of each profiled pixel of
Agenor Linea to the next one, and the correct positional relationship of
each profiled pixel of each flanking dark patch to the next profiled
pixel. Each flanking dark patch profiled pixel is correctly shown in
relation to the profiled pixel of Agenor Linea it corresponds to, but no
attempt has been made to correctly represent the distance of the flanking
dark patch pixels to their corresponding Agenor Linea pixels.
The resulting lengthwise compositional variation map, which were
first reported in Meier (1983a), are shown in Figure 20, while Figure
21 provides a key to the meaning of each spectral subunit.
To call Agenor Linea a white line feature is somewhat of a misnomer
since its mean spectral reflectances are 40.43% OR, 34.12% BL, 25.45% VI.
If its composition was very homogeneous, two results would be expected --
I) There would be an equal number of pixels of each of the six spectral
types, and 2) the sequence of spectral types of adjacent pixels would
be totally random (i.e., two adjacent pixels would be expected to be of
the same spectral type only one of every six times, etc.). What was
found for pixel frequencies compared to the expectation was: type I:
+28.83%, type 2: -0.61%, Type 3: -7.98%, Type 4: +17.79%, type 5:
-4.30%, type 6: -33.74%. The findings for frequencies of numbers of
sets of adjacent pixels (AP) of the same spectral type were: two AP
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only (14 sets), three AP only (5 sets), five AP only (I set), 6 AP only
(2 sets). In addition to finding the contiguous areas of uniform compo-
sition, sequences of pixels were discovered that indicate gradational
compositional changes along the length of Agenor Linea. Nine such grada-
tional areas were found that possessed at least three spectral types
each. One was even found that transitioned through all six spectral
types. These can all be found by examining the lengthwise compositional
variation map of Agenor Linea in Figure 20. Although not all of the
flanking dark patches of Agenor Linea were mapped and profiled, all of
the major, darkest ones were. There are no particularly strong patterns
evident in the spectral subunit distribution of Agenor Linea where the
major dark patches flank the white line. The four pixels of FDP4do
correlate with a sequence of pixels in Agenor Linea that are all of
the orange-dominant subunit (i.e., Type I) and some other flanking dark
spots do correlate to sequences of two or three orange-dominated subunit
pixels in Agenor Linea (i.e., FDP7, FDP8, FDPIO).
Sequences of two pixels of the same spectral subunit may not be
reliable in light of the factors contributing errors to the multispectral
data, but longer sequences probably have some physical meaning. The
fact that there are both sequences of pixels of the same spectral
subunit and of gradational changes of subunits implies that different
processes have dominated different parts of Agenor Linea. Sequences
of the same spectral subunit correspond to areas of highly homogeneous,
pure composition implying either a smooth, non-interrupted emplacement
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of high-albedo Agenor Linea material or, less likely, some sort of
uniform post-emplacement modification process. Gradational sequences of
pixels where each adjacent pixel is one subunit different from the
previous pixel's subunit represents areas where the composition of white
line material changes gradually but in a continuous manner. This could
be related to some dynamic but slowly developing process involved in
white line material emplacement or, less likely, post-emplacement modi-
fication. Randomsequences of spectral subunits suggest material em-
placement was relatively dynamic, mixing materials of slightly different
compositions but not homogenizing them. It should be borne in mind that
the mapping was performed on only the brightest (i.e., most pure white
line material) pixel in each profiled slice of Agenor Linea. This is
the best way to map the lengthwise compositional variation, but it may
not be representative of the composition across each profile, which
measured four or more pixels in many areas of Agenor Linea.
BRIGHTSPOTSIN AGENORLINEA
A discovery made late in the execution of the thesis yet obvious in
even a cursory examination of Voyager 2 color composite imagery was
the finding that several portions of Agenor Linea appear brighter than
the neighboring portions. This gives Aqenor Linea somewhat of a
pinched appearance at several points along its length. Examining
multispectral pixel printouts of Agenor Linea identified six major
bright spots (i.e., continuous bright regions consisting of at least
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six pixels in at least two of the three colors orange, blue, and violet)
and several minor ones. Although their size and shape do not exactly
correspond in the three colors in which they were imaged, there is in
every case enough overlap to make their identification a certainty.
Figure 22 shows the size, shape, and contrast with surrounding areas of
Agenor Linea of each major bright spot (abbreviated as BS) in orange,
blue, and violet. The elevated brightness levels compared to surround-
ing white line material and the continuity of each bright spot confirm
that Agenor Linea possesses significant heterogeneity in its albedo
properties.
The bright spots within Agenor Linea show no correlation with any
non-random sequences of pixels mapped by spectral subunits. Many bright
spots within the white line have corresponding flanking dark patches
outside Agenor Linea (see Figure 18), but this is believed to be only
coincidental, with one exception. That is the relationship between BS6
and FDP8. Data points 36, 39, and 40 at the end of FDP8definitely
correlate with three points at the beginning of BS6. All of FDP8 is in
the high tier of orange relative spectral reflectance, but some data
points possess extremely high orange rel%'s, the highest plotted in a
ternary diagram in this thesis. Of the three pixels of FDP8 that line
up with bright pixels in BS6, points 36 and 39 fall into the extremely-
high orange rel% range.
The spectral and geomorphic evidence points to a causal relation-
ship between BS6 and the orange enhancement in rel% at the end of FDP8,
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FIGURE22. Pixel DNmaps of major bright spots (BS's) in Aqenor Linea in orange (OR), blue
(BL), and violet (VI) Voyager 2 Europa imagery. A vertical line through any
part of a pixel map will access the same sample (column) coordinate in all
three filter images, showing that each bright spot is defined in orange, blue,
and violet. Larger numbers prefixed by an "A" refer to pixel locations in the
lengthwise compositional variation map of Agenor Linea in Figure 20. The loca-
tions of the bright spots relative to each other are shown in Figure 18.
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FIGURE22. (Continued)
but before discussing that it is necessary to model the bright spots in
Agenor Linea. The spacing of bright spots and their morphologic appear-
ance in Agenor Linea lead to the conclusion that they are eruption sites
for water in some form. The evidence strongly indicates that the mode
of eruption is liquid water in a sort of "lava" rather than water
vapor/frost plumes as are believed to exist in the dark lineation study
area. This conclusion is based on the limited dimensions of bright
spots and their confinement to the general shape of Aaenor Linea. If
the eruption mechanism were a water vapor/frost plume, it would be
expected to spread bright material over a much larger area and in a
more-or-less circular pattern as opposed to the narrow elongated pat-
terns that bright spots actually make.
Implicit in the model of Agenor Linea bright spots is the assump-
tion that the flanking dark patches are the remnants of a dark lineation
and that Agenor Linea is the central bright stripe that formed a triple
band structure with the dark lineation. The flanking dark patches fit
the model of a dark lineation very well, considering that their outer
margins are all approximately equidistant from Aaenor Linea, so that
they would form a continuous thin strip of dark material with the dimen-
sions of a Europan dark lineation if they were all connected. Also,
remembering that FDP8along the northern portion of Agenor Linea is a
long dark strip that veers away from the white line as a dark lineation,
it is easy to perceive FDP8as a relatively unaltered segment of the
dark lineation that at one time engulfed all of Agenor Linea. In this
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model, Agenor Linea represents an especially fat medial stripe, some-
where between being easily recognized as part of a triple band structure
and completely burying its surrounding dark lineation, perhaps becoming
indistinguishable from the surrounding plains.
If the proposition that Agenor [inea is located within a dark
lineation is accepted, it becomes easier to model the history of the
feature. Even though photogrammetric studies of Voyager 2 imagery has
provided no evidence that dark lineations possess any topography, it is
thought that they could well possess some depth which would be below the
resolution of Voyager imagery. This could still result in a depth of as
much as several tens of meters, which would be consistent with dark
lineations being fractures filled with intruded dark materials. Such a
depth is important in modeling the formation and evolution of A_enor
Linea's bright spots, since the dark lineation "valleys" would constrain
the shape of water "lava" flows. Bright spots would thus be forced to
mimic the shape of the parent dark lineation.
The complete model for the evolution of Agenor Linea develops as
follows: Initially came the formation of the dark lineation in the same
manner as other dark lineations on Europa. The first stage in the
formation of Agenor Linea was probably similar in some respects to the
model of formation of central bright stripes in dark lineations proposed
by Finnerty et al. (1981). The parent dark lineation remained a zone of
weakness in Europa's crust even after dark material intruded and solidi-
fied. At some later time a second episode of fracturing occurred
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lengthwise through the center of the dark lineation, allowing extrusion
of subsurface material, this time much purer and brighter than the dark
lineation material. This second material emplacement episode creates
the bright medial stripe of the resultant triple band feature, probably
in the form of a low icy ridge. The model for Agenor Linea departs from
that of Finnerty et al. (1981) in the details of the bright material
extrusion. Rather than creating a long, continuous, uninterrupted
fissure during the second episode of fracture, it is believed that
fracturing is non-continuous and poorly developed, probably because of a
chaotic arrangement of subsurface blocks where the fracturing is taking
place. (The intermittent fissure development may or may not have oc-
curred at the initial fracturing stage that created the dark lineation.)
Incomplete fracture development would have manifested itself during
bright material extrusion by forming discrete extrusion (i.e., eruption)
sites. The initial surface expression of these probably liquid water
eruption sites would be a series of irregularly-spaced yet isolated
bright spots along the parent dark lineation of Agenor Linea. As liquid
water lava continued to erupt, the bright spots would grow, physically
assuming a morphology similar to that of very low, wide shield domes on
the Earth and Mars where basalt lavas with extremely low viscosities
erupt. Superficially, it would seem that erupting liquid water, because
of its rheology, would quickly cover the entire channel surface of the
parent dark lineation with a thin, uniform layer of water which would
become ice. It must be remembered, however, that as the liquid water
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spreads and thins as it recedes from the eruption site, it becomes
highly susceptible to freezing because of Europa's extremely low surface
temperatures. The balance between rheology and surface temperature
should limit the extent to which any water lavas can propagate from
their sources. Low, bright shield domes should result as water erup-
tions continue to build up sequences of thin ice layers. The long-term
evolution of these eruptions should be for the ice shields to converge
with each other, if not by water lavas physically merging with each
other, then by icy layered deposits (i.e., frozen lava flows) merging
because of downslope creep (i.e., viscous relaxation). The merging of
icy flow deposits from different bright spot eruption sites would
eventually create the continuous white line feature currently recognized
as Agenor Linea. The eruption sites would still appear brighter than
the inter-site areas because the eruption sites could well be covered
with a thin layer of water frost, associated with water eruption
phenomena, that would only affect the immediate area around each erup-
tion site. Such a frost deposit would act as a specular reflecting
surface, brightening that area in comparison to other parts of Agenor
Linea. This is similar to a proposal by Lucchitta and Soderblom (1982)
for thin frost deposits enhancing the brightness of Minos Linea, a
prominent orange-hued dark lineation found north of the dark lineation
study area on Europa. Their samework also proposed frost enhancement
for the very orange appearance of what this thesis calls FDPS, the dark
strip along A_enor Linea with the highest orange rel%'s measured in this
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thesis. The problem with this proposal is the question of why should a
frost coating raise the orange rel%. If the frost is plains-like
material from Agenor Linea or an eruption plume, it could increase the
albedo of FDP8, but the plains-like composition of the frost should
actually decrease the orange rel% of the dark material in FDP8.
The last major facet of the Agenor Linea model of this thesis
explains the present appearance of the flanking dark patches and
strips along the white line. The formation of bright spot water erup-
tion sites and their subsequent coalescence would cover most of the pre-
existing dark lineation material. How much dark material would be
buried would basically be a function of the growth of the bright spots
and their icy lava flows. Since the sites of second episode fracturing
are located along the central lengthwise line in the parent dark linea-
tion (Finnerty et al., 1981), the last portions of the dark lineation to
be covered by bright material would be the outermost edges of the dark
lineation. The growth of Agenor Linea either stopped before reaching
these outermost edges or the white line is still growing and has not yet
reached the edges. In either case, irregularities in the shape of the
parent dark lineation, its believed channel, and the bright spots/icy
lava flows would cause some areas of dark lineation outer edge to be
covered, resulting in a series of flanking spots and patches of dark
material, and some outermost edges to remain uncovered, leaving the
long dark strip that is FDP8.
The location of the very orange material at one end of FDP8 cor-
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relates with the location of a bright spot in Agenor Linea, but because
the two materials are spectrally incompatible, the orange enhancement
cannot be from material derived from the bright spot. The positional
correlation can be explained, however, by remembering that the bright
spot eruption site marks a structurally weak point in Europa's crust.
It is possible that a larger crustal weak zone exists in that immediate
area, such that it would allow eruption of both fresh FDP8material and
bright spot water lavas. There is some difficulty in constructing a
model for a weak zone that would allow extrusion of such divergent ma-
terials, but it is possible. FDP8material would not have had to have
been extruded at the same time as the water lavas, so that, for example,
the dark material of FDP8 could have intruded from a greater depth and
at an earlier time than the more pure water composition of BS6 material,
which could have been extruded from a relatively shallow depth as the
fracture annealed towards the surface.
Alternatively, it is possible that FDP8 is not related in origin to
BS6 at all, but that FDP8simply tapped a subsurface pocket of xeno-
lithic dark material when it formed. The extremely high orange rel%'s
in FDP8 are not terribly difficult to understand when considering the
very low albedo of some of its pixels. The extremely low rel%'s in blue
(I0 of 40 data points are less than 30 rel% blue) are more difficult to
comprehend because they do not fall on the reference ternary diagram
trend line of increasing orange rel%, relatively uniform blue rel%, and
decreasing violet rel% as dark lineation albedo decreases. The dis-
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crepancy is relatively minor, however. It seems fair to say that the
composition of FDP8 represents more of a variation of the fundamental
dark lineation compositional unit than a new compositional unit for
Europa. Such a statement may not hold true for all non-plains spectral
features on Europa, butall of the features studied in this thesis can
be assigned to either the dark l ineation spectral/compositional unit,
the plains spectral/compositional unit, some variation of one of these
units, or a linear mixing of these two units.
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A SATELLITE-WIDESURFACEMODELFOREUROPA
OVERVIEW
Most research of Europa after the Voyager flybys of 1979 has con-
centrated on identifying and studying the origin and development of
fracture sets on Europa (e.g., Helfenstein and Parmentier, 1980; Luc-
chitta et al., 1981; Lucchitta and Soderblom, 1982). Part of the reason
for this is that the lower resolution of Voyager imagery of Europa com-
pared to that for the other Galilean satellites has discouraged detailed
modeling of Europa's surface features and processes. The intention of
this thesis has been to not compete with topics of research for Europa
that are being intensively pursued by others, but rather to search for
new insights into Europa's history through the study of aspects of
Europa that have received little attention. The detailed evaluations of
the multispectral and geomorphic properties of an area of the surface
containing a high density of dark lineations, plus a major white line
feature and its surroundings located several hundred kilometers from the
lineation study area, has produced a data base of many of the major
types of surface features on Europa. The aggregate data from several
types of dark lineations (including some transitional to mottled ter-
rain), a white line, dark patches, and two widely separated areas of
plains is sufficient to attempt a comprehensive model of Europa's
surface processes and (at least the most recent phase of) surficial
evolution.
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ASPECTSOF WATERPLUMESANDWATERVOLCANISM
Identifying Eruption Sites
Spectral and geomorphic evidence for two types of resurfacing
mechanisms, water vapor/frost particle plumes and liquid water lava
eruptions, have been found in this thesis. In the case of frost par-
ticle plumes, it has not been possible to identify specific eruption
sites in this thesis, although Cook et al., (1982) and Helfenstein and
Cook (1984) analyzed Voyager imagery of a proposed water vapor/frost
eruption plume and traced it to its probable source location. Candidate
water lava eruption sites can sometimes be identified, though identi-
fication is probably more the exception than the rule. The elicitation
of eruption sites in Agenor Linea was a fortuitous combination of the
exceptionally large size of this particular white line and its being
present in the highest resolution Voyager 2 images. Many liquid water
eruption sites on Europa are probably undetectable because their visible
features fall below the limit of resolution in Voyager images or they
present insufficient contrast with surrounding plains to be observable.
There is, however, a class of Europan features that may show many sites
of previous water lava eruption. These are dark lineations that ter-
minate in plains material but have chains of dark spots continuing their
trends beyond their terminations. No examples of this type of dark
lineation are in the lineation study area; those known are found to the
north and east of the study area. These chains of dark spots could
represent old dark lineations that have been broken up by extrusion of
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liquid water magmasat intermittent locations along the lineation. Such
a disruption would be essentially identical to the mechanism constructed
for Agenor Linea on paqe 163. Conversely, the chains of dark spots
could mark sites where dark material intruded/extruded into plains
material along the same line of crustal weakness that produced the dark
lineation, but subsurface obstructions prevented extrusion along the
entire weak zone. This latter hypothesis is essentially the one pro-
posed by Lucchitta and Soderblom (1982) in their review of Europa's
surface features. Both the water eruption and dark material intrusion
models are similar, requiring some subsurface blockage of material
intrusion. If the liquid water eruption model is correct, it provides
hard evidence of resurfacing over a much larger area on Europa than the
dark lineation and Agenor Linea study areas previously proposed in this
thesis. Even if the water lava model is not correct for the chains of
dark spots, it does not cripple this work's resurfacing model for Europa
as a whole. The identification of subtle resurfacing, as well as vali-
dation or denial of other models proposed in this thesis, should be
achieved with the Galileo Jupiter orbiter/probe spacecraft later in this
decade.
Origin of Mottled Terrain
Lack of Craters/Palimpsests
The two resurfacing mechanisms proposed for Europa can be extrap-
olated from the study areas to the entire satellite. This does not
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necessarily mean that every area of Europa's surface has continually
been resurfaced throughout its history. Examination of Voyager global
imagery shows large regions of relatively dark, non-plains material,
covering the surface in non-continuous patterns. These constitute the
mottled terrain unit. These areas in particular may represent parts of
Europa that have not experienced significant resurfacing and hence
could be the oldest areas on Europa. Mottled terrain regions, however,
do not reveal a higher density of craters than other areas on Europa at
the resolution of Voyager imagery (which varies from about 3 to 4
kilometers to several tens of kilometers). This superficially implies
that the mottled terrain unit has not been exposed at Europa's surface
any longer than other geomorphic units, including the brighter plains.
The most likely explanation for this apparent discrepancy between ex-
pected age and apparent age of the mottled terrain is that resurfacing
is not the primary mechanism that eradicates large Europan craters, but
that viscous relaxation of the icy surface layer is instead the cause.
The believed relatively high purity of the ice on the surface of Europa
(Pilcher et al., 1972; Clark, 1980) makes this plausible, but then the
question arises as to why more palimpsests are not seen on Europa. In
the case of Ganymede, palimpsests appear as non-topographic, higher-
albedo circular or elliptical surface markings (Smith et al., 1979b;
Shoemaker et al., 1982). On Europa, such markings would probably
possess insufficient contrast with their surroundings to be detectable
in the brighter plains units. Photogeologic evidence, however, indi-
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cates that some palimpsests on Europa may take the form of relatively
dark surface markings, based on the identification of circular/ellip-
tical features in the plains and elsewhere on the satellite (Lucchitta
and Soderblom, 1982; Meier, 1983b). If this is the case, it may well be
that dark Europan palimpsests would not provide sufficient contrast to
be detectable in the mottled terrain. Europa may therefore possess a
great number of both dark and bright palimpsests that are not observable
in Voyager imagery because of limitations in its camera system's dynamic
range and signal-to-noise ratio. Assuming that a greater density of
palimpsests exists in the mottled terrain than the plains (i.e., that
the mottled terrain has an older surface exposure age than the plains),
the logical conclusion is that resurfacing processes have not been
active in the mottled terrain areas. This leads to a view of Europa as
consisting of rocky, "continent-like" areas (i.e., the mottled terrain)
that may not overlie easily accessible reservoirs of liquid water,
and purer-ice "ocean-like" plains that probably do have ready access to
large supplies of crustal or sub-crustal liquid water. Such a model, if
correct, indicates that Europa'S crust is poorly differentiated, with
a significantly thicker crust under mottled areas as opposed to plains
areas.
Role of Water Volcanism
White line (i.e., ice ridge) continuous-along-length water lava
eruptions and Agenor Linea-style intermittent water lava eruptions could
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be responsible for the dissected appearance of dark material in some
areas of mottled terrain. In areas where dark patches constituting
mottled terrain are in close proximity, with minor amounts of plains
material in between, the plains material may have been emplaced by the
eruption of water lava through a network of fractures in the mottled
terrain. Long-term or prolific eruptions would have overflowed the
fracture walls (i.e., water lava channels), flooding areas of surround-
ing terrain many times wider than the parent fracture. Consequently,
the distance between mottled terrain dark patches would increase as the
patches themselves decreased in size. This model is probably not sui-
table for areas of mottled terrain characterized by widely-separated
dark spots and patches that do not form chain-like patterns. Here it
appears that dark areas represent either sites of dark material in-
trusion or impacts that have penetrated the bright surface layer to
expose underlying dark material (Lucchitta and Soderblom, 1982).
Effect of Degradative Mechanisms
The subject arises concerning why mottled terrain areas may show
evidence of water lava eruptions but not water frost particle plume
eruptions. Plumes should be possible in most areas where liquid water
lavas are possible on Europa, although because of subsurface structural
considerations the converse is not thought to be true. The answer to
the question of which resurfacing processes have left observable evi-
dence in mottled regions is that plume depositional products, being much
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thinner than those of water lava, probably have been removed by degra-
dative processes if the rate of frost particle deposition is less than
the rate of ion erosion plus other degradative surface processes on
Europa (e.g., micrometeoroid gardening and ice sublimation). This is
plausible if plume eruptions are intermittent, with significant periods
of dormancy between eruptive episodes. Laboratory results indicate that
the rate of ion erosion for water ice is several orders of magnitude
higher than for the silicate minerals that probably compose the dark
materials on Europa's surface (Brown et al., 1978). Similarly, gar-
dening and sublimation processes preferentially remove surface ice,
leaving rocky material relatively undisturbed. Given enough time with-
out resurfacing, the net effect is to leave a surface "armor" of sili-
cate material that resists further erosion (Shoemaker et al., 1982).
Water vapor/frost particle plume resurfacing effects could thus be
completely negated in mottled terrain areas if, for example, greater
crustal thickness in mottled areas has inhibited continuous plume
eruptions.
Since the spectral and albedo properties of the mottled terrain
were not studied in this thesis, the degree to which any plume effects
may have been offset by degradative mechanisms cannot be determined. If
plume effects have been removed and water lava flow deposits remain in
the mottled terrain, however, it provides evidence that the mottled
terrain unit is older than the dark lineation study area where plume
effects survive. This conjecture is highly speculative, of course,
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because times and frequencies of water frost plume eruptions could have
fluctuated between different provinces of Europa, but the implications
of the conjecture are important enough to the historical model of the
satellite to warrant consideration.
LIFE CYCLEOF A DARKLINEATION
The observations in the dark lineation and Agenor Linea study
areas, plus the models of two resurfacing mechanisms that were devel-
oped, allow for the synthesis of a model of the birth, life, death, and
reincarnation of a dark lineation on Europa. This model is shown in the
form of a flow diagram in Figure 23. Basic to this model is the devel-
opment of two styles of surface fractures -- uninterrupted fractures
(i.e., open fissures with no subsurface obstructions to intrusion/-
extrusion) and interrupted fractures (i.e., incompletely-developed
fractures that are obstructed in the subsurface such that intrusion/-
extrusion is possible only at certain points along the length of the
fracture). Individual steps in the dark lineation life cycle have been
previously discussed at various points in this thesis and will not be
repeated here. What is important to note about this flow diagram is
that the evolution of a dark lineation can cease at any point in the
diagram after the intrusion/extrusion of dark lineation material into a
surface fracture. Steps involving water vapor/frost plume resurfacing
must also be considered reversible because their slow deposition rates
could be nullified by the effects of ion erosion and micrometeoroid
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FIGURE23. Life cycle of a dark lineation. Processes are italicized and the resulting states
of the dark lineation are shown in upper case letters.
gardening processes (Haff and Watson, 1979; Johnson et al., 1981; Wolff
and Mendis, 1983) and ice sublimation (see Squyres, 1980, for an anal-
ogous discussion of sublimation on Ganymedeand Callisto). The life
cycle of a dark lineation thus can be more complicated than is indicated
in Figure 23.
LARGE-SCALERESURFACING
The large-scale picture of Europa that emerges from the findings of
this thesis is of a satellite which has recently undergone or is cur-
rently undergoing highly variable rates of resurfacing over different
areas. Water vapor/frost particle plumes cover relatively large areas
(circular regions probably up to a few hundred kilometers in diameter)
but leave very thin deposits that can take several thousand years or
more to completely resurface a dark lineation. If plume activity is
intermittent, destructive processes such as ion erosion, micrometeoroid
gardening, and ice sublimation can negate much of their depositions.
Liquid water lava eruptions provide thicker, more permanent resurfacing
deposits in relatively short lengths of time, but their extent is highly
localized (probably limited to a few tens of kilometers or less).
Liquid water eruption sites constitute the most attractive method
of achieving complete resurfacing if the requirement for a very large
number of eruption sites can be satisfied. This requirement may be met
in some areas of Europa. A close examination of the highest resolution
Voyager 2 images, especially blue filter images, shows that darkish
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lineations exist at all scales from the largest dark lineation observed
down to the limit of resolution, both in size and contrast with the sur-
rounding plains. Figure 24 depicts the location of the shortest,
faintest lineations in the areas covered by high resolution imagery.
Note the concentration of these features in the area comprising the
fractured plains unit in the geomorphic surface map of Lucchitta and
Soderblom (1982). Ubiquitous fracture distributions such as in the
fractured plains area probably cover a much larger percentage of Eur-
opa's surface than is indicated by Figure 24, but may not have been
visible under the lighting conditions in which Voyager 2 imagery was
made. The concentrations of dark lineations/fractures are sufficient in
the areas imaged for those entire regions to be resurfaced by coalescing
liquid water lava flows erupting from the fractures. Also, because
darkish lineations exist down to the observable limit of resolution, it
is probable that they exist below the limit of resolution as well. This
translates to lineations of less than Voyager 2's approximately 8 to I0
kilometer length limit of recognition, which would of course result in
an even greater density of dark lineations on Europa's surface. The
faintness (as compared to the surrounding plains) of many of the short
dark lineations indicates that water vapor/frost particle plumes may be
an important resurfacing mechanism for them, and possibly the major
agent of resurfacing. It must be remembered that, although liquid water
eruption is the most attractive model for complete resurfacing, spectral
and albedo evidence for plume resurfacing was found at many more sites
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FIGURE24. Map of short dark lineations (DL's) on a portion of Europa's surface, made from a
mosaic of high-resolution blue filter Voyager 2 images. Most of these are classi-
fied as Type 5 lineations in the lineation classification system of Pieri (1981).
Nearly all longer DL's have been eliminated from this map. The short DL's are
generally brighter (i.e., fainter when contrasted with the surrounding plains)
than longer DL's. Note the high concentration of short DL's in the area at the
top center, which has been termed fractured plains by Lucchitta and Soderblom
(1982).
over a much larger area (i.e., the dark lineation study area) than the
one example of possible liquid water resurfacing found at Agenor Linea.
Eruption of water via plumes could also completely resurface areas of
dense, small-scale dark lineations, especially when considering that
high densities of plumes in such areas would multiply the deposition
rates because of significant plume overlap.
Objectively, then, evidence favors plume resurfacing over liquid
water lava resurfacing as the primary means of burying surface features
over the portion of Europa imaged at high resolution. In fairness, it
should be noted that the resolution of Voyager imagery prevents an equal
comparison of both processes, since many liquid water eruption features
could exist below the spatial limit of resolution. Agenor Linea is an
exceptional case, being larger by far than most white lines on Europa
(which often appear as features only one pixel wide in Voyager images).
As such, it may be the only white line feature on Europa for which
Voyager 2 was able to provide evidence of liquid water eruption.
Even if other white lines and triple bands are sites of liquid water
magma/lava eruption, however, the amount of surface they could bury even
by overflowing their quasi-linear channels or other constraining
features is very limited. Water eruption sites other than lineations
and white lines are possible, but some mechanism or phenomenon is neces-
sary to penetrate Europa's crust and reach a source of liquid water.
Cratering impacts are a possibility, but most probably lack sufficient
kinetic energy to generate fractures that would penetrate the crust
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deeply enough to tap liquid water sources. Somecraters on Europa have
radial fractures associated with them (Lucchitta and Soderblom, 1982), so
some liquid water resurfacing could be related to impacts. The over-
whelming advantage of water frost particle plumes for large-scale re-
surfacing is the much larger surface area covered yet relatively uniform
layer deposited as contrasted with liquid water resurfacing. The favored
model for Europa that combines all plausible resurfacing mechanisms is
for water vapor/frost plumes to be the dominant process of burying
surface features under relatively clean ice deposits, working slowly but
progressively over large areas. Water lava eruptions are an important
adjunct to frost plumes, allowing areas to be absolutely resurfaced
relatively quickly, but limited in the areas they can completely cover
to regions of dense fractures/lineations that can be reactivated to
allow water intrusion/extrusion. Large impacts may serve as an impor-
tant exogenic component of water lava resurfacing if the solid portion
of Europa's crust is thin enough at the impact site and the impact
possesses sufficient kinetic energy to generate fractures that can
penetrate the crust and reach a source of liquid water. Impact-induced
resurfacing probably has been quite limited in the recent geologic past
due to the expected low frequency of large impacts and the observational
lack of bright palimpsests on Europa.
AVAILABILITY OF LIQUID WATER
The whole topic of resurfacing on Europa hinges on the question of
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whether or not the satellite possesses a liquid water mantle or some
other form of liquid water reservoir. Mechanisms to transport liquid
water to Europa's surface are not difficult to conceive, as has been
previously suggested in the form of tidally- and impact-induced frac-
tures. A considerable degree of controversy has arisen as to Europa's
capacity to supply enough heat to maintain a liquid water mantle, how-
ever. Cassen et al. (1979) at first concluded that Europa probably does
possess a liquid water mantle, then decided that it probably does not
(Cassen et al., 1980) when they found that they had made heat dissipation
calculations more appropriate for a silicate body than one with an outer
shell of ice in their original paper. Their research has been adamant
in stating that if Europa's mantle ever froze, radiogenic heating would
be insufficient to ever remelt it. It is not a goal of this thesis to
add to the quantitative theoretical work that has been done on Europa's
thermal history. It should be pointed out, however, that such modeling
tends, by necessity, to greatly simplify the entire set of factors
contributing to the thermal evolution of a body, and that the results
are very sensitive to the initial conditions chosen and the values
selected for them. These latter characteristics are very difficult to
define with great accuracy. Consequently, the results of even the best
thermal modeling could easily be in error on the matter of the state of
Europa's mantle. Several studies have pointed to evidence of the
products of liquid water resurfacing: the very high albedo and identi-
fication of water ice on Europa's surface (Pilcher et al., 1972; Fink
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et al., 1973); the lack of craters at all observable scales on the
surface (Smith et al., 1979b; Lucchitta and Soderblom, 1982); the
observation of a possible water vapor/frost plume and an associated
bright spot on Europa's surface (Helfenstein and Cook, 1984); and the
strong relationship between the albedo of a dark lineation and its
spectral resemblance to the surrounding plains (this thesis). These
factors alone almost obligate Europa to have an accessible supply of
subsurface liquid water. Though there is a danger of becoming model-
dependent, theoretical work should continue to search for reasonable
conditions under which Europa could have evolved with and preserved a
liquid water mantle or subsurface reservoir of some type.
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SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS
The surface of Europa does not possess the degree of multispectral
and albedo variation that the other Galilean satellites do, yet a
detailed examination of these properties reveals a remarkable diver-
sity amongst Europan surface features. Developing and utilizing new
ternary diagram techniques for displaying multispectral relative
reflectance data has led to the discovery of many new facts and rela-
tionships between dark lineations, white lines, dark patches, and
plains units on Europa. Most significant is the finding of a strong
correlation between the spectral class of a dark lineation and its
local brightness (i.e., brightness compared to other dark lineations
in the area immediately surrounding it) in an area of Europa between
220° and 180° Longitude and -24 ° and -2 ° Latitude. The relationship
found is that the albedo of a dark lineation increases as the relative
spectral reflectance of the feature decreases at the Voyager TV sub-
system's orange wavelength (as compared to violet and blue relative
spectral reflectances). Coupled with this finding is the discovery
that the dark lineations with the lowest orange relative spectral
reflectance (which are also the highest albedo dark lineations) bear a
strong spectral resemblance to the surrounding brighter plains unit in
ternary diagram plots. Taken together, these findings strongly indi-
cate that the plains unit is replacing the dark material unit in the
dark lineations. Considering the gradational spectral sequence of
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dark lineations that was found within the 193 dark lineation segment
suite investigated, the material replacement process is believed to be
gradual and relatively uniform. The gradational spectral sequences of
lineation relative spectral reflectances within the dark lineation
suite leads to a model of two fundamental compositional surface units,
the dark lineation material unit and the plains unit. Spectral diver-
sity within the dark lineation suite can be explained in terms of a
simple linear mixing model between the two compositional units. The
most likely mechanism for enacting the material replacement process is
water vapor/frost particle plumes of a type similar to that which may
have been found in Voyager imagery by Cook et al. (1982). These
spectral/albedo discoveries are among the first hard evidence of the
long-suspected resurfacing of Europa proposed by many researchers
based on the lack of observable craters on the satellite.
Agenor Linea, a prominent white line feature found between 220°
and 178° Longitude and -44 ° and -41.5 ° Latitude, provides support for
the existence of a second style of resurfacing on Europa, namely
liquid water lava eruptions. The evidence for this was found in the
form of distinctly brighter regions within the already high-albedo
white line. The presence of at least six major bright spots spaced
intermittently along Agenor Linea is taken as evidence of discrete
liquid water lava eruption sites. The enhanced albedoes at these
sites is interpretted as the consequence of the emplacement of a thin
layer of specularly-reflecting frost on the depositional sequences of
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water ice forming the low-relief eruption cones. This frost would not
be present in the inter-site areas.
No evidence was found for major contiguous lengthwise areas of
the same spectral/compositional subunit or gradational subunit se-
quences in Agenor Linea, although short sequences of each were found.
Similarly, no strong spectral relationships were found between the
bright material of Aqenor Linea and its flanking dark patches. The
plains immediately surrounding Agenor Linea are higher in orange
relative spectral reflectance than the plains in the dark lineation
study area to the north. Agenor Linea itself more closely resembles
the dark lineation study area plains than its surrounding plains, in a
spectral sense. The plains surrounding Agenor Linea are probably
possessed of a less pure plains composition than the plains to the
north, because plains near Agenor Linea may contain a network of
darkish lineations below the resolution of Voyager 2 imagery. This
would be consistent with the pattern of darkish lineations in the
fractured plains present in this area, but at a smaller scale.
Consequently, the composition of Agenor Linea appears to be of a rela-
tively pure plains unit composition compared to its own encompassing
plains.
The findings for dark lineations and Agenor Linea lead to a model
for the life cycle of a fracture on Europa. Two basic types of frac-
tures are indicated, one with subsurface obstructions allowing only
intermittent intrusion/extrusion along its length and the other al-
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lowing uninterrupted intrusion/extrusion along its entire length.
From these, all types of linear features observed on Europa can be
generated. A model for Agenor Linea based on this life cycle consists
of initial fracturing; dark lineation material intrusion; bright
material emplacement during a second intrusive/extrusive episode in
which liquid water volcanism occurred at intermittent sites along the
length of the dark lineation, forming a chain of bright spots; con-
tinued extrusion of liquid water lava, causing bright spots to merge
into a white line freature and creating a poorly-defined triple band
structure in the process (the dark lineation being dissected into a
chain of irregularly-spaced dark patches on either side of the white
line). Water vapor/frost particle plume resurfacing is not included
in the model of Agenor Linea, but is believed to be a significant
surface modification process in the dark lineation study area.
The relative balance between liquid water volcanism and water
vapor/frost plume resurfacing is uncertain, but plume resurfacing is
favored for large-scale surface modification because of the much
larger area a single site can affect. Liquid water lava resurfacing
is quicker to bury features and more resistant to degradative mech-
anisms such as ion erosion and micrometeoroid gardening because of the
thickness of water lava deposits. Degradative effects could negate
plume resurfacing if plume eruption episodes are highly intermittent
or cease in a geologically short period of time; such effects there-
fore complicate the life cycle flow diagram of Europan fractures.
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These effects, plus fracture reactivation, mean that buried dark
lineations could be rejuvenated. Liquid water lava eruptions through
networks of fractures, with flooding of surrounding terrain beyond
fracture walls, is a possible explanation for the dissected appearance
of mottled terrain in areas where the dark patches are closely spaced.
Besides the strong relationship between a dark lineation's spec-
tral class and local brightness, other relationships were found be-
tween dark lineation properties of spectral class, local brightness,
number of data points per lineation, color distribution field (CDF)
area in the lineation's ternary diagram plot, CDFpoint density,
degree of point dispersion in the CDF, and the dark lineation's ori-
entation. None of the other relationships found are as strong as that
between the spectral and brightness classes. Someare negative rela-
tionships (i.e., the number of matchings found between two properties'
classes is much lower than expected from a normal distribution). Some
of the very short dark lineation segments (i.e., those composed of 15
or less data points) show signs that they are not composed of enough
data points to accurately reveal the amount of spectral/compositional
variation they possess.
The suite of 193 dark lineation segments was large enough to
permit identification of unique dark lineations. Somedark lineations
are unique in their spectral/compositional properties because some of
their data points plot with unusual blue or violet relative spectral
reflectances. Other dark lineations are compositionally unique
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because they possess an extremely large or extremely small amount of
compositional variation along their length. A few dark lineations are
unusual in several respects. DLI21 is a large wedge-shape dark linea-
tion that not only shows morphological evidence of rifting and limited
icy plate rotation, but also shows a distinct compositional and albedo
division between the wider, northern portion and the narrower, southern
portion. The brighter, narrow portion shows evidence of plume re-
surfacing while the darker, wider portion does not. A plausible model
of DLI21 shows that the narrower, southern portion may be a product of
fracture reactivation that occurred at a later time than the northern
portion of the dark lineation was formed. Two other dark lineation
segments, DL77 and DL78, actually appear to be sections of one con-
tinuous feature that show distinctly different spectral properties. A
third dark lineation, DL79, intersects DL77 and DL78 at exactly the
point where the spectral division occurs. This fact, plus the dif-
ference in spectral properties, may be evidence that different frac-
turing episodes took place in a small area.
Zoning was found in the plains in color ratio composite images
of Europa. It is uncertain from the structure of the zones if they are
a genuine manifestation of decreasing concentrations of implanted lo-
derived sulfur ions in surficial ice, or an artifact of computer image
processing.
The results taken in total show that the ternary diagram multi-
spectral plotting techniques developed for this thesis work very well
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and should be applicable to a wide variety of other multispectral
studies. Particularly encouraging was the finding that a much greater
diversity of multispectral classifications can be made (i.e., much
more subtle spectral variations can be detected) with ternary diagram
plots than with color ratio images or parallelepiped classifiers. The
techniques used in this thesis may have been better than the quality
of the data could accomodate. Noise or error due to dark current in
Voyager TV camera vidicons, photometric and multispectral photometric
effects across Voyager Europa images, and improperly registered images
or improperly/inappropriately profiled linear features could have been
processed along with the valid data. The data processed is the only
data of its kind available, however, and was processed in the best
manner possible at the time it was done. Until the Galileo Jupiter
orbiter/probe spacecraft arrives at Jupiter later in this decade,
these results should be considered to be as valid as is possible to
achieve.
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APPENDIX A
Relative spectral reflectance plots on reference ternary
diagrams for the 193 dark lineation (DL) segments in the DL
study area. In this appendix and appendices C, D, and E, an
asterisk denotes locations where two or more data points have
the same rel% coordinates or are too near each other to be
plotted separately. Where more than two data points are in
this situation, a number beside the asterisk indicates how
many data points are at this location. There is no signifi-
cance to the different sizes of asterisks used. Also, note
that a few data points are plotted outside their reference
ternary diagrams if they have less than 40 orange rel%,
greater than 50 orange rel%, less than 20 violet rel%, etc.
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APPENDIX B
Color distribution field (CDF) polygons for all 193 dark lin-
eation (DL) segments in the DL study area. Polygons were
constructed from the rel% data point plots in Appendix A. Ge-
ometric centers are shown as triangles formed by the inter-
section of the center of the range of rel%'s for each of the
three colors (i.e., orange, blue, and violet). Statistical
centers are shown as points. Where geometric center triangles
are so small that they plot as points, the points are labeled
with "g"'s. All CDFpolygons are drawn to the same scale to
show the differences in CDF areas present in the DL suite.
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APPENDIX C
Relative spectral reflectance plots on the reference ternary
diagram for Europa's plains unit in (A) the dark lineation
study area, and (B) the Agenor Linea study area.
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APPENDIX D
Relative spectral reflectance plots on reference ternary dia-
grams for profiled segments of Agenor Linea. Separate plots
were used to reduce photometrically-induced errors in rel%'s
over the large range of longitude covered by Agenor Linea.
Profiled segments of Agenor Linea cover pixel sequences: (A)
1-20 (the southwesternmost portion of the feature), (B) 21-50,
(C) 51-106, (D) 107-162 (the easternmost portion). These pix-
el numbers correspond to those in the lengthwise compositional
variation map of Agenor Linea in Figure 20.
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APPENDIX E
Relative spectral reflectance plots on reference ternary dia-
grams for profiled flanking dark patches (FDP's) of Aaenor
Linea. The location of each FDPcan be found on the map of
the Agenor Linea area in Figure 18.
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STRUCTURAL CONTROL OF VALLEY NETWORKS ON MARS
Virginia Gulick, c/o V.R. Baker, Department of Geosciences
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721
Groundwater sapping is one of the most widely accepted hypotheses
proposed in order to explain valley network formation in the heavily
cratered terrain on Mars. The most compelling evidence in favor of
this process is the presence of blunt, theater-headed tributaries,
which commonly exhibit strong structural control.
Schultz (1982) suggests that the morphology of the valley networks
on Mars can be explained by the presence of deep-seated fracture zones
of ancient multi-ring basins, which have long been concealed by basin
ejecta. He concludes that the formation of the valley networks by
sapping has since re-exposed these ancient fracture patterns.
The goals of this project are: (i) to study the structural control
of the valley networks and to determine any implications that this control
might have for Mars' early fluvial history; (2) to test on Schultz'
hypothesis by relating his ancient multi-ring basins to the formation
and control of valley network morphology; and (3) to determine if the
structural control of valley networks is also related to the formation
of the established basins listed in Croft (1979).
In order to evaluate the structural control of Valley networks,
orientations of channel-segments and fractures were measured. On a
planet-wide basis, azimuth frequency diagrams of channel-segment
orientations reveal no major trends (figure i). However, on a more
local scale, azimuth-frequency diagrams seem to indicate well-defined
structural control (figure 2 and 3).
In order to determine whether Schultz' basins and/or the basins
listed in Croft are related to valley network morphology; structural
trends and major flow directions of the valley networks were determined.
The results were compared with possible fracture patterns which might
have formed from these impact basins. Fracture patterns from impact
basins normally are concentric and radial to the associated basin
center.
Two of Schultz' basins, Chryse and Ladon, seem to strongly control
the morphology of the surrounding valley networks. The valley networks
located in quadrangle i0 of the U.S.G.S. photomosaic series (I:2M)
suggest structural control by Chryse, while several in quadrangle 19
appear to be controlled by Ladon (figure 2). The valley networks in
these two regions exhibit both radial and concentric major trends and
flow directions.
In addition to the apparent control of valley network morphology
by multi-ring basins, the established basins listed in Croft (1979) appear
to have this same control. Two of these basins, Hellas and Isidis, seem
to control the morphology of the valley networks within and near their
main rims. Hellas, with a main rim diameter of approximately 3678
kilometers may also be controlling the major structural trends of the
valley networks to the northwest of its main rim (figure 3). However,
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the major flow direction of these valley networks is away from the basin
and follows the regional slope of the planet. This suggests that the
formation and control of the valley networks may be the result of more
than one process which operated during Mars' early tectonic history.
The exact cause of the structural control of the valley networks
is not known, but this study suggests that this control may be the
result of deep-seated fracture zones of ancient impact basins which
predate the Tharsis Uplift. Fracture patterns initiated by the forma-
tion of impact basins may have been modified by Tharsis. In addition,
new fractures formed by Tharsis, further complicated existing fractures
by initiating new ones, which may themselves have been preferentially
controlled by ancient deep-seated multi-fracture zones.
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Croft, Steven K., Impact Craters from Centimeters to Megameters, University
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Schultz, Peter et al, The Structure and Evolution of Ancient Impact Basins
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Figure I. Orientations of channel segments for valley networks on Mars.
Note the lack of planet-wide trends.
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Figure 2. Chryse and Ladom basins (Schultz et al., 1982) with locations and
structural trends of nearby valley networks. The dotted lines
show the approximate outer ring diameters of the basins (4300 km
for Chryse; 975 km for Ladon).
N
HELLAS I
Figure 3. Isidis and Hellas basins (Croft, 1979) with locations and
structural trends of nearby valley networks. The solid
lines indicate the basin rim diameters (3678 ± 430 km for
Hellas; 3000 ! 102 km for Isidis .
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FLUX, RIPPLES, AND DUNES ON VENUS; S.J. Bougan , NASA-Ames Research Center,
Moffett Field, California; PGCURP, Summer, 1983
Venus offers us the unique opportunity of studying the surface modifica-
tions of an entire planet by defining and simulating the aeolian processes pre-
sently operating on the surface. In such a study as this, one must first
measure and define the process of [lux (Q) across the surface of Venus: the mass
moving, past a point per unit time.
Flux measurements for Venus, for one particle size and wind speed, were
divided into two types: Qa, saltation and traction loads, and Qb, the amount of
material traveling in tile bedforms. Qb is seven times Qa for Venus, in contrast
to the Earth-like case w_lere Qa and Qb are almost equal.
For the venusian case, Qb plots as a sinusoidal curve on a _raph of total
flux versus run time. This is a direct result of the bedforms movin_ off the
plate and into the collector. Qa for Venus is also 2reatly affected by the bed-
forms - being extremely high upwind and fallin_ to almost zero downwind of the
crests, a characteristic highly suggestive of terrestrial dunes.
Bedform studies for one particle size and velocity led to t11e conclusion
that dunes were forming under the venusian conditions. Ripples formed at earth-
like conditions with a distinct region devoid of bedforms between the earth-like
(2 bar) and venusian (30 bar) conditions. This region is most likely analogous
to the region between ripple and dune formation on earth, a region of inter-
mediate velocities.
INTRODUCTION
Tile surface of Venus, as seen throuRh the instrumentation of the Soviet
Venera landers, is a hot, dry desert with surface temperatures and pressures of
735 ° + 3° _ and 90 + 2 bar respectively. The only geological processes pre-
sentl_ known to be _perating on the surface are aeolian- deflation, abrasion,
and deposition of and by sand of primarily basaltic composition. Defining and
simulating the effects of this aeolian environment provides us with the unique
opportunity of studying venusian surface modifications on a global scale.
Very little work has been done to study aeolian processes now active on
Venus. The Venus Wind Tunnel (VWT), a facility at the NASA-Ames Research
Center, is used to carry out research on aeolian processes under simulated ven,-
sian conditions. Thresllold wind speeds have ,been determined for range of par-
ticle sizes and some preliminary flux measurements have been made.
Objectives of Study
The objectives of this study are:
(I) to determine and compare the time and spatial dependence of the total flux
(Q), the mass of material moving past a point during a specified time, of
windblown particles for simulated venusian surface conditions and compare
these to terrestrial conditions;
(2) to separate the total flux (Q) into its distinct components: Qa = saltation
and traction loads, and Qb = tilematerial moving within the bedform.
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(3) to begin preliminary studies on the bedform morphology; and
(4) to define the region between the 2 and 30 bar _lere no bedforms develop.
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIP:,IENT_ND PROCEDURES
Venus Wind Tunnel - VWT
The conditions on the surface of Venus are CO2 gas at 90 bar (1306 psi) and
480°C; conditions very difficult to duplicate or control in a laboratory.
llowever, since density and velocity of a transport lnl_medium determine the rate
of sediment movement, both the temperature and pressure of the _as could be
reduced, keeping the density constant. VWT was designed to operate at ambient
temperature; the pressure could then be reduced to 30 bar (445 psi) and the CO2
density would be the same as the atmospheric density on the surface of Venus.
The only parameter not duplicated was the viscosity of the Ras, _lich also
affected the Reynolds number, the unit Reynolds number in the tunnel heinR
approximately twice the unit number on Venus.
Collector
The collector used throughout the experiments consisted of a metal rln_
which fit inside the tunnel directly downwind from the test sectfon, with a
nylon bar filtering cloth, mesh size of 18 Inn (nominal) and 23 l_m (absolute).
The collector was removed between experiments and the sand collected was
we [ghed.
Sand
The sand used in the experiments was fine _ole-_rained silica sand. It
was sifted and separated into the size ran:ge 61 /irato 88 _m. This size was used
because it saltates at the lowest wind speed measured on Venus.
Procedure
The wind tunnel floor plate is 19.5 cm wide and 126 cm long and was taped
securely inside the test section throughout the experiments. Two kilograms of
sand were wei_,hed out, placed on the plate, and smoothed to form a relatively
flat surface. This procedure was repeated at the beginninR of each separate set
of runs •
Flux measurements: The tunnel was filled with CO2 gas to approximately 30
bar (445 psi). The threshold freestream velocity (U_t), defined as the velocity
at which most grains were observed to be saltating, was determined for that den-
sity. Three sets of runs of varying time increments were then conducted at 1.2
x L_t (threshold freestream velocity), and one set of runs at 1.6 x L_t and 30
bar.
For the earth-like runs, the tunnel was filled with CO2 gas at 17 bar and
then the pressure was reduced to 2 bar. This insured an even mixture of
approximately 95% CO2 and 5% air. Two bar pressure was used for the earth-llke
experiments because the tunnel was unable to aohieve threshold freestream velo-
city at I bar with the collector in nlace. Two sets of runs, of varying time
increments, at 1.2 x H_t were completed after U_t was determined for the new
density.
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Bedforms: Following each run, the plate was photographed to illustrate any
modification of the surface. Sketched of the plate were made for runs # 3, 4,
and 5 at 30 bar and runs # i and 2 at two bar. The dimensions of the bedforms -
wavelength and height -were also recorded.
Transition Zone: A series of runs was conducted to bracket the region bet-
ween 2 bar and 30 bar _ich was devoid of bedforms. Tests were run for five
minute intervals at 27, 23, 20, 17, 13, 10, 7, and 3.5 bar. Between each run
the bed was photoooraphed , the dimensions of the bedforms recorded, and the bed
smoothed for the next run.
EXPERII,IENTAL RESULTS
Flux
Particles at 2 and 30 bar were determined to travel by two separate modes:
Qa includes saltation and traction loads and Qb includes the material moved in
tilebedforms. This was first suggested by early data deviation during the venu-
sian runs and substantiated through further runs at smaller time intervals,
varying densities, anticomparison of bedform movement with the data deviations.
At 30 bar, Qb, at its peak, was approximately seven times Qa. The plot of
total flux (Q) against total run time (at 30 bar) resembles a sine wave, with
maximum (Qb) measurements defining the crests and minimum (Qa) measurements
defining the troughs. The time interval between the crests of the wave
corresponds with the velocity measurements recorded for the bedforms - crest to
crest.
The amount of material carried in saltation and traction, Qa, was much more
difficult to define. At 30 bar, the vast majority of moving sand travels in the
bedforms. Qa is very small for Venus, in constrast to the 2 bar case _,ere Qa
and Qb are almost equal. This suggests that aeolian processes on Earth are more
effective in transportin£ in material in saltation and traction than on Venus.
Not only does the magnitude of Qa differ between 30 and 2 bar, but also its
spatial dependence. At 2 bar, Qa was constant over the bedforms - it was not
observed to vary over the length of the plate. However, at 30 bar, Qa varied
from one end of the bedform to the other. Oa was observed to be extermely high
on the upwind end of the bedform and then fall to almost nothing as the par-
ticles dropped over the crest - a characteristic very similar to terrestrial
dunes.
Bed forms
Durin_ the early runs at 30 bar, the bedforms were simply referred to as
ripples. However, as the experiment progressed, it became apparent that the
bed forms were not behaving as ripples. Erosion was high on the upwind surface
and the particles rolled or bounced quickly up to the crest. Once there, they
dropped over the slip face and came to rest. The Venus ripples were analogous
to dunes on Earth.
At 2 bar, the bedforms were considered to be ripples. Erosion was high on
the upwind surface and dropped in intensity on the downwind surface.
Bedform Variation with Changing Density
Between 2 and 30 bar there was a region devoid of bedforms. From 30 to 23
bar the bedform morphology remained constant - on large dune at the leading edge
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of the plate and smaller dunes alon_ the length of the plate. Between 20 and 17
bar was a region of mixed dunes and low relief wave forms, a transition zone.
Then between 13 and 7 bar there was a re_ion practically devoid of any recogni-
zable bedforms. The large dune at the leading edge of the plate, so charac-
teristic of the the higher density runs, disappeared below 13 bar.
Below 7 bar, ripples begat to appear, and were the dominant bedform on down
to 2 bar. The large dune was replaced by two low, parallel ridges.
It was also noted that wavelenRth and height of the bedforms varied
wasdirectly with increasin_ pressure. The transition zone (between 20 and 17
bar) defined by varying wave height and constant wavelength over the range of
dens Ities.
CONCLUSIONS
A flux pattern was defined for simulated venusian comlitions for one par-
ticle size range and one wind speed, and can be applied to the venusian surface
(for those parameters) for first order approx [mations of flux rates. A flux
range at 2 bar, usin_ these same parameters, allows for some comparison.
Observed total flux at 30 bar is approximately on half the total flux at 2 bar,
suggesting that sediment movement by aeolian processes on Venus is about one
half that observed on Earth.
Preliminary studies of bedform morphology under simulated venusian con-
ditions were begun. Bed forms evolved at 30 bar resemble terrestrial dunes.
A region basically devoid of bedforms was identified between 7 and 13 bar.
Increasing density produced dunes (up to 30 bar) and decreasing density produced
ripples (down to 2 bar). This region could be analo%ous to that found on earth
between ripples and dunes, a region of intermediate wind speeds were no bedforms
develop.
Further work needs to be done on venusian flux measurements - for both dif-
ferent particle sizes and wind speeds. This study provides a basic starting
point for additlonai research in this area. >lore detailed studies on the bed-
form morpho!ogy should be done, including the effects of density/pressure
changes, again with varyin_ particle size and velocity. This research could
prove extremely helpful in understandin_l ripple and dune initiation, a process
which has long puzzled geologists.
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MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES OF TERRESTRIAL AND MARTIAN LANDSLIDES
Introduction
The specific mode of failure of landslides and the morphological features
of the resulting deposit will depend, mnong other things, upon the physical
properties of the failed material, such as its lithology, degree of
weathering, presence and location of joints and other discontinuities, and the
amount of interstitial water present. Therefore, the morphological features
of a landslide deposit should be able to be used to imply something about
these properties. It is hoped that the morphology of the martian landslides
as observed on the Viking Orbiter images can be used in such a way.
Terrestrial Landslides
In order to make useful observations and analyses of martian landslides,
a knowledge of terrestrial landslides is essential. I undertook a review of
the geologic literature on landslides in order to try to determine the
relationships between mode of failure, geological material, and morphological
features. A brief summary of the results of this literature search is given
below.
Landslide modes of failure can generally be divided into three
categories: falls and topples, slides (both rotational and translational) and
flows (Varnes, 1958, 1978). Any one slide may involve just one mode of
movement or a combination.
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Falls and topples typically involve highly fractured rock or a newly
detached mass that fails along a discontinuity parallel to the cliff face
(Brunsden, 1979). They leave steep free faces at the head sharp, and talus
slopesa_ the base of the face. The role of water is chiefly as a facilitator
of weathering.
Rotational slides occur in thick, homogeneous, cohesive materials such as
clays. The head scarp is steep and U-shaped, and the failed mass usually does
not show much distortion. There may be transverse tension cracks at the foot,
and bulging at the toe. The head area consists of large slump blocks that are
tilted backwards (Brunsden, 1979; Rib and Liang, 1978).
Translational slide movements occur on discontinuities that parallel the
slope surface, such as dipping bedding planes or the bedrock-slope debris
interface. These slides are associated with high water tables, and debris
slides may develop into debris avalanches if the water content is high enough
and the slopes are steep enough. In this case, the initially sliding debris
starts to flow with high velocity down stream channels and valleys. Mudslides
are a type of translational slide that surge forth seasonally. They consist
of an upper supply area, a central neck with discrete shear surfaces, and a
bulbous, lobate toe with radial and transverse cracks (Brunsden, 1979).
Flows involve loose debris or weak, easily weathered rock, and can be
either wet or dry. Debris flows begin as heavily laden streams of water that
follow existing drainageways. More material is picked up in long neck areas,
and is deposited downslope as long narrow lobes with lateral levees of coarser
material (Varnes, 1978). Flow deposits are generally smoother than slide
deposits, lacking transverse cracks and ridges; however, radial flow lines are
usually present (Rib and Liang, 1978).
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Complex landslides that begin as large rock falls or slides, and which
then disintegrate and spread out at high speeds over long distances and cover
large areas have been intensely studied. In spite of this, t_e mechanism that
allows these "catastrophic rock-fall-avalanches"to travel a distance farther
than that predicted by the energy generated during their fall, remains poorly
understood. Shreve (1966, 1968) proposed that the slide or fall leaves the
ground at a sudden steepening of slope, trapping and compressing a cushion of
air beneath it. This provides a low friction surface that allows the debris
sheet to travel the long distances.
Hsu (1975) postulated a mechansim of cohesionless grain flow, whereby
kinetic energy is transmitted through contact of grains. The stress is not
fluid transmitted; however, an interstitial fluid is necessary in this model
to reduce normal stress and frictional resistance. Hsu suggests that dense
dust may be a possibility for this fluid, as well as water, mud, or air.
Kent (1966) suggested fluidization with air, while more recently Melosh
(1983) has suggested a process he calls "acoustic fluidization". Presumably
acoustic energy builds up during the initial rockfall, resulting in pressure
fluctuations due to sound waves that relieve the overburden pressure in
places, allowing local failure to occur.
Some of these authors have described morphological features of these
types of slide deposits, and their origins in terms of the mechanisms that
they propose. Low lateral ridges are found on some of these slides. These
may be analogous to levees at the edges of debris flows and lava flows
(McSaveny, 1978; Voight and Pariseau, 1978); Shreve (1968) thinks that they
reflect leakage of air at the edges of the slide. A low distal ridge is
sometimes present; this is probably due to the sudden stop of the landslide,
whether it be by sudden loss of air (Shreve, 1968), or a sudden change in
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mechanical properties of the debris. Transverse ridges and folds dominate the
entire surface of some deposits; these may be formed as the zone of impact
travels back up the landslide (Shreve, 1968) or may reflect the arrival of
successive waves of flowing debris (Hsu).
A lateral and distal scarp is almost always present. This indicates the
sudden halt of the debris, and the cessation of fluid-type behavior.
Transverse fissures have been observed, and longitudinal grooves were observed
at several slides. The longitudinal grooves may indicate shear between
substreams of debris or lateral tension as the debris settles (Shreve, 1968).
Martian Landslides
Eight areas of landslides were selected in Valles Marineris for
preliminary mapping and study of their morphological features. A
representative sample was aimed for; however, many areas of Valles Marinerls
are not covered by sufficiently good resolution images for this purpose. The
images selected were assembled into mosaics, the maps were made, and the
features noted. Four main types of morphological features of the deposits
were identified. These are described below, in order of their usual
appearance outward from the head scarp:
i) Large ridges in head area, transverse to direction of movement.
Associated with large, wide horseshoe-shaped scarp. May be slump
blocks or large pieces of the wall that fell or toppled. If these
blocks are tilted backward, they would imply a rotational movement
which occurs in homogeneous, cohesive materials.
2) Smaller ridges, convex towards distal edge of slide. Many have
lobate pattern, and some may be step-like scarps rather than
ridges. Are also found where a portion of the slide appears to have
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flowed as a thick lobe down a narrow section of a canyon, as in the
large, wide slides in western lus Chasma.
3) Thin sheet-like debris cover; forms discrete fan shaped lobe with
edge scarps where unconfined. Sheet reflects underlying topography,
which in many cases appears to be edges of pre-existing flow lobes.
Short transverse ridges and possibly fissures are sometimes
present. Radial, longitudinal grooves, however, are very common.
4) Low, transverse, continuous ridges; may be folds. Found at distal
edge of slides where the debris appears to be backed up against
obstructions such as the opposing canyon wall, although not all such
confined slides show this feature.
Any one landslide may possess from just one to all four of these
features. Slides in Tithonium and lus Chasmas, in western Valles Marineris,
are usually more complex and show more of a variety of the features than do
slides in more eastern sections of Valles Mariners, such as Coprates, Capri,
and Gangis Chasmas. These differences may be related to the topographical and
structural differences between these areas. Western Valles Marineris has
greater relief of canyon walls (3-7 km), canyon walls are commonly highly
ridged and gullied, and there are many shallow graben-like fractures
paralleling the canyon on the plateau surface. Eastern Valles Marineris,
probably due to its farther distance from the Tharsis bulge, has fewer graben
on its surrounding plateau, and the relief of the canyon walls is lower, about
1-2 km. There is also less gully and ridge topography. Slides here usually
lack head scarps and the large slump blocks, and the sheet-like debris lobes
are the dominant feature. The deposits are also generally smaller in area and
involve smaller volumes of material than landslides in western Valles
Marineris.
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Conclusion
It remains as a problem for future research to determine the significance
of these features and their differences with different areas of Valles
Marineris and with terrestrial landslides. This research may shed light into
the properties of the material tileslides are composed of and specifically its
volatile content. As the proposed mechanisms for terrestrial long-run-out
landslides currently stand, water is not a required element, although it may
facilitate initial failure or subsequent flow. The flow lobes of the martian
landslides and the flow-like morphology of the martian rampart craters may be
of similar origin; this relationship also remains to be explored. The images
and maps that I have assembled and prepared, and the research into the current
state of thinking on terrestrial landslides will be a useful data base for
further research.
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LOCALIZEDMEASUREMENTSOF GEOTHERMALLYENHANCED
HEATFLOWTHROUGHREMOTEINFRAREDIMAGING
Information regarding a planetary surface's thermal characteristics can
be obtained through remote infrared sensing of the surface. Infrared systems
have been carried by Mariner, Viking, and Voyager spacecraft, while
measurements of Earth are carried out by some meterologic and Landsat
satellites and scanners flown in aircraft, producing high resolution thermal
images. One important result of infrared sensing is that information
regarding anomalous geothermally enhanced localized heat flow can be produced
which may provide valuable information about the volcanic activity of the
region. Regardless of the surface being sensed, however, the problems, such
as non-ideal surface emissivity, atmospheric absorbtion in the infrared
spectrum, non-ideal viewing geometries, varying surface types, and varying
seasonal characteristics, encountered in drawing quanitative conclusions based
on data of this type are universal. A method for removing such complicating
factors and quantifying excess thermal radiation produced by geothermal
sources has been formulated and tested on thermal data acquired from digital
infrared images of the Long Valley Caldera, California. If reliable, such a
method would allow for periodic sensing to determine variations in heat flow
from this geothermally active area.
Digital thermal images of the Long Valley area were produced by an
infrared line scanner flown in an aircraft over the region in 1982. The line
scanner sampled the surface below 738 times in each scan. A Mercury-Cadmium-
Antimide detector which was sensitive to radiation in the 8-12 micrometer
region was used in the scans. This region is selected since it is a natural
"window" through the atmosphere which is generally opaque to infrared
radiation. The scanner incorporated two black-bodies of known temperature
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into each scan, thus allowingfor temperaturecalibrationto a resolutionof
about 0.1° C. Each sample,or pixel, is assigneda value between0 and 255
with higher pixel valuesrepresentinggreateramountsof receivedinfrared
flux. The data is then recordedon magnetic tape for later retrieval. The
motion of the aircraft,in a directionperpendicularto the scan plane of the
detector,resultedin a two-dimensionaldata array which was built up one scan
line at a time. An imagewhich can be visuallyexamined is then producedby
assigninga specificshade of gray to each pixel value. The pixelsare then
printedon photographicfilm resultingin an image. The digitaldata can also
be computerprocessed.
Before this data can be analyzed,however,certaininherentgeometric
distortionsmust be removed. Since the scannerobtainsthe samplesat uniform
incrementsin time, and thereforeuniform incrementsin angle from the nadir,
pixels away from the center of a scan representincreasinglylargerareas on
the ground. This is correctedfor by a multiplicativefactor which is based
on the cross-trackextentof any area of interest. If the area is not located
on a level plane the observationis distortedfurther. Thus a topographic
correctionmust be introduced. The angle betweenthe normal to the surfaceof
interestand the line of sight from the aircraftis used to determineand
remove this source of distortion. When these correctionshave been applied
individualgeothermalareas may be comparedbetweendifferingflightsand
dates even if the observationgeometriesare significantlydifferent.
With this correcteddata, theexcess radiationproducedby local
geothermalsourcescan be estimated. The generalmethod is to computethe
power producedin a core regionwhich includesthe geothermalarea. From this
power a referencepower typicalof the backgroundis subtracted,leavingonly
the excess power producedby the geothermalfeature. The backgroundarea used
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for comparisonis a border directlysurroundingthe core. It is assumedthat
the border material is thermallysimilarto the core material so that power
comparisonsmay be made. Dependingon which portionsof the temperature
distributionsof the borderand core are used in calculatingpower, maximum
and minimumexcess power estimatescan be produced. These power estimatescan
then be comparedbetweendifferentviewinggeometriesand dates to determine
the consistencyof the estimatesand to see if they exhibitany long term
trends. The presenceof long term trends is especiallyimportantin the Long
Valley Caldera area which may be becoming volcanicallyactive after a dormant
period.
The method outlinedabove has certainadvantagesand disadvantages.
Since the power of the core is compartedto a surroundingborder,seasonal
variationswhich affect the overalltemperatureof the region are removed.
Also since the core is comparedwith similarmaterial nearby the difficultyof
accountingfor surfaceemissivityvariationsover a wide area is circum-
vented. The major difficultywith the excess power estimatesis that, while
they can be easily compared,they do not accountfor all of the energy
releasedby the thermalarea; energy from non-radiativeloss is not accounted
for. Examplesare the latent heat of vaporizationof water which is carried
away by steam if fumarolesare presentor the heatingof the atmospherewhich
is removedby wind. These difficultiesnotwithstanding,the excess radiative
power estimateis a measureablequantitywhich may be comparedbetween
measurements.
In this study9 geothermalareas were analyzedbased on data from 6
differentflightsin two separatemonths. Once geometricdistortionshad been
removedand the data analyzedusing the generaltechniqueoutlinedabove, it
was found that power estimatesfor the areas generallyagreedwithin 15%. The
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high degreeof consistencyindicatesthat thermalinfraredsurveyscan yield
repeatableand reliableestimatesof excess power radiatedby geothermal
features. The method used is the analysisas well as the resultsfrom the
Long Valley regionwill be published.
The techniquesfor geothermalinfraredanalysiswhich have been shown in
this study to be reliablecan be readilyappliedto infrareddata returned
both from Earth orbiting satellitesand planetaryprobes where adequate
spatialresolutionis available. Becauseof the generallysmall areal extent,
sensitiveradiometricanalysistechniquessuch as these developedhere will
generallybe requiredto even detect locallyenhancedgeothermalheat flow.
The authorwishes to thank Dr. Hugh Kiefferfor the great amountof
assistancethat he providedin his role as advisorand Dr. Elliot Morris for
his assistancein obtaininghousing.
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Introduction:
Previousstudiesof lunarcratershaveresultedin a varietyof age and
type classificationsbasedon morphology(PohnandOffield,1970;WoodandAnder-
sscn,1978).Few attemptshavebeenmade at systematicmorphcmetricdescriptions
(Croft,1978).Thisprojectexaninedsametechniquesfor quantifyingcraterde-
scriptionsin a systematicandreproducibleway,with the intentthatthe
resultingparameterswouldprovidea basisfor an objectiveapproachto crater
classificationand detailedexaminationsof shapechangeswith sizeanddegra-
dationstate. Preliminaryanalysesindicatethatthesetechniquesmay provide
sucha basis.
Procedure:
The firstparaneterexaminedwas cratervolume. Themethodtestedwas a
modificationof the techniquepreviouslyusedfor determiningthevolumesof
centralpeaks(Haleand Grieve,1982).Volumesweredeterminedfrc_Lunar
TopographicOrthophotcmapsby digitizingsuccessiveccntoursfromthe crater
rim to the craterfloor. The areaenclosedby a givencontourwas computed
by sunmingthe areaof trianglesformedby contiguouspointson the contour
lineand thecenterof massof the region. An estimateof the volumebetween
the areasenclosedby two successivecontourswas determinedfromthe equation
for the volumeof a conefrustrum:
V = i/3h(BI+B2+B_BIB2)
whereh is the ccntourintervalandB1 andB2 are the areasenclosedby the
upperand lowercontourlines. The finalvolumeof the craterwas foundby
summingallthe volumeelements.
Two estimatesof cratervolumeweremade. The firstwas thevolumefrom
the craterrim to the craterfloor,and the secondwas thevolumefromthe
highestclosedcontourto the craterfloor. The twowererarelyequivalent.
In the caseswherethe highestcontourswerenot closed,the rimwas defined
as the highestcontour,andthe volumefromthe rim to highestclosedcontour
was estimatedby digitizingthe interiorportionsof the discontinuouscon-
toursand linearlyextrapolatingacrossthe craterbetweenthe unconnected
endsof the contour. Thisestimatetakesintoaccountirregularitiesin crater
rim elevations.
The secondparameterexaminedwas a Fourieranalysisof craterprofiles.
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Fourtraverseswere digitizedacrosseachcrater:E-W,N-S,NE-SW,andNW-SE
(seeFigureI.cand FigureII.c). The profilewas thenscaledto a lengthof
twocraterdiameterswith the cratercentered,rotatedto eliminateregional
slope,averagedto zero,resampledto 2512evenlyspacedpoints,and finally
subjectedto a Fouriertransformationroutine. The Fouriertransformation
convertsthe shapeof the craterprofileintoa seriesof harmonicnumbersand
associatedamplitudes,with theharmonicnumberdirectlyrelatedto the frequency
of the sineor cosinewavewhichis a cc_ponentof theprofileshape. The
amplitudegivesa relativemeasureof the inloortanceof thatharmonic.The
transformdatawere plottedas harmonicnumbervs. amplitude(seeFigureI.b and
FigureII.b)so thatgraphiccomparisonscouldbe made,and thenthe amplitude
valuesforthe firstfifteenharmonicnumberswere normalizedwith respectto
the totalareaunderthe spectrumfor eachprofile(seeFigureI.a andFigure
II.a),so thatthe spectracouldbe subjectedto laterstatisticalanalyses.
Restrictionson theData Set:
The datasetwas limitedby severalfactors.Themost significantlimita-
tionwas incompletecoverageof cratersby LunarTopographicOrthophotomaps.
Time constraintswere a majorfactor,and for thisreasonthedata setwas res-
trictedto cratertypesALC and BIO as listedin _xgd andAndersson'scatalog
of lunarcraters(inpress). TypeALC cratersarebowl-shaped,with diameters
up to 20 km and no breakin slopebetweencraterwallsand floor. TypeBIO
cratersare similarto typeALC,butwith a clearbreakin slopeat the contact
betweencraterwallsand floor. The samplewas furtherrestrictedto those
craterson the mare. Thisconstraintwas imposedas Wood andAnderssonhave
shownthat terraintypehas a measurableffect on cratermorphology(Wood
andAndersson,1978). It was hopedthattheserestrictionswouldallowus to
attributevariationsin morphometryto variationsin cratertypeand degradation
state. Timelimitationspreventedanalysisof thecc_pletedata set. TableI
liststhosecratersexamined.
Results:
Preliminaryexaminationof the datashowsprc_isingresultsandnumerous
possibilitiesfor futureanalyses.A least-squaresregressionof the rim-to-
floorvolumevs. diameterdata forALC and BIO cratersas classedin Wood and
Andersson'scatalogshowedsignificantlydifferent rends. The datawere
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CraterNane LTO# Diam(km) Type Class Vr(km3)Vc(km3)
Linda 39B2S2 i.44 a ALC I .099 -----d
Verne 40A4SI i.54 a ALC I .222 .190
Sanir 39B2SI i.96 a BIO I .463 .350
Ruth 39AiSl 3.i0 a ALC I i.377 I.118
ChingTe 42C3S3 3.99a BIO I 3.283 2.589
Rocco 39AISI 4.56a ALC I 5.815 5.028
Borel 42C2 4.71 ALC I 6.688 5.491
Banting(LinneE) 42A3 5.00 BIO I ii.120 .... d
TaruntiusK 62D4 5.23 BIO I 11.918 9.141
PicardY 62BI 5.68 ALC I 4.970 4.148
Fahrenheit(PicardX) 62BI 5.68 ALC I 15.848 13.390
Hadley(HadleyC) 41B4S2 5.82 BIO I 12.903 i0.142
Deseilligny 42CI 6.20 ALC I 13.521 ii.198
Heinrich(TimocharisA) 40B4 6.95 BIO I 23.849 20.474
TaruntiusB 61C3 7.10 BIO b I 23.763 21.075
Sarabhai(BesselA) 42B4 7.56 BIO I 25.265 22.814
McDonald(CarliniB) 40A2 7.63 ALC I 26.124 19.718
MessierD 79B2 7.93 ALC c I 27.695 22.754
RossD 60BI 8.50 ALC c I 40.364 33.602
Theophrastus(MaraldiM) 43D3 8.76 ALC c I 28.349 24.791
Swift(PeirceB) 44D4 i0.48 BIO I 71.006 63.850
Franck 43D2 12.ii BIO I iii.914 86.980
SulpiciusGallus 42D4 12.17 BIO I 98.690 86.063
Peek 63C3 12.70 BIO I 122.632 95.228
Greaves 62AI 13.75 BIO I 174.006 132.368
Carmichael(MacrobiusA) 43C4 20.06 BIO I 564.631 497.142
TheophilusW 78B3 3.79 ALC II 1.293 .354
TorricelliP 78B3 3.81 BIO II i.260 .344
LangrenusBA 80A2 4.97 BIO II 3.431 .....d
MaraldiN 43D3 5.28 BIO II 3.350 2.603
TableI: The dataset
Diameter,cratertype,and degradationclasstakenfromWoodand Andersson's
catalogof lunarcraters(inpress). Vr refersto the volumefromcrater
rim to floor. Vc refersto thevolumefrc_nthe highestclosedcontourto
craterfloor.
a) Not listedin catalogof lunarcraters. Diametersand degradationclass
takenfromCroft (1978).Cratertypeswere assigned.
b) Classedas ALC in catalogof lunarcraters.
c) Classedas BIO in catalogof lunarcraters.
d) Highestcontourwas closed.
regressedagainafterfourcratersclassedin the catalogand twocratersnot
listedwere reclassed(seeTableI, itemsb and c). The resultingtrendsare
remarkablysimilar(seeFigureIII).
For typeALC craters:
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V = 3.12D- 1.36 R = .987
R2= .975
For typeBIO craters:
V = 2.98D- 1.17 R = .997
R2= .994
whereV is cratervolume(km3) andD is craterdiameter(km).
Examinationof theFourieranalysesindicatesthatharmonicnumbertwo
may be relatedto differencesbetweentypeALC and BIO craters. BIO craters,
withbroad,flatfloors,suchas Greaves(seeFigureI), showa smallcontri-
butionfromharmonicnumbertwo,whereasbowl-shapedALC craters,suchas
Deseilligny(seeFigureII),showa much largercontribution.Harmonicnumbers
threeand fourtendto be the largest,with threeusuallythe larger. Ampli-
tudeswere calculatedfor 512harmonicnumbers,with onlythe first16 being
generallysignificantcomponents.
The transformdata,and furtherexaminationof craterprofilessuggest
thatfourof the cratersexaminedweremisclassedby Wood andAnderssonon the
basisof morphologicdataonly:threecratersin our samplewithoutnoticeable
flat floorswere classedas BIO,and one craterwith a flatfloorwas classed
as ALC. The fivesmallestcraterswere not listedin the catalog,but they
were easilyassignedtypesbasedon our data. Theseresultssuggestthatthe
profileand transformdatamay providea morerigorousbasisfor classification
of t!%osecraterscoveredby LunarTopographicOrthophotomaps.
Conclusions:
The similaritybetweenthevariationsin volumesof typeALC and BIO craters
withdiameterwas an unexpectedresult. It is possiblethatsuchvolumestudies
willnot in themselvesbe usefulin craterclassification,but ccr_binedwith the
profileand transformdata,theycanprovideimportantinformationaboutchanges
in cratermorphc_etrywhichmay help constrainmodelsof craterformation.
The importanceof harmonicnumbertwo is associatedwiti_a fairlynoticeable
morphologicalfeature,the flatfloor. It is hopedthatwith refinementsof
the techniques,includingfilteringof the spectra,andwith continuedanalysis
of the datagathered,completionof the dataset,andadditionaltestingwith,
for example,artificiallyconstructedcraters,theFourieranalysistechniquewill
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be used to analyzefinerfeatures,suchas rim crestshape. The ultimategoal
is to applythesetypesof analysisto quantifyingthe natureof craterdegrada-
tion,and to understandingcraterdegradationprocesses.
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Introduction:
The survey for bright Mars-crossingasteroids (ref. 1) was initiatedby
E. M. Shoemakerin 1980, and uses the Palmer Observatory46-cm Schmidt
camera. This survey developedout of the planet-crossingasteroid Survey
(ref. 2) which began in 1973 and used the same telescope. The goal of the
survey is to cover broad areas of the sky, allowing populationestimatesof
various classes of asteroids. As bright Mars-crossingasteroidsare
accessibleto a variety of techniques,such as U.B.V. photometry,polarimetry,
radiometryand spectroscopy,is also possibleto assess the size, physical
characteristicsand compositionaltypes of the various classes. Such data
will ultimately provideinformationabout the origin of asteroids. As
perturbationscan cause the orbits of Mars-crossingasteroidsto intersectthe
orbits of terrestrialplanets, asteroid populationestimatesalso provide
informationon crateringrates (ref. 3). Additionally,such asteroidscould
conceivablybe explored and mined in the future.
Methods:
IIa-D film exposedwith the Palomer 46-cm Schmidt cameras have a blue
magnitude limit of 17-18 and cover a field 8 3/4° in diameter. Two 4-minute
exposuresof the field are taken per night with a 30 minute interval in
between. This interval gives sufficientparallax from the asteroid'smotion
to allow detection by stereoscopy. Preliminaryscans of the fields are done
at the observatoryduringthe run to ensure that interestingobjects get as
much coverage as possible.
A stereoscopicmicroscope,speciallydesigned for scanning photographic
films, allows the asteroidsto be detected by stereopsis. The asteroid
appears to float above the stationary stars. The positionsof the unnumbered
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asteroids on each film are measured relative to nearby Smithsonian
AstrophysicalObservatory (S.A.O.)cataloguestars using a Mann comparator,
which has a precisionof one arcsecond. The right ascensionand declination
of each asteroid is generatedby a least squares fit of the measured positions
of the stars and their precessedS.A.O. positons. The positionsof the
asteroidsare submittedto the Minor Planet Center in cambridge,Mass. for
correlationwith other observations. An asteroid receivesa preliminary
designationuntil it is observedon three seperate apparitions,at which time
it is numbered.
Results:
During the June 9-13 observingrun, 51 fields were photographed, lhe
fields ranged from 14 to 20 hours in right ascension (18 hours was
approximatelyopposition)and from +35° to -30° in declination. June is
usuallya poor month for discoveringasteroids,due to short nights and the
positionof the Milky Way in oppositionfields. Three of these fields were
follow-upsof specific,interestingobjects. Most of the other 48 fields were
photographedon 2 nights,while time allowed for only 1 photographof some
fields. Fieldsdesignatedfor measuringof all unnumberedasteroids,not
merely planet-crossingasteroids,were photographedon 3 nights.
Additionally,J. S. Bus observedmany of these fields during the May lunation.
Of these 48 fields, I have only had time to work on 5 fields. The 5
fields contain 7 unnumberedasteroidsbright enough to measure (16-18 in
magnitude),and 3 which are detectable,but unmeasurablewith these methods.
They also contain 48 numberedasteroids,which were used to estimate
magnitudes of unnumberedasteroids. So far, of the 7 unnumbered asteroids,
only 3 asteroidshave been locatedand measured on films from other nights
during the June run. CarolynShoemakerreducedthe data on 2 other fields,
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obtaining3 asteroids,2 with inclinationsof 10°-15°. These 3 asteroids,
plus 3 of the ones I worked on, have received preliminarydesigns, and it is
probablethat the other 4 will also receivedesignations. It is hoped that
the Minor Planet Centerwill eventuallybe able to correlate each of these
asteroidswith two other observations,that they may be numbered.
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The properties of freeze-dried dilute dispersions of clay in water are of
considerable interest in studies of comet nucleus mantles and the surface of Mars.
In both environments the low pressure sublimation of water ice containing various
amounts of clay may be an important process. As the water ice sublimes away a
very open matrix of fine clay can develop on the surface. The properties of this
clpy mantle,;-its density, the size and shape of any aggregates, and the degree and
type of cohesion between particles - are of importance in modelling Mart%an and
cometary surfaces. To understand these properties I ran a series of low pressure/
low temperature experiments during which the water sablimed out of _lOO_m diameter
particles of frozen clay-water mixtures. The properties of the resultihg material
- particularly the degree and d_namical nature of cohesion between particles -
may explain some of the observations of Mars and the comets.
The sols were prepared by mixing water with air-classified monmorillonite
clay (size <O.l_m) in weight ratios of lO:l, 100:l, and lO00:l. These mixtures
were sprayed from a centifugal paint sprayer into a bud(at of liquid nitrogen.
The individual drops froze very quickly upon contact with the LN2 and generally
sank below the surface_ slthough many particles were suspended in the boiling
liquid. The frozen mi_ure of water and clay was pl_ced in a petri dish or beaker
already cautalning 12(2. Thus at no time after initial freezing could the
temperature of the particles rise above that of the boiling point of LN2.
The experiments were Fan in a vacuum chmnber capable of reaching pressures
below 15 microtorr. A Dial Manometer guage measured pressures between 20 and O.1
torr. A thermocouple vacuum guage measured pressures between O.1 torr and 1 micro-
torT. A thermocouple was sandwiched between two layers of aluminum foil in the
bottom of the dish; additionally, by making the assumptions hnat the pressure in
the tank was equal to PH20, and that the ice in the sample was in equilibrium or
near-equilibrium with its vapor, either pressure guage could function as a vapor-
thermometer giving the maximum temperature of the ice.
Experimental runs lasted between 19 and 71 hours from the start of pumpdown
to the beginning of repressurization. Pressures generally dropped below 1 tort
within 1 hour of the start of a run. As long as solid or liquid nitrogen remained
in the system, the temperature remained below 77 K and the pressure dropped rapidly.
Once evaporation or sublimation of the nitrogen was complete the water ice was no
longer cooled by that cryogen and the temperature rose quickly until stabilized
by the sublimation of water ice. The temperature of the ice then dwelled at equi-
librium for several hours as it_slowly sublimed. Durin_ the equilibrium stage
temperatures from -37° to -23°G and pressures from 0.30 to O.10 torr were obtained.
The thermocouple temperature sensor indicated a rising temperature primarily be-
cause it lost its thermal contact with the ice as the ice sublimed away. The
pressure in the vacuum chamber indicsted that the ice was at its lowest temperature
at the verYen d of sublimation.
The results from several runs are shown in Table I. The freeze-dried dirty
snow (Runs 5, 8, and ll) forms light fluffy aggregates capable of supporting their
own weight. The aggregates are dynamically cohesive; some are even elastic. The
material in Run ll (1OOO:l) behaved elastically even at 100 microtorr. The formation
of blisters in the dried surface layer, several hours into Run ll, is further
evidence that the bonds between clay particles are tough and flexible, even at
pressures of I00 mlcrotorr.
Optical 8nd scanning electron microscopy show that the freeze-dried 10:l
and 1OO:l water/clay mixt,_resconsist of botryoidal aggregates of lO_m to 2OO_m
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diameter spheres; presumably this is the size and shape of the clay-water droplets
from the paint sprayer. The presence of expansion cracks on the surfaces indicates
that the outer layers of the droplets froze very q_ickly upon contact with the LN2
and were ruptured by the subsequent expansion of the inner portion_o Tube-llke or
petal-shaped structures are common in the relict spheres formed from the lO0:l sol.
The material formed by freeze-drying the IOO0:l sol does not retain the original
spherical shape of the droplets; instead it consists of a lacy network. Recon-
figuration of the clay particles into a filamentary structure in this material
is indicated both by the change in morphology (i.e., non-retention cf spherical
shapes) and by a substantial deviation from the decrease in bulk density which
could be expected if the clay particles in the aggregate maintained their original
positions in the frozen mud.
Three types of control experiments were made. Slurries of 75_m diameter
SiO2 glass beads were processed in a manner similar _ the clay so±s; but the
resulting material was m_ch less cohesive than the freeze-dried clays. In fact,
the freeze-dried slurries of beads yielded material which was little different
frc_ unprocessed beads (R_n TA). Dry montmorillonite was mixed with LN2 and placed
in the vacuum chamber; the res_iting material exhibited no change in cohesion and
an only slightly lower density than unprocessed montmorillonite (Run 7C). Micro-
scopically it is very similar to unprocessed montmorillonite. Finally, a 950:1
mixture of deionized water _nd montmorillonite was dried for 21 hours in an oven
at atmospheric pressure and temperatures between 830 and 88°C. The dried clay
formed a thin film over the surface of the dish; the material was not at all fluffy,
but hard and brittle. The control experiments indicate that the production of a
fluffy, dynamically cohesive aggregate is unique to the freeze-drying of a mixture
of clay and ice.
The presence or absence of surface water might affect the properties of the
aggregates of clap. However_ aggregates from the lO:l and 1OO:l sols underwent
no visible change after more than 16 ho_rs in the l0-6 torr vacuum of the SEM.
Heating at 18lOG and _i0 torr for 80 hours had no noticeable effect on the sample
from Run 8 (lO0:l water/clay). Since temperatures from 120° to 200_C are sufficient
to drive off the interlayer water from montmorillonite (Weaver and ___ard,
1973), cohesion in the sample probably is not dependent on the presence of inter-
layer or surface water.
A IO kW, IO,OOgX SEH electron beam rastered over a small area of the lO:l
freeze-rifledmaterial for 3 hours caused no observable change in conductivity,
build-up of charge, or damage. Therefore the aggregate must be at least fairly
conductive.
The dynamic (i.e., flexible and even elastic behavior) nature of the freeze-
dried sols suggests that cementing between particles (i.e., deposits of salt on
grain boundaries) is unlikely. The fact that little or no enhancement of cohesion
between 75_m glass spheres occurred after a slurry was freeze-dried indicates
further that cementing by salts was negligible.
The high conductivity indicated by the SEM experiment suggests that static
charges might be difficult to maintain and that electrostatic forces between
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particles might not be very important. Perhaps Van der Waals forces or forces
related to minimizing surface energy could be responsible for binding particles to-
gether.
e
Comets probably form _the aggregation of condensed refractory material,
intermixed with and forming the nuclei of volatile phases (i.e,, H20, C02) con-
densed on the initial particles. The product of this process is likely to be a
set of tiny refractory particles separated but held together by ice - a "dirty
snowball".
Lhulikethe case with material in the iO0:i and IO:i mixtures, evidence based
on bulk densities and SEM images ssggest_s thah the aggregate produced from the
lO00:l sol is collapsed - the structure and orientations assumed by the particles
in the freeze-dried product are different from those existing when the particles
were in the sol. The occurence of collapsing strongly implies that most (perhaps
almost all) of the particles in the frozen water/clay droplets were not in contact
prior to scblimation; instead they were completely separated by ice, as probably
the refractory particles in natural comets (and possibly the dust particles in
Martian polar regions) are. Upon sublimation of the surrounding ice the individual
particles are unsupported; some reconfiguration must occur. If attractive forces
exist between particles, or if newly freed particles are dynamically unstable in
a gravitational _ield, particles may come into contact. The spiderweb-like
appearance of the_ggregate produced in Run ll (1OOO:l water/clay) is an indication
that whatever bonds formed upon initial contact were sufficiently strong to prevent
much subsequent collapse. That these bonds are elastic, or at least flexibrle, is
underlined by the formation of blisters during Run ll and the apparent occ_ence
of blowholes, possibly formed by exhausting water vapor, in the lOO:l material.
Although there may be differences in exact temperature and pressure, the bonds
that formed between particles in Run ll developed in essentially the same environ-
ment as would occur on or near the surface of a comet or Mars: refractory particles
that previously had been separated by ice were brought together in the presence
of water at low vapor pressures (40.2 torr) a_d temperatures (<25_C), in the
absence of liquid water. There_ re, the properties of the freeze-dried 1OO0:l
mixture could be of relevance to the properties of cametary or Martian surfaces.
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF MARTIAN RAMPART CRATERS
Mary Norris
Found only on Mars, rampart craters have a unique morphology which
indicates a unique formation process. Their surrounding deposits extend much
further than those around lunar and Mercurian craters which appear ballistic-
ally deposited, and their flowlike features suggest the presence of water on
Mars. Currently, no physical model for the formation of these flow blankets
exists although such a model could pinpoint the location of any possible
water. Before someone can produce an accurate model_ however, they must study
the blankets in detail, choose their most important characteristics, and
classify the craters accordingly. Although previous research (Johansen, 1979;
Mouginis-Mark, 1977) classified the craters, it did so by gross morphology. I
attempted to incorporate their finer features into a classification system.
First, I studied the collection of literature on Martian rampart craters
to build a general understanding of the situation. I then looked through the
Viking photographs for visibly different craters attempting to find clear
images at all latitudes. To unveil or amplify their less visible features, I
had the pictures blown up and, from these blow-ups, made 16 morphologic and 4
stratigraphic unit maps. For more detailed interpretation, I assembled a set
of stereo pairs and high/low resolution complements for the mapped craters.
Finally, I classified the craters and listed their characteristics and how
they may be used to model their formation.
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Because I found oertain traits very dependent on lighting I ignored them
in my classification and divided the _raters on the basis of single or
multiple blankets, squat or elongate lobes, and the presenoe or absence of
radial troughs. Thls division summarizes as follows:
single blankec multiple hl,l,_ke[
squa_ lobes elongate lobes squat lobe_ elongate [,)!1,.._ _.ILHL ,, ,._,_:l_;.,t. iJt_c_.
/ \ 1 \ / \ / \ / \
radial none radial rlone tad la _ none tad lal none r.ld_.,! 'a_,NL.
troughs troughs trough_ _rough_ t r_)u_,h_
/ I i 1 I I l i
Croup #| 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 V l'J
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (b) (7)
Finding no craters in groups i, 3, or 4, I abolished these groups and
renumbered the rest as shown in parentheses.
The following traits are not dependable enough to use in crater
classification, but can help define certain crater properties.
i. Extent of blanket - the radial distance from the crater rim to
the farthest edge of the blanket measured in terms of the crater
radius; best used to imply energy of flow.
2. Native terrain - morphology of surrounding land; may imply rock
types involved in blanket fo_lation and, consequently, physical
properties of blanket material.
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3. Thickness of blanket - could be a good clue to energy and
general processes of blanket formation, but rarely definable.
4. Edge morphology - high resolution photographs only reliable
indicators; divide into these categories:
a) rim - hill running around blanket edge;
b) scarp - sharp, cliff-like drop into underlying feature;
e) jumbled margin - wide zone of overlapping scarps and/or
ridges;
d) worn - gradually grades down into underlying feature. Good
indicator of energy dissipation during blanket formation
and strength of blanket material.
5. Albedo - outermost, elongate, radial lobes with no relief, only
color; indicates another stage of blanket formation.
6. Zone of ballistic ejecta - thin discontinuous blankets with no
distinct edge; indicates another stage of blanket formation.
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If well-defined categories based on these less dependable characteristics
exist, only a much more extensive study will discover them. As it stands, the
five groups I've proposed are valid and can be coupled with the other six
=haracteristics for a thorough view of a crater. This material should prove
useful to later studies. The maps provide the beginning of a source and the
=lassifiaation a method of interpretation.
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Introduction
The highest resolutiongravitydata acquiredfrom Mars were in the form
of Dopplerradio-trackingsignals receivedfrom the Viking Orbiter 2
spacecraftduring a periodbetweenOctober 1977 and March 1978. Many
geometricfactorswere consideredoptimumfor the collectionof gravitydata
at that time: periapsiswas loweredto just below 300 km, the Earth-Mars
distancewas relativelyclose, the Dopplersignal path was furtherfrom the
sun and its distortingeffectsthan had previouslybeen the case, the line of
sight from Earth was less than 20° from Viking Orbiter2 orbitalplane which
allowed an almostdirect measureof the vertical gravitycomponent,and the
orbital inclinationof 80° providedextensivelatitudinalcoverage (Sjogren,
1979). The Dopplerresidualswere reducedby _ogren to obtain line of sight
(LOS)accelerationvalues. Theseaccelerationswere plottedat 10 milligal
intervalsto developthe first detailed gravitymap of Mars. Sjogrenand
others have used this data to analyzea few of the larger structureson Mars
such as OlympusMons, TharsisMontes,Hellas Planitia Basin, IsidisPlanitia,
and others. Sjogrenhas concludedthat the largervolcanoesin the Tharsis
region are essentiallyisostaticallyuncompensatedand that, in general,the
larger cratersare not associatedwith gravityminima as are many lunar
craters.
This study is the beginningof a larger,on-going project (Scott,1984
proposal)which will examinethe gravityresponseof many craters,canyons,
and volcanoesof varioussizes and ages. Using new topographicand
stratigraphicinformationfor better model control,these investigationswill
provide relevantcorrelationsbetween anomalyamplitudesand structuraltypes,
sizes, and relativeages. This study is an extensionof Sjogren'swork, but
at a more detailedscale. It is, specifically,an examinationof small- and
intermediate-sizedcraters and volcanicconstructsand associatedanomalies
observed on profilesfrom the Viking spacecraftorbitaltracks. The
individualprofilesare used insteadof Sjogren'sgravitymap as the observed
anomaliesare generallyless than 10 mgals and requirea more "in depth" look
at the LOS accelerations. Someof the large volcanoespreviouslyinvestigated
were reexaminedusing more recenttopographicdata. This study substantiates
Sjogren'spreviousfindingsas to the degree of compensationof Olympus
Mons. The Bougueranomalycalculatedfor OlympusMons from new and more
accuratetopographicand volumetricdata (Wu et al, 1981) was -10.5 mgal,
indicatingthat very little,if any, compensationhas occurred.
Procedure
The basic procedureused in this investigationwas to:
1. Locatefeaturesthat lie as close as possiblebeneaththe Viking Orbiter 2
flight paths,that is, within 20° either side of periapsissince the highest
resolutiondata and most accuraterepresentationof anomalymagnitudeare
those values recordedclosestto periapsis. Fifteenimpact cratersand ten
volcanicstructureswere chosen for study. Among the more interesting
features,4 cratersand 5 volcanicstructuresare discussedherein.
2. Plot the gravitydata (milligalsversus latitude)from portionsof the
profiles correspondingto selectedfeaturelocations.
3. Determinewhether an anomalyexistedthat was correlativewith the
structureselected,and estimatethe residualanomalyvalue by measuringits
departurefrom the regional.
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4. Model the features by using current topographic data, where available, to
determine the volume and mass (or mass deficit) of each structure. Best
estimates were made by comparison with other features for the smaller, more
obscure structures for which there was no topographic information. Pike's
formula (R=I.044 D exp 0.301, where R is crater depth and D is rim-crest
diameter, both in km) was used for determining the depth of several of the
craters (Pike, 1977). This formula was derived for fresh lunar craters
greater than 15 km in diameter and the depths obtained for martian modeling
purposes should be considered maxima which will yield maximumtheoretical
anomaly values. A single, cylindrical, volume-equivalent disk was determined
by fixing the radius and volume found from the topographic model. A series of
stacked disks was used as a model for the larger volcanoes.
5. Compute theoretical anomaly values from the models using Nettleton's
formula:
(Ag) THEORETICAL= y c mt (see figure I)
y = gravitational constant = 6.667 x 10-8 (cgs units)
o = density contrast (since there is no direct way to,measure this
parameter accurately, _ is assumed to be 3 g/cm_ for all features)
= solid angle in radians between spacecraft and model disk dependent upon
z/r, (spacecraft altitude/radius of disk) and x/z (offset of location
of disk center from orbital track/altitude)
t = thickness of cylindrical model disk (cm)
6. Comparethe observed anomaly and theoretical anomaly values to obtain the
Bouguer anomaly (observed gravity - theoretical gravity = Bouguer Anomaly).
7. To eventually use the Bouguer anomalies to interpret possible correlations
between gravity measurements and (a) degree of isostatic compensation, (b)
relative age of features, (c) sizes and types of structures, (d) depth to zone
of compensation and (e) composition or density of feature and/or surrounding
material.
Table I shows the Bouguer anomalies obtained for the selected features.
In general, it should be noted that the volcanic constructs induce a greater
gravity response than do the impact craters, confirming Sjogren's findings.
Discussion of Selected Features
Uranius Tholus is a small- to moderate-size (60 km diameter) symmetric
shield volcano with relatively steep flanks. It is located north of Ceraunius
Tholus and west of Uranius Patera. It is probably similar in age to the large
Tharsis volcanoes which are older than Olympus Mons and younger than the
Elysium volcanic field (Scott and Carr, 1978). The base of Uranius Tholus is
embayed by lava flows and the volcano may therefore be substantially larger
than it appears. The slightly southeasterly offset of the caldera is
considered too small to be of significance in the gravity calculations.
Topographically, Uranius Tholus is considered cone-shaped, 2 km in height, and
60 km wide. A cylindrical disk of equivalent volume situated at the martian
surface was found to be 0.667 km in height and 60 km in diameter. The
observed anomaly over Uranius is +5.0 mgals compared to a theoretical value of
+0.52 mgals. The Bouguer anomaly of +4.48 mgals indicates that an unknown
portion of the flanks of Uranius Tholus may be buried by less dense material,
or that there may be a plutonic body or subsurface feeder system present
beneath the volcano.
4O4
Ulysses Patera is a minor Tharsis shield volcano located directly east of
Biblis Patera and northwest of Pavonis Mons. It appears to be embayed by flows
from Pavonis. Its large caldera is 55 km in diameter and is estimated to be
1.7 km deep (Pike, verbal communication). It is similar in age to Uranius
Tholus. The volume for a 3 km high flat-topped cone of radius 47.5 km was
calculated and the caldera volume was subtracted. The resulting cylindrical
disk.model developed was 95 km in diameter and .78 km high with a mass of 1.7
x 1019 g. From this model, a theoretical anomaly value of +1.6 mgals was
calculated and compared to the observed value of +5.7 mgals. The Bouguer
anomaly of +4.2 mgals is very similar to that of Uranius Tholus and similar
implications may be made as to partially buried flanks and/or subsurface
structures. Another model was constructed for a 5 km high structure with
flanks continuing at a 3.6 ° slope beneath the surface to arrive at a basal
diameter of 158.6 km. The theoretical anomaly obtained from this model was
+7.7 mgals. Therefore, a 3-5 km high volcano buried in 1-2 km of less dense
flows could possibly approximate the observed anomaly, indicating no isostatic
compensation.
Hecates lholus is the northernmost Elysium volcanic field construct with
a low shield morphology. It is a relatively old structure, older than the
Tharsis Montes. Recent studies have led Mouginis-Mark and co-workers (1982)
to examine Hecates Tholus for evidence of explosive volcanism on Mars. lhey
have found evidence of a possible young air fall to the west-northwest of the
nested summit caldera. The apparent offset of the caldera is due to partial
burial of the southern flanks by flows from Elysium Mons. There are numerous
sinuous lava channels radial to the caldera and "unlike the large Tharsis
shields which show ample evidence of lobate lava flows on their flanks,
Hecates lholus has no flow features of this kind" (Mouginis-Mark, et al.,
1982), indicating possible differences in magmacomposition between Elysium
and Tharsis valcanoes. The topographic model was a 6 km high cone-shaped
mountain with a basal diameter of 167.5 km. The caldera volume was calculated
from a disk model 0.47 km deep and I0 km wide and was subtracted from the
volume of the topographic model. The cylindrical disk of equal volume was
found to have a radius of 83.75 km and a height of 2 km. Using Nettleton's
formula, the theoretical anomaly was calculated to be +9.8 mgals. The
observed anomaly was only +2.8 mgals, leaving a Bouguer anomaly of -7.0
mgals. If Hecates is indeed more of a strato volcano composed of alternating
pyroclastics, ash falls, and lava flows, the assumed density of 3 g/cm_ may be
too high an assumption compared to the density expected from the lharsis
shields which are probably composed of thick layers of basaltic lava. A
relatively large negative Bouguer anomaly over a topographic high on Earth can
indicate low density "roots". Ibis may imply the partial isostatic
compensation of Hecates Tholus.
Ascraeus Mons and Pavonis Mons are both large lharsis shield volcanoes
perched atop the Tharsis Plateau. They were both modeled as a series of disks
stacked concentrically from the I0 km contour seen on topographic maps of the
features (Wu et al., 1982). The Bouguer anomalies indicate that these
volcanoes are uncompensated. It should be noted that the regional effect of
the lharsis Plateau has been removed from the LOSacceleration values and is
not reflected in the observed anomalies for either volcano. The peak of the
anomaly over Pavonis is offset 158 km southward of the center of the structure
along the orbital track. This places it between Arsia Mons and Pavonis
Mons..The flight path was west of Pavonis and east of Arsia which may mean
that the combined gravitational responses of both volcanoes are influencing
the position of the anomaly peak. It is a much broader anomaly than those
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which appear directly over Ascreaus and Olympus Mons and may encompass both
structures, thereby obliterating the true peak anomaly values of each
(Sjogren, 1979).
Sharonov Crater is a medium-sized crater located directly north of Kasei
Vallis in a heavily channeled region east of Chryse Planitia and north of
Lunae Planum. It appears to be a relatively fresh crater, though it certainly
predates Kasei since the channels cut through and have eroded much of the
ejecta blanket, particularly to the south and southwest of Sharonov. It has
central peaks and what appears to be a smooth, flat floor. Bright wind
streaks from smaller craters within Sharonov indicate probable eolian
action, deposition as well as erosion. The crater rim exhibits slumping which
has increased the diameter of the original impact structure. The topographic
data available shows Sharonov to be 2 km deep and I00 km across. A
cylindrical disk with these dimensions was used to find the theoretical
gravity anomaly value of -4.2 mgals. The observed value was -1.55 mgals. The
Bouguer anomaly, +2.65 mgals, suggests partial isostatic compensation of
Sharonov. However, the peak of the plotted anomaly occurs 126 km south of the
center of Sharonov along the orbital track. The peak is centered exactly
between Sharonov and Kasei Vallis which implies that the two structures, each
of which would cause negative anomalies, may be represented by one gravity
anomaly, similar to the Arsia Mons-Pavonis Mons combined anomalies. It's also
possible that due to LOSlocation problems the anomaly may represent either
structure. These possible influences and errors notwithstanding, the Bouguer
anomaly supports the observation that Sharonov is partly filled or injected
with relatively dense material compared with adjacent terrain.
Antoniadi is a very large, ancient crater 430 km in diameter located
northwest of Syrtis Major Planitia. It is highly modified by erosion and is
discernable by a vague rim escarpment that exhibits only a small amount of
relief in most places. There are a few craters within Antoniadi that have
been completely filled, presumably by volcanic flows from Syrtis Major,
leaving only faint rim outlines. There is no recent topographic information
on Antoniadi; a disk with a radius of 215 km and a depth of 200 meters was
assumed as a model. The observed anomaly is -1.88 mgals and the theoretical
value is -5.0 mgals. The Bouguer anomaly of +3.2 mgals again suggests that
the density of the flows filling the crater may be compensating for the mass
deficit of material lost by impact excavation and for the effect of the
brecciated lens of unknown thickness that underlies the floor of Antoniadi.
Part of the Bouguer anomaly may also be attributed to crustal compensation by
uplift of mantle material beneath the floor of the crater.
Cassini is another old, nearly basin-sized crater, a bit smaller than
Antoniadi, with a diameter of 391 km. There is evidence of an inner ring
concentric to the highly eroded rim of Cassini. There seems to be a history
of resurfacing in the area and Cassini has been filled by flows and possibly
other deposits. Lobate scarps and wrinkle ridges are evident and craters on
the floor of Cassini have been nearly obliterated by the fill. The rim scarp
exhibits deeply incised furrows on the south and southeast and appears to be
much steeper there. The model disk selected has a 200 meter depth and 391 km
diameter. The depth is probably too shallow and should be considered a
minimum. The observed anomaly, -2.2 mgals, is somewhat greater than that
associated with Antoniadi, despite Cassini's smaller diameter. The
theoretical anomaly value calculated from the minimum 200 m depth is -4.2
mgals which implies partial isostatic compensation.
Mie is a large crater located northwest of the Elysium Volcanic field and
east of the Viking Lander 2 landing site. It has a central peak and dark,
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eolian depositson a smooth,flat floor. The rim crest apparentlystands high
above the surroundinglow plainswhich, along with other apparent
morphologicalcharacteristics,indicatesa relativelyyoung age. A
cylindricaldisk with a diameterof 100 km and a depth of 4.2 km (calculated
from Pike's formula)was used to model Mie. The theoreticalanomalyvalue
determinedwas -4.6 mgals. There is no observedanomalyover Mie. A
relativelyhigh spacecraftaltitude (385 km) may be a contributingfactor as
well as possibleerrors in LOS locationof the flight path. Mie is offset
from the path at least 72 km but possiblymore if LOS locationerrors do
exist. The profileshows a steeplysloping,negativelytrending regional
effect, probablyrepresentingthe limb of the regionalhigh associatedwith
the ElysiumRise. It is possiblethat any anomalyassociatedwith Mie could
be attenuatedby the high spacecraftaltitudeand may be furtherattenuatedor
masked by the steep, alreadynegativeregionalgravityeffect. As Mie lies in
the lowlandplains,it may have been more readilyinvadedby dikes than
highlandcraters.
Many of the cratersexamined in this study are not associatedwith
observableanomalies. This is also true of some volcanicstructures. These
ambiguousfeatureswill remain so until furtherwork is done in determining
sourcesof error and making correctionswhere possibleor until more complete
data is obtained.
Sourcesof error in this study include: (1) inherenterror in original
data, (2) error in reductionof data; Sjogren(1979)has warned that the
mathematicaland statisticalmanipulationsof the Dopplerresidualsmay reduce
the anomalyamplitudesby 20-30%, (3) modellingerrors due to lack of
sufficienttopographicand stratigraphiccontrols,densitycontrasts,etc.,
(4) LOS locationerrors from slightvariationsof the Viking spacecraft's
orbital plane,and (5) variable spacecraftaltitudethat may significantly
reduce anomalyvalues. Correctionsshould be made and observedanomaly values
normalizedbefore further relevantcorrelationsand comparisonscan be made
betweenfeaturecharacteristicsand their gravity responses.
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NAME LOCATION (Ag) OBSERVED (Ag) THEORETICAL BOUGUERANOMALY
(mgal) (mgal) (mgal)
A.
Uranius lholus 26.5N97._W +5.0 +0.52 +4.48
Ulysses Patera 2N12_ +5.7 +1.47 +4.23
Hecates 7nolus 34N210W +2.8 +9.8 -7.00
Ascraeus Mons II.5NIO4W +61.6 +59.1 +2.50
Pavonis Mons O.5NII3W +71.3 +63.2 +8.10
Bo
Sharonov 27N58._ -1.55 -4.2 +2.65
Antoniadi 23N298_ -1.8 -5.0 +3.20
Cassini 24N327.SW -2.2 -4.2 +2.00
Mie 49N220W 0 -4.6* +4.6
TABLE 1
A. Volcanic Structures
B. Impact Craters
* Maximumexpected anomaly value
X
Figure i. Diagram showing parameters used in
calculating the theoretical gravity anomaly
value (Bouguer correction) from a
cylindrical disk model. (from Nettleton,
1942)
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ORIGIN OF THE MOON: CONSTP_INTS FROM VOLATILE ELEMENTS*. Melanie
E. Kreutzberger**, Michael J. Drake, John _ Jones, Lunar and Planetary Labor-
atory, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721. **Present address: Universi-
ty of Michigan.
Fission of the Moon from the Earth following core formation is a hypo-
thesis for the origin of the Moon (Ringwood, 1979). Supporting arguments
include the low density of the Moon corresponding to the density of the
Earth's mantle and the low volatile content of the lunar rocks vs. those of
terrestrial origin. Vapor pressures of the alkali elements and their oxides
increase in the following order: Na, K, Rb and Cs. The Moon should, there-
fore, be more depleted in Cs relative to Rb, Rb relative to K, and K relative
to Na than the Earth if the fission model Is correct. Analyses of lunar mare
basalts and terrestrial mid-ocean ridge and other young basalts indicate that
this behavior is not observed; for example, the Moon shows a higher Cs/Rb
ratio than the Earth--i.e., it lles between chondrites and the Earth.
It is possible that monovalent alkali elements might be lost from sili-
cate materials in a different order than that inferred from elemental and
oxide vapor pressures, as a result of differences in the way they are bound in
silicate materials. To test this hypothesis we conducted a series of experi-
ments to investigate alkali loss at high temperatures. A synthetic basalt of
composition Di75An25 containing approximately one wt.% each of Na, K, Rb, and
Cs was prepared. The mixture was ground under acetone, fused twice at 1400°C,
and quenched to form a homogeneous glass. The glass was used as our starting
material. Experiments were conducted using the wire loop technique at 1
atmosphere and 1400°C and i050°C in air, allowing volatile loss as a function
of time to be determined. The resulting glass beads were then analyzed using
the scanning electron microprobe.
Analyses indicate that the behavior of volatiles dissolved in a silicate
melt is similar to that inferred from elemental and oxide vapor pressures. At
1400°C (superllquidus), Cs is most readily volatilized, followed by Rb, K, and
Na (see figure). The mass of the glass beads is not a major factor in the
rate of volatile loss. At i050°C, no significant loss of volatiles was de-
tected after i week.
These results are consistent with previous experiments by Gibson and
Hubbard (1972) on 12022. We conclude that alkali element ratios in the Earth
and Moon are not readily interpreted In terms of the Fission hypothesis.
*Research conducted in con ......... I ........ i ........
junction with the Tucson Lunar 1400oC
Origin Consortium. IO0- : _ -
o i
REFERENCES: GIBSON E.K. AND _ i
HUBBARD N.J. (1972) Proc. Lu- =_
I
nar Sci Conf. 3rd, 2003-2014. O
RINGWOOD A_E. (1979) Origin of E
the Earth and Moo_ Springer- _ I0 Svmb01s
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INQUIRIES INTO THE NATUREOF THE
MARTIANHIGHLANDS-LOWLANDSBOUNDARY
Jeffrev D. Corrigan, Department of Geology, University of Notre Dame,
Notre game, IN. 46556
INTRODUCTION
The surface of Mars is characterized by two major oeologic asymmetries.
One is defined by the perimeter of the Tharsis provence, the other by a
boundary which divides the northern smooth olains from the topographically
higher ancient cratered terrain of the southern hemisphere (Mutch et al.,
1976). In places, the boundary is sharply defined by a scar_ which rises
approximately 2-3 km above the northern smooth plains. In other places,
the boundary is manifest as a broad transitional zone in which the change
from highland terrains to lowland plains is Qradual and imperceptable.
The following is a brief description of two aspects of the highlands-
lowlands boundary problem which were undertaken durina the present
authors internship at the Center for Earth and Planetary Studies in
Washington D.C. in an attemot to qain a better understanding of the
nature of this fundamental crustal asymmetr.y.
PHOTOGEOLOGICCONSTRAINTS
A number of speculative theories have been forwarded in an attempt
to account for the origin of the hiqhlands-lowlands dichotomy. These
include:
I) A large early impact in the north polar renion (Wilhelms and
Squyres, 1984)
2) Subcrustal erosion and foundering of ancient highlands terrain
in the north due to mantle convection orocesses (Wise et al.,
1979)
3) Volumetric increase and break up of the northern crust due to
a phase change in the mantle; lower elevations are the result
of isostatic readjustment (Mutch and Saunders, 1976)
Although each of these hypotheses attempt to oresent a plausible
explanation for the existence of the martian crustal asymmetry, little
quantitative analysis has been done to test these theories. While any
inferences concerning subcrustal processes are highly speculative, it
should at least be possible to put forth some Dhotogeologic constraints
on the formation of the boundary. In an attempt to provide such constraints,
structural features along and around the boundary have been classified and
mapped for the Ismenius Lacus, Arabia, Syrtis Major and Amenthes
quadrangles utilizing 1:2,000,000 Viking orthomosaics as base maos. The
mapping of these features, primarily graben, ridges and escarpments,
represent one stage of a long term project here at the Center for Earth
and Planetary Studies to develop a digital data base containinq the
location, orientation and length of such features on r_ars. A better
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understanding of the genesis of the highlands-lowlands boundary may
eventually be provided by transferring the digitized maps to image
processinq systems so that structural features can be overlaid with
other Mars data (i.e. Mars consortium data). Preliminary results, based
on the orientation of graben that are similar to the overall trend of
the boundary zone, suggest that the evolution of the boundary has been
dominated by structural control (Maxwell et al. 1984).
APPROACHCOLORDATAANDMAPPING
The second inquiry into the highlands-lowlands boundary oroblem
consisted of utilizing Viking orbiter violet, green and red approach
color data (Soderblom et al., 1978) in an attempt to delineate various
terrain types in the Amenthes quadrangle. In order to reduce the
magnitude of the correlations among the three spectral bands, a princi-
pal component analysis was performed on the data (Jacobberger et al., 1982).
The resulting elongated, cigar shaded distribution of the data in three
dimensional component space was then "stretched" along the three compo-
nent directions into a spherical shape and rotated back into the original
variable space. This particular transformation was employed in order to
obtain an enhanced color image which provides maximumdiscrimination
between various terrain types and surface units within the quandrangle
(Jacobberger, personal communication). Similar techniques performed
on the Mars consortium data have been successfully employed to aid the
classification of surface units for other areas of Mars (Arvidson et al.,
1981; Arvidson and Guinners, 1982).
Two techniques were employed to evaluate the utility and limitations
of applying the approach color data to aid mapping of areas near the
boundary. The first is qualitative and involved projecting the acquired
color composite image directly onto a reconstruction of the entire
Amenthes quadrangle (MC-14) made by fitting together the 1:2,000,000
photomosaics of the four subquadrangles (NW, SW, NE, SE). The second
technique is semi-quantitative and involved using the 1:2,000,000
photomosaics as a base to construct a generalized map of the major
terrain types within the quadrangle (Fig. I). Basic statistics for
specific areas (Fig. 2) within these mapped terrain types were then
derived from the transformed approach color data and displayed in
graphical form (Fig. 3).
The following is a brief summary of the more pertinent results that
were derived from this investigation:
I) The mapped terrain types which consist of highlands materials
(unit I) and flat topped mesas and rounded to subanqular hills
(unit 2) are highly correlated (see Fig. 3) supporting the
interpretation that these mesas and hills are remnants of
plateau material produced by erosional retreat of the scarp
(Hiller, 1979).
2) The highlands and disrupted highlands terrain (unit 1 and unit 2)
are easily discriminated from the smooth nlains terrain (unit 3)
on the color composite.
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3) Statistics derived from an area within the Isidis basin
(see area 6, Fig. 3) differ markedly from those derived for
other areas within the smooth plains unit, supporting the
assertion that the two plains deposits may not represent the
same geologic unit (Scott, 1978) _.
4) Projection of the color composite image for the &menthes
quadrangle onto the 1:2,000,000 nhotomosaic for this area
revealed that where the scarp forms a sharp contact between
the highlands and lowlands (southeastern section of auadrangle)
a thin swath on the color composite parallels the boundary
along the lowlands side of the scarp. This swath contrasts
markedly with the surrounding areas and forms a sharp divide
between the hiqhlands terrain (unit I) and the erosional
remnants terrain (unit 2) which are poorly differentiated on
the color composite. While there is no perceivable feature on
the photomosaics which might account for this color variation,
a conceivable explanation, althouqh hiqhly speculative, is
that this variation may be due to a basement surface which
underlies the highlands material and has been exDosed by
erosional retreat of the highlands (Scott, 1978; Guest, et al.,
1977).
5) Unit 4 was mapped as a distinct terrain tyDe on the basis of
the numerous small knobby hills which are found in this reqion.
Whether these features represent severely degraded highland
remnants or are related to some other process is unknown.
The approach color data provides little information concernina
this terrain type due to the poor resolution of data in the
northern sections of the quadrangle (Fig. 4).
While a large percentage of the approach color data for the
Amenthes region is characterized by poor resolution data, the qood
quality data was found to provide information that was not otherwise
obvious in spite of the I0 to 20 km per line pair sDacial resolution
(Soderblom et al., 1978). Although the approach color imaqe data only
covers latitudes 30 degree North to 63 degree South, this data could
prove to be a useful tool for future studies of the hiqhlands-lowlands
boundary problem in areas where good quality data is available.
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ABSTRACT
The spectral reflectances(X = 0.39 to 0.70 _m) of ultrapure
sulfur contaminatedwith variousquantities of a coal tar residueand
charcoal were found to decreasewith an increase in peak heating
temperature.Contaminationat the 10-4 (by weight) level produced
detectable spectralchanges relativeto the pure sulfur under the same
conditions.The coal tar residuewas more effectivethan the charcoal
at altering the spectral reflectancesand about one hundred times more
effectivethan basalt.The flux of carbonaceousmaterial calculatedto
fall on Io is not sufficientto cause significantdiscolorationof
sulfur if the suggestedresurfacingrate (10-I to 10-3 cm/yr) is
correct.
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INTRODUCTION
The surface composition of Io has been the topic of study for
some time, the main question being whether it is covered by elemental
sulfur or sulfur compunds. Sulfur was first suggested by Wamsteker
(1972) due to the similarity between the disk-integerated spectral
reflectance of Io and the spectral reflectance of pure sulfur.
Various compositions have been suggested for the surface since, almost
all involv1_m_ sulfur, altered sulfur or sulfur compounds. For example,
Nelson and Hapke (1978) suggested that lo's surface was due to hot,
elemental sulfur emitted from volcanic fumaroles that was subsequently
quenched on the cold surface. This theory was further expanded by
Sagan (1979) and others to include quenched sulfur flows after the
discovery of active volcanism on Io. However, the relevence of
queching of the surface of Io has been brought into question (cf.
Young, 1984; Gradie et al., 1972; Gradie and Moses, 1983) since pure
sulfur flows would be too thick to cool fast enough to allow the S3
and/or S4 allotropes formed in the liquid to remain stable.
It appears that sulfur must either occur in a state other than
the elemental form, i.e. either in compounds or mixtures. Fink et al.
(1983) have proposed that as the flows on Io appear similar to
terrestial flows of silicate composition, the peculiar spectra
properties may apply only to the upper few millimeters of the surface.
If this is indeed the case then sulfur could be mixed with basalt to
form basalt-sulfur mixtures that have the spectral properties peculiar
to Io. Gradie and Moses (1984) have examined the spectral properties
of basalt and sulfur mixtures. Indeed, some basalt-sulfur mixtures
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have spectral properties that match volcanic regions on Io. However,
many material can alter the spectral properites of elemental sulfur.
Contamination by carbon from carbonaceous meteroites is one
possibility since as much as 2.4 x 10-2 gm/cm3 of carbon from
carbonaceous meteorites is delivered to the lunar regolith in 107
years (Taylor, 1982).
Here we examine the effects that carbon contamination has on the
spectral properties of pure sulfur heated to temperatures that may be
typical of those in the volcanic regions of Io. The temperature of
433°K was chosen since it is near the temperature where sulfur has a
minimum viscosity and would become most mobile. The temperature of
717°K was chosen since it is near the temperature that sulfur would
attain in close proximity to silicate magmas. The spectral range
(_ = 0.39 to 0.70 _m) was chosen asA_ne region where sulfur appears to
be most optically active and matches the wavelength region of the
Voyager spacecraft images.
EXPERIMENTAL
Five different compositional mixtures of ultrapure sulfur (99.99%
Aldrich Chem. Gold Label) and coal tar residue (Gradie and Veverka,
1980) (CTR) were prepared: I00 wt% S, 99.99% S + 0.01% CTR, 99.9% S
+0 I% CTR, 99% S + 1% CTR, and 90% S + 10% CTR. The coal tar residue
is thought to be an analogue of the carbonaceous component of some
asteroids. Between 15 to 20 g of sample were prepared, weighing the
components on a Mettler balance reaching to i part in 105. To insure
as thorough mixing as possible, the coal tar was ground into a fine
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powder to allow for better dispersion among the powdered sulfur upon
shaking of the sample vial. _-I oo,
qq'_ E'_a_ho_ff_e_r_t ' ?_urCJ_c_m_t_i_sUU_is_ a°_bof_,__e_a_T_' _x4_ _
160°C and a second set to 430°C. These temperatures were chosen as
they arethe temperature of minimum viscosity and temperatures of
boiling at i atmosphere. Sulfur on Io would be expected to be most
mobile at 160°C. Contact with silicate magmas could bring the
temperature of the sulfur to its boiling point. A 15 x 125 n_ntest
tube was filled about 2/3 full with the sample under consideration.
For the 160°C samples, the open tube was heated slowly over an open
flame, removing it from the flame several times in the process. No
attempt was made to exclude air. Whenthe mixture had melted to a
viscosity like that of water, with the color a shade of orange, it was
removed from the flame and allowed to cool in the air. The 430°C
samples were heated beyond this stage, the color getting darker and
the viscosity increasing with temperature until the boiling point was
approached, where the viscosity began to lessen. The sample was
allowed to boil for a few seconds before being placed to one side and
allowed to cool. After the samples had cooled, the surrounding test
tubes were carefully broken and removed from the solid sample, with as
little sample loss as possible. The sample particles were ground and
sieved to approximately < 150 Fundiameter. The samples were measured
at room temperature at an incidence angle of -4° and an emission angle
of 0°.
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RESULTS
It is well known that mechanically mixing small amounts of opaque
material can substantially darken a highly reflective material. Clark
(1981) demonstrated that parts per thousand of soot (carbon) could
noticeably reduce the reflectance of water ice. The addition of
charcoal and our CTR to sulfur is no exception. As illustrated in
Fig. I, the spectral reflectance of pure sulfur is seen to decrease as
increasing amounts of coal tar residue (CTR) are added to the sulfur.
Charcoal has the same effect, but is more effective due to the smaller
particle sizes in our sample as discussed below.
The interaction between our organic material (CTR) and sulfur in
the molten state is not well understood. However, it is sufficient to
say that organic materials and sulfur can combine to form thiolated
organic compounds. In fact, one commontest for the presence of
organic material (oil) in sulfur is to heat the sulfur to its boiling
point and then to note any dark spots that form from the interaction
of the organics with the sulfur.
Our experiments were designed to test and quantify the relative
ability of the coal tar residue and the charcoal to alter the spectral
properties of molten sulfur.
In Fig. 2 we compare the spectral reflectance of pure sulfur and
a mixture of sulfur with 10-3 parts of CTRthat have been mechanically
mixed, heated to 160°C and cooled or heated to 433°C and cooled. Pure
sulfur heated to the low viscosity point (160°C) returns to nearly its
original spectral state upon cooling. However, the addition of the
CTRcauses a marked change in the spectrum; the reflectance from 0.40
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to 0.45 _m is increased relative to the unheated mixture, the
reflectance from 0.5 to 0.7 _m decreased, and the spectral reflectance
from 0.5 to 0.7 pm is no longer neutral but is reddened.
The sample heated to the boiling point showed similar changes in
overall reflectance. However, whereas the pure sulfur heated to 433°C
and then cooled is highly reddened spectrally from 0.5 to 0.7 F_n, the
contaminated sample is more spectrally neutral. A similar effect has
been noted by Gradie and Moses (1984) for mixtures of basalt and
sulfur. In those experiments, the addition of 10%by weight of basalt
to sulfur lowered the reflectance at X = 0.70 _m by a factor of who
while not affecting the reflectance shortward of x : 0.45 _m (see
Fig. 3b).
Wecan compare the ability of CTR in affecting spectral changes
by comparing the ratio of the reflectivity at several wavelengths or
the colors. These values are tabulated in Table I. In Fig. 3a we
compare the reflectivity at 0.50 _m (green) with that at 0.40 F_n
(blue) as a function of temperature and the amount of contaminant.
The decreasing ratio with increased peak heating and increased
contaminant level implies a weakening of the strong ultraviolet sulfur
absorption either by the reduction in S8 molecules or the masking of
the S8 absorption by materials produced by the interaction between the
contaminant and the sulfur during the heating process. Because pure
sulfur shows a similar trend, we suspect that the reduction in the
abundance of SB relative to other sulfur al_otropes is the primary
cause and the production of thiolated hydrocarbons is secondary.
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In Fig. 3b we compare the red (0.70 _m) and blue (0.40 F_n)
reflectances as a function of temperature and the amount of
contaminant. The same trends are apparent. Included in this figure
is the color ratio for the 9:1 sulfur:basalt mixture heated to 430°C
measured by Gradie and Moses. It is immediately apparent that basalt
is about I00 times less effective in the alteration of the spectral
reflectance.
In Fig. 4 we compare the reflectance in the red (_ = 0.70 _m)
with that in the green (Z = 0.50 _m). This index gives a measure of
how the spectrally neutral reflectance region of pure sulfur changes
with temperature and level of contaminant. Here we see some important
trends. Pure sulfur becomes more spectrally reddened as the peak
heating temperature is increased, whereas the contaminated sulfur,
which is more spectrally reddened than the pure sulfur when heated to
160°C, becomes less spectrally reddened than the pure sulfur when
heated to a peak temperature of 430°C. In fact, at the highest levels
of contamination (10-2), the mixture heated to 430°C is more
spectrally neutral than the same mixture heated to 160°C.
Finally we compare in Figs. 5 and 5b the effectiveness in
producing spectral changes in the heated sulfurs by two levels of
contamination of CTRand charcoal. For both the 10-3 to 10-4 levels
of contamination the charcoal is the more efficient darkening agent.
This result is probably due to the smaller particle sizes of the
charcoal grains (< 44 _m) relative to the CTRgrains (<150 wn).
However, for the molten sulfur the situation is reversed. The CTR is
the more effective darkening agent, lit is also apparent in Figs. 5
and 5b that the wavelength position of the shoulder of the 0.35 _m S8
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absorption shifts to shorter wavelengths as the samples are heated.]
Apparently, the CTRwhich is composed of aromatic and aliphatic
hydrocarbons is more effective than simple carbon in producing
discoloration and darkening in molten sulfur.
DISCUSSION
Considerable controversy still exists over the nature of the
"colored" surface of Io. Sagan (1979), Smith et al. (1979) and others
have argued that quenched sulfur could easily explain the colorful
surface. However, Gradie and Moses (1983) and Young (1984) point out
that due to sulfur's physical producing quench sulfur on Io may be
difficult in spite of the low ambient temperature.
Gradie and Moses (1984) have shown that certain heated sulfur and
basalt mixtures have spectral reflectances that match certain volcanic
regions on Io and may provide an analog for these materials. It is
apparent from our experiments here that the addition of a carbonaceous
component to sulfur can significantly alter the spectral properties of
the melted sulfur also.
We ask then, is carbonaceous contamination an important factor on
Io? Taylor (1982) notes that the carbon component (~ 115 ppm) of
the lunar regolith is almost totally meteoritic in origin. If we take
into account the gardening rate of the moon for the first few
centimeter depth (107 yr/cm) and account for the variation in the flux
rate of meteorites on Io relative to the moon (10-9 g/cm2/yr) we find
that the carbon in the lunar regolith is probably placed at the level
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of 10-4 in a few times 107 years. However, the calculated resurfacing
rates on Io are as high as estimated (10-I to 10-3 cm/yrs) (Johnsonet
al., 1982), then the carbon content on Io's surfacedue to meteoritic
sources is probably no more than i part in 10-7!
Therefore, it seems unlikely that carbon contaminationfrom
meteoritic sources is importantfor altering the spectral properties
of molten sulfur on Io. Carbon contaminationmay become important if
any thiolated hydrocarbonsare recycled through the postulated sulfur
and sulfur dioxide aquifers and not removed from the system.
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TABLE 1.
Room temp. (22°C) T = 160% T = 430°C
Sample Color 11 Color 22 Color 33 Color 1 Color 2 Color 3 Color 1 Color 2 Color 3
Pure sulfur 16.58 16.63 15.87 8.89 8.92 8.00 6.75 5.24 3.85
Sulfur 99.99%
+ 0.01% CTR 16.25 16.79 15.72 8.69 8.37 7.46 5.29 4.55 3.61
Sulfur 99.9%
+ 0.1% CTR 15.00 14.83 14.75 7.19 6.60 5.90 4.03 3.52 2.96
Sulfur 99%
+ I% CTR 16.02 15.95 15.39 4.12 3.78 3.11 2.15 1.86 1.72
Sulfur 90%
+ 10%CTR I0.i0 9.95 9.98
o
Sulfur 99.99%
+ 0.01% charcoal 15.43 15.45 15.38 9.33 9.35 8.97 7.25 6.04 4.67
Sulfur 99.9 I
+ 0.1% charcoal 12.24 12.31 12.41 6.54 6.64 6.52 6.41 5.89 4.73
I
IR(x = O.70)/R(x: 0.40)
2R(X = O.60)IR(x = 0.40)
3R(x 0.50)IR(X0.40)
Fig. 1. The spectral reflectance(k = 0.39 to 0.70 pm) relativeto a
BaSO4 standardof pure sulfur and sulfur contaminatedwith
various concentrations(by weight) of a complexhydrocarbon
residue (CTR) made from coal tar (see text).
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Fig. 2. The spectral reflectance (k : 0.39 to 0.70 p.m) relative to a
BaSO4 standard of pure sulfur and sulfur contaminated with
10-3 parts (by weight) of the CTRthat have undergone differ-
ent thermal histories: unheated, mechanical mixtures, heated
to 160°C and then cooled to room temperature, and heated to
430% and then cooled to room temperature.
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Fig. 3a. The change in the ratio of reflectancein the green (Z = 0.50
_n) and blue (X = 0.40 pm) as a function of peak heating
temperatureand concentrationof CTR contaminant.
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Fig. 3b. The change in the ratio of reflectancesin the red (X : 0.70
_m) and blue (X = 0.40 _m) as a function of peak heating
temperatureand concentrationof CTR contaminant. The 9:1
sulfur:basaltmixture is from Gradie and Moses (1984).
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Fig. 4. The change in the ratio of the reflectancesin the red (},=
0.20 _m) relativeto the green (X = 0.50 _n) as a function of
peak heating temperature and concentration of CTR
contaminant.
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Fig. 5a. A comparison of the heating induced spectral reflectances of
CTR-sulfur mixtures and charcoal-sulfur mixtures for
contaminant concentrations at the 10-3 (by weight) level.
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contaminant concentrations at the 10-4 (by weight) level.
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Introduction
Jupiter's satellie, Io, has proven to be one of the most interesting and
confusing planetary bodies in our solar system. From ground-based aircraft
and spacecraft spectral data, investigators have, for years, been trying to
determine the surface composition of the satellite. In the past few decades,
the search for the surface composition of Io has concentrated on studies of
silicate rocks and surface frosts. Silicates were studied because So has a
mean bulk density similar to that of the Earth's moon, and frosts were studied
because Io has a high visible albedo and cold surface. Early on, however, it
was clear that Io was different from the other Galilean satellites in having
no water absorption bands in its near infrared ground-based spectra, and hence
probably no water ice on its surface (Bridge, et al., 1979). In addition, the
spectral reflectance of the satellite as a whole is unlike that of common
silicate rocks. The compositional search later concentrated on sulfur and
sulfur compounds after Wamsteker (1972) noted that the strong ultraviolet
absorption shoulder and overall reflectance spectrum of Io resembled that of
ordinary sulfur, S8. Other clues pertaining to Io's surface composition were
revealed when Io was believed to be the source both for the sulfur and oxygen
ions observed in Jupiter's magnetosphere and for the neutral sodium and
potassium atoms in Io's plasma torus (Brown, 1974; and others).
Sulfur dioxide is the only molecule that has been positively identified
on Io. The thermal infrared spectrum of Io measured by Voyager IR
spectrometer indicates the presence of gaseous sulfur dioxide near a volcanic
plume, loki (Pearl et al., 1979). Pearl et al. estimate an abundance of 0.2
cm-atm with an estimated probable error of a factor of 2. This number
corresponds to an SO2 surface pressure of about 10-7 bar which could indicate
that the atmosphere is in equilibrium with solid SO2 at the local surface
equilibrium temperature of 130°L The discovery of SO2 in the atmosphere has
led investigators to identify the strong 4 micron absorption feature in lo's
infrared spectrum as belonging to the 9"+_3 combination band of sulfur
dioxide (Fanale et al., 1979; Nash and Nelson, 1979; Smythe et al., 1979).
There has been disagreement, however, as to the phase of th_ 2. Is it
present as a solid (ice or frost) or is it present as gas adsorbed on the
particles that make up the satellite's surface?
Frost vs. Adsorbate
If the atmosphere on Io were as "thick" as Pearl et al. (1979) and others
claim, then SO2 frost deposits should be widespread on the surface. The SO2-
saturated atmosphere would be buffered locally by SO2 frost. Since sulfur
dioxide condenses at 200°K and since (as Soderblom et al., 1980 point out)
there are physical-chemical reasons for SO2 frost to occur along with $8_ it
would seem that SO2 frost is a likely surface constituent. In addition, SO2
frost has an absorption shoulder at about 0.32 microns--a feature which is
also present in IUE data of Io (Nelson et al., 1980; Nash et al., 1980).
There are problems, however, with the suggestion that frost is widespread
on the surface of Io. In studying the surface texture of the satellite, Pang
et al. (1981) have estimated that the bulk density of the topmost surface
layer is about 0.7-0.8 g/cm 3 and conclude that SO2 frost is not present in an
optically thick layer. Nash (1983) points out that the 10-8-10 -7 bar
eqilibrium pressure required to sustain SO2 frost is much higher than the
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predicted subsolar SO2 pressure on Io. Pearl and Sinton (1982) claim that the
poles of Io should act as cold traps for SO2 just as the Martian poles act as
coldtraps for CO2. However, no large deposits of the white material
associated with SO2 frost are observed. In addition, Matson and Nash (1983)
point out that the lack of regular night-time frost and the lack of post-
eclipse brightening place severe restrictions on the amount of stable SO2
frost in equilibrium with an SO2 atmosphere. Matson and Nash also claim that
the "fluffy" volcanic ash thought to cover much of lo's surface would be a
perfect substrate for adsorbed gas. The material would be heated in the
volcanoes and so have clean particulate surfaces allowing for gas to adhere.
Hence, subsurface coldtrapping would result in a "thin" atmosphere of only
10-12 bars and permafrost formation would play the dominant role in the
control of lo's equilibrium atmospheric pressure. Nash (1983) argued that the
theory of adsorbed SO2 rather than SO2 frost is supported by high resolution
Fourier transform spectroscopy data by _nk et al. (1980) which place the
center of the 4 micron absorption band of Io at _.054 _m. Adsorbed sulfur
dioxide has a band at 4.05 _n while SO2 frost has a band closer to 4.08 _n.
However, more recent data of Howell et al. (1984) places lo's band minimum at
4.07 _m, the same as laboratory frost, not adsorbate.
It is very likely that both SO2 frost and adsorbed SO2 are present on
lo's surface. Since the sulfur dioxide is probably released through the
plumes and other volcanic mechanisms, the SO2 distribution would be subject to
much spatial and temporal variation. Local deposits of SO2 frost may be
scattered over the surface at any one time, but its entire coverage must be
limited. Adsorbed SO2 gas seems a prime candidate for explaining some of the
observed spectral features on Io.
Laboratory Experiments
Laboratory data concerning the effects of adsorbed sulfur dioxide on the
spectral reflectance of various substrates are practically nonexistent. There
are many questions that have not been answered concerning adsorbed SO2. For
instance, since SO2 has a strong UV band, does the presence of an SO2
adsorbate affect the spectral reflectance of the sample in the UV region?
What samples will accept the adsorbed gas? What are some of the temperature
effects? Where exactly is the ultraviolet absorption band? What effects does
SO2 gas pressure have on the adsorbate? We have performed perliminary
experiments in an attempt to answer some of these questions.
To accomplish this we have made low resolution measurements of the
spectral reflectance from 0.25 to 0.40 _m of three different substrates. Each
measurement was a three-step process: i) intensity measurement under vacuum;
2) intensity measurement at varying pressure of S02; and 3) intensity
measurement after the gas has been pumped out again. Dividing the latter two
intensities by the first one (for each sample) will give a relative
reflectance of either the SO2 gas (2) or adsorbate (3). In addition, we
examined the effect of heating one of the samples to over 100°C to drive away
any previously adsorbed water vapor to see if this process had any effect on
the results.
The spectra were measured with a grating spectrometer and S-20photo-
multiplier detector in the ultraviolet region from 0.25 to 0.40 _m. Wave-
length calibration was achieved with an Hg-vapor lamp. The illumination was
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produced by a Xenon lamp with a liquid Nickel-sulfate filter behind the lamp
exit port to reduce the intensity of the visible light. From here, the
filtered light enters the vacuum chamber through a sapphire window and
variable diaphragm which is adjusted to produce a beam with a one centimeter
radius. Then, the beam is reflected off a planar, front surface aluminum
mirror onto a sample container. The sample scatters light in all directions.
A sapphire window is placed at a 45° to the sample surface to permit the
resulting spectral reflectance intensity to be recorded. A variable slit on
the spectrometer_ and an electronic amplifier allows the necessary adjustment
of the signal so that the intensity is plotted against wavelength on a pen
recorder. All measurements reported here were taken at room temperature. An
accurate error analysis has not been conducted, so the following results are
meant to be more qualitative than quantitative. Because of the age of the
optics in the system and because of the relatively large slit width needed
(0.2-0.6 mm) to receive the signal, we estimate that the error in the
reflectance measurement is as much as 10%.
The three substrates we chose were Cab-O-Sil TM (amorphous fumed silica)
because of its high specific surface area and high reflectance in the
ultraviolet region; MgO because of its high reflectance in the UV region and
widespread use as a standard; and sulfur because of its obvious applications
to lo's surface. The Cab-O-Sil, from Cabot Corporation, had a particle size
of 0.018 _m. We packed the Cab-O-Sil moderately in an aluminum cup 3mm deep.
The MgO was freshly smoked onto a Imm deep aluminum cup. The sulfur
(sublimed) from Mallinckrodt Chemical Work, was ground to a powder (<i00 _m)
in and was lightly packed into a Imm aluminum cup. We took care to make sure
the samples were homogeneous throughout their depth and as identical to each
other in texture as we could make them. In one experiment, we heated a Cab-O-
Sil sample to over 373°K for one hour in the vacuum chamber. We allowed it to
cool to room temperature, still under vacuum, before we introduced SO2 gas to
see if the heating had any effect on the amount of adsorbed gas. All spectral
measurements were taken after the Xenon lamp was allowed to warm up for five
minutes.
We introduced anhydrous sulfur dioxide gas (Matheson lecture bottle) into
the chamber at pressures ranging from i00 mtorr of Hg to i000 mtorr. This
range of pressure was used for two important reasons. First, the pressure
gauge we used is only accurate to just over i000 mtorr on the high end.
Secondly, we were trying to achieve roughly the same number of SO2 molecules
in our beam as Voyager and ground-based observers "see" in measuring the
spectral reflectance of Io assuming Io has an equilibrium atmosphere. Our
beam is about 40 cm in length. Estimates previously set lo's column density
at 0.2 cm-atm or about IOIS molecules in a 1 cm2 column. Thus we would want
3.14 x 1018 molecules in our beam of area 3.14 cm2 or a number density of 2.5
x 1016 molecules/cm 3. Using the ideal gas law, we determine that the pressure
required in our chamber to achieve that number density is 765 mtorr. Of
course, this is not an attempt to match the effect of lo's atmosphere on
spectral reflectance measurements of Io because we do not take gravity or more
complicated atmospheric effects into account, but it gives us a rough
indication of the pressures that will be relevant to a comparison with Io.
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Conclusions
We have shown two experimental results that bear on problems relating to
understanding the nature of SO2 on Io:
i. Measuring the UV spectral reflectance of a surface over which
there is an S02 gas component (atmosphere) with column abundance
equivalent to 0.2 cm-atm of SO2 gas over lo's surface will yield a
distinct UV band due to the gas component. Thus if Io has an
equilibrium atmosphere of 0.2 cm-atm then the presence of this SO2
atmosphere should contribute a UV absorption feature in lo's
global reflectance spectrum.
2. Exposure of finely particulate material to SO2 gas, followed by
removal of the gas phase, produces enough adsorbed SO2 on the
particles to yield a detectable spectral absorption band centered
near 0.29 ma in the material's UV reflectance spectrum. The
strength of the adsorbate band in the UV depends on substrate
composition, gas exposure time, and cleanliness of the substrate
particles. If particles making up lo's surface regolith come in
contact with SO2 gas they may retain an adsorbed SO2 component
that could contribute structure to lo's global UV %eflectance
spectrum.
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produced by a Xenon lamp with a liquid Nickel-sulfate filter behind the lamp
exit port to reduce the intensity of the visible light. From here, the
filtered light enters the vacuum chamber through a sapphire window and
variable diaphragm which is adjusted to produce a beam with a one centimeter
radius. Then, the beam is reflected off a planar, front surface aluminum
mirror onto a sample container. The sample scatters light in all directions.
A sapphire window is placed at a 45° to the sample surface to permit the
resulting spectral reflectance intensity to be recorded. A variable slit on
the spectrometer, and an electronic amplifier allows the necessary adjustment
of the signal so that the intensity is plotted against wavelength on a pen
recorder. All measurements reported here were taken at room temperature. An
accurate error analysis has not been conducted, so the following results are
meant to be more qualitative than quantitative. Because of the age of the
optics in the system and because of the relatively large slit width needed
(0.2-0.6 mm) to receive the signal, we estimate that the error in the
reflectance measurement is as much as 10%.
The three substrates we chose were Cab-O-Sil TM (amorphous fumed silica)
because of its high specific surface area and high reflectance in the
ultraviolet region; MgO because of its high reflectance in the UV region and
widespread use as a standard; and sulfur because of its obvious applications
to lo's surface. The Cab-O-Sil, from Cabot Corporation, had a particle size
of 0.018 _m. We packed the Cab-O-Sil moderately in an aluminum cup 3mm deep.
The MgO was freshly smoked onto a imm deep aluminum cup. The sulfur
(sublimed) from Mallinckrodt Chemical Work, was ground to a powder (<i00 _n)
in and was lightly packed into a imm aluminum cup. We took care to make sure
the samples were homogeneous throughout their depth and as identical to each
other in texture as we could make them. In one experiment, we heated a Cab-O-
Sil sample to over 373°K for one hour in the vacuum chamber. We allowed it to
cool to room temperature, still under vacuum, before we introduced SO2 gas to
see if the heating had any effect on the amount of adsorbed gas. All spectral
measurements were taken after the Xenon lamp was allowed to warm up for five
minutes.
We introduced anhydrous sulfur dioxide gas (Matheson lecture bottle) into
the chamber at pressures ranging from i00 mtorr of Hg to I000 mtorr. This
range of pressure was used for two important reasons. First, the pressure
gauge we used is only accurate to just over I000 mtorr on the high end.
Secondly, we were trying to achieve roughly the same number of SO2 molecules
in our beam as Voyager and ground-based observers "see" in measuring the
spectral reflectance of Io assuming Io has an equilibrium atmosphere. Our
beam is about 40 cm in length. Estimates previously set lo's column density
at 0.2 cm-atm or about 1018 molecules in a i cm2 column. Thus we would want
3.14 x 1018 molecules in our beam of area 3.14 cm2 or a number density of 2.5
x 1016 molecules/cm 3. Using the ideal gas law, we determine that the pressure
required in our chamber to achieve that number density is 765 mtorr. Of
course, this is not an attempt to match the effect of lo's atmosphere on
spectral reflectance measurements of Io because we do not take gravity or more
complicated atmospheric effects into account, but it gives us a rough
indication of the pressures that will be relevant to a comparison with Io.
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Results and Discussion
MgO
The results of dividing the intensity of the light reflecting off freshly
smoked MgO with SO2 gas present in the chamber by the intensity of the light
reflecting off MgO in vacuum are shown in Figure IA. This is effectively the
relative absorption spectrum of the gas. The most obvious thing to note from
the figure is that the absorption band deepens with increasing pressure. We
used a spectral increment of 0.0025 _m to determine this spectrum. The true
absorption spectrum of sulfur dioxide gas in the ultraviolet has much
structure at even finer wavelength division. This fact combined with the low
resolution of the instrument mode we were using prevented us from actually
resolving this finer structure. Therefore, the smooth curves shown average
this finer structure in the spectrum, but the location of the band minima
should be fairly accurate (within our -10% error). Notice that the location
of the band minima seems to shift to higher wavelengths as the pressure of the
SO2 gas is increased. The band minima change from -0.289 _m at low pressures
(less than 500 mtorr) to -0.292 _m at 730 mtorr to 0.293 _m at 980 mtorr.
This becomes even more obvious at high pressures of a few psi where the band
minimum can be as high as 0.31 _n. These results show that an SO2 atmosphere
of column density -1018 molecules cm-2 above a surface that is bright in the
UV will result in a distinct UV absorption band in the observed reflectance
spectrum of that surface.
The reflectance spectra of the MgO samples after the SO2 gas has been
pumped out are shown in Figure IB. We only included the spectra of two of the
samples so as to not clutter the diagram. The only sample which seemed to be
unaffected by the SO2 after the gas has been pumped out was the sample which
had been exposed to i00 mtorr SO2. All the other samples exhibited some
residual sulfur dioxide effects. In addition, the higher the pressure the
sample had been exposed to, the deeper the absorption effect. Although the
wiggles and structure do not seem to be "real" effects, we did not try to
smooth out the curves, but connected the various points by straight lines.
Clearly, an analysis of the band minimum position would be difficult and
probably inaccurate, so we just note that there seems to be some adsorbate
effect on MgO that causes a slight spectral absorption feature in its spectrum
from 0.25 to 0.34 um.
Cab-O-Sil
Figure 2A shows the ratios of intensities of the Cab-O-Sil samples both
with and without SO2 gas present in the chamber. The trends follow those for
SO2 in Figures IA. Increasing the amount of SO2 gas increases the depth of
the absorption band. In addition, the band minima seems to shift to slightly
higher wavelengths with increasing pressure, and the reflectance drops
slightly from 0.38 to 0.39 _m.
Figure 2B shows the reflectances of two of the samples after the SO2 gas
has been pumped out. Note that the sample which had been exposed to 480 mtorr
of SO shows a deeper absorption in general than the sample that was exposed
to I0_0 mtorr. This is contrary to the results with MgO in Figure IB. The
spectrum of Cab-O-Sil pumped out from 250 mtorr is generally located in
between that of the i000 mtorr and 480 mtorr spectra, and the 730 mtorr
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spectrum is similar to that of the i000 mtorr spectrum. Hence, there seems to
be no correlation between the original SO2 pressure and the adsorbate. This
lack of correlation may be due to the samples themselves. Cab-O-Sil is
difficult to pack uniformly and inhomogeneities in the samples may allow for
more or less SO2 gas to be adsorbed than usual.
Figure 2C shows the effect of heating under vacuum on a Cab-O-Sil sample
which was exposed to 530 mtorr SO2 before the gas was pumped out. There seems
to be a dramatic effect. The heating process (desorbing the H20 contaminant)
seems to have allowed more SO2 gas to adsorb and thus decrease the reflectance
of the Cabo-O-Sil sample at low wavelengths.
Sulfur
Figure 3A shows the relative reflectance of the sulfur samples that were
exposed to SO2 gas inside the chamber. Sulfur follows the same trends as both
the MgO and Cab-O-Sil. The depth of the absorption band increases with
increasing pressure, and the band minima seem to shift even more noticeably
towards higher wavelengths with increasing pressure.
Figure 3B shows the reflectance of two sulfur samples after the gas has
been pumped out. The results are significantly different from that of MgO and
Cab-O-Sil. The overall relative reflectances are similar no matter what the
peak pressure was. In addition, the band minima seem to be centered at higher
wavelengths than the minima were for the adsorbed gas on the MgO and Cab-O-
Sil. Apparently the sulfur has changed chemically either due to the SO2 or to
the UV light or both. The sulfur samples appeared bleached white after
removal from the chamber (for discussion of this see Nash and Moses, 1984).
Beer's Law
One thing noticed about the SOS gas present in the chamber with all three
sample sustrate was that the gas absorption did not obey Beer's Law. Beer's
Law is the "fundamental law governing all types of electromagnetic
radiation" (Skoog and West, 1971). If Io is the intensity incident upon a
solution (solid, liquid, or gas) an I the intensity of the light after it is
transmitted through the solution, then Beer's Law states that
I
o
lOglO --_ = s Cg
where C is the concentration in moles/liter, £ the length of the path of the
light through the solution, and € a constant called the molar extinction
coefficient. The molar extinction coefficient is unique to a particular
species and should not vary with concentation until very high concentrations
are used. The molar extinction coefficient of SO2 gas over MgO and Cab-O-Sil
seems to be approximately constant with pressure until it jumps to -300
liters/mole cm at pressure near I000 mtorr (see Tables I and 2). Rao (1967)
claims that SO2 has two absorption bands at 0.360 _m (g=0.05) and 0.290 _m
(_=342) due to singlet-triplet and singlet-singlet n +_* transitions. An
s=342 seems to be consistent with the higher pressure data with sulfur,
however, € seems to increase and may eventually reach 342 or so.
Probably the main reason that our samples did not obey Beer's Law is that
the light was reflected from the samples as well as transmitted through the
gas. In addition, chemical or physical interactions between the gas molecules
and the substrates could be responsible for the apparent non-linearity in
Beer's Law.
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Conc lusions
We have shown two experimental results that bear on problems relating to
understanding the nature of SO2 on Io:
I. Measuring the UV spectral reflectance of a surface over which
there is an SO2 gas component (atmosphere) with column abundance
equivalent to 0.2 cm-atm of SO2 gas over lo's surface will yield a
distinct UV band due to the gas component. Thus if Io has an
equilibrium atmosphere of 0.2 cm-atm then the presence of this SO2
atmosphere should contribute a UV absorption feature in lo's
global reflectance spectrum.
2. Exposure of finely particulate material to SO2 gas, followed by
removal of the gas phase, produces enough adsorbed SO2 on the
particles to yield a detectable spectral absorption band centered
near 0.29 _m in the material's UV reflectance spectrum. The
strength of the adsorbate band in the UV depends on substrate
composition, gas exposure time, and cleanliness of the substrate
particles. If particles making up lo's surface regolith come in
contact with SO2 gas they may retain an adsorbed SO2 component
that could contribute structure to lo's global UV reflectance
spectrum.
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Table I: SO2 gas over MgO substrate
pressure wavelength molar ext. coeff.
(mtorr) (_m) (Lit/mole cm)
i00 .2900 159.6
250 .2875 194.6
480 .2875 177.2
730 .2925 170.8
980 .2925 343.5
Table 2: SO2 gas over Cab-O-Sil substrate
pressure Wavelength Molar Ext. Coeff.
(mtorr) (_m (Lit/mole cm)
230 _m .2925 125.9
480 _m .2900 171.3
730 _m .2900 189.9
i000 _m .2950 376.3
Table 3: SO2 gas over sulfur substrate
pressure Wavelenth Molar ext. coeff.
(mtorr) (_m) (Lit/mole cm)
260 .3025 46.24
500 .2950 70.00
750 .2975 77.15
910 .3000 134.8
1050 .3075 162.9
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Topographic slope of lunar maria and highlands
at resolutions of 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 40, and 80 km
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lWT_ODUCTION
The topography of a planetary surface reflects its _eolo_ic
character and history. O_ earth, the relationship between a
topographic feature and its underlying causes can be derived by
considering independent evidence, such as lithology and age.
Such relationships, however, may not necessarily apply to other
planets, which appear to have evolved quite differently from earth.
Seemingly familiar topographic features, such as a mountain chain,
may have formed under completely different circumstances than their
terrestrial counterparts. It is desireable, therefore, to broaden
our understanding of the geologic nature of topography to those _ies
for which there is both topographic data and sufficient _eolo_ic
control. These conditions are met at the present time by the moon.
Telescopic and orbital observations have been used to construct
detailed _eologic maps while manned and unmanned landers have returned
samples for analysis. Topographic data has been obtained for large
areas by Apollo mission photogrammetry and by earth-based radar
observations.
It is the purpose of this study to begin to construct a
data base of lunar topography that may later be used to establish
the relationships between topography and geology on the moon.
CHARACTERIZATION OF TOPOGRAPHY: SLOPE
The most easily defined characteristic of topography is the
slope of the surface. The magnitude of the slope is an indicator
of the constructional and destructional forces at work on a
toDo£raphic feature. Slopes can be measured directly on earth
but must be determined indirectly for other planetary bodies.
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In this study, s!opes are calculated trigonometrically along
topographic profiles constructed from Lunar Topographic 0rtho-
photos (LTO). Analogous to digital topographic data, the calculated
slopes are a function of the horizontal resolution ie. the horizontal
separation of the two points between which the slope is determined.
The effect that baseline length has on the characterization of a
topographic feature will be examined here by calculating slope at
several baselines along the same profiles.
PROFILES OF LUNAR TOPOGRAPHIC PROVINCES
The lunar surface can be divided into two major topo£raphic
provinces: mare and highlands. Highlands are composed of primitive
crustal material that has been intensely modified by impact cratering.
The maria are very large impact basins that were filled with volcanic
deposits. For this work, profiles of representative traces of
these two provinces were constructed, includin_ three radial profiles
each of Mare Crisium and Mare Serenitatis and their adjacent
highlands, and one long profile of the farside lunar highlands
(Figures l, 2, and 3).
RESULTS
The results of the slope calculations are presented in
tables l, 2, and 3. The minimum, maximum, and mean slope are
shown for each profile at resolutions of 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 40, and
80 kilometers.
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TABLE iI Mare slopes (in degrees)
2.5 km 5 km lO km 20 km 40 km 80 km
profile min max mean min max mean min max mean min max mean min max mean min max mean
Ac-C 0.00 0.80 0.14 0.00 0.52 0.13 0.00 0.29 0.12 0.00 0.25 0.i0 0.00 0.16 0.09 - - 0.09
Bc-C 0.00 0.96 0.31 0.00 0.57 0.21 0.04 0.57 0.44 0.44 0.25 0.24 0.05 O.ll 0.12 - - -
Dc-C 0.00 4.35 0.29 0.00 2 23 0.27 0.02 1.15 0.26 0.01 0.65 0.20 O.01 0.32 0.16 0.O1 0.09 0.08
Crisium 0.00 4.35 0.25 0.00 2.23 0.20 0.00 1.15 0.27 0.00 0.65 0.18 0.00 0.32 0.12 0.O1 0.09 0.08
profiles
€-
tJ1
As-S 0.00 2.70 0.32 0.00 1.92 0.29 0.00 1.59 0.24 O.O1 0.53 0.19 0.01 0.29 O.lO 0.01 0.11 0.07
Bs-S 0.00 17.1 0.70 0.00 2.77 0.31 0.00 1.09 0.24 0.02 0.37 0.16 0.00 0.31 0.13 0.08 0.16 0.12
Cs-S 0.00 0.92 0.37 0.00 0.80 0.26 0.00 0.63 0.25 0.00 0.42 0.25 0.00 0.23 0.08 - - 0.06
Seren. 0.00 17.1 0.46 0.00 2.77 0.29 0.00 1.59 0.24 0.00 0.53 0.20 0.00 0.31 O.lO 0.O1 0.16 0.08
profiles
Mare 0.00 17.1 0.36 0.00 2.77 0.29 0.00 1.59 0.24 0.00 0.53 0.20 0.00 0.31 O.lO 0.O1 0.16 0.08
TABLE 2, Highland slopes (in degrees)
2.5 km 5 km i0 km 20 km 40 km 80 km
profile min max mean min max mean min max mean min max mean min max mean min max mean
Ac-C 0.23 8.87 3.47 0.00 8.08 1.88 0.03 3.55 1.24 0.27 1.89 1.24 - - 1.76 - - -
Bc-C 0.18 21.4 8.92 0.00 18.1 7.50 5.16 7.33 6.60 l.lO 6.96 4.58 - - 2.54 - - -
Dc-C O.11 25.4 ll.l 0.06 21.9 10.9 3.49 17.2 7.69 5.03 7.10 6.06 - - 1.05 - - -
Crisium
profiles 0.11 25.4 7.84 0.00 21.9 6.76 0.03 17.2 5.18 0.27 7.10 3.96 - - 1.92 - - -
4>
o_ As-S 0.16 6.50 2.26 0.02 3.43 1.52 0.83 2.83 1.83 - - 1.32 ......
Bs-S 0.11 i1.9 2.79 0.63 6.73 2.50 0.72 2.18 l. O1 - - 0.72 ......
Cs-S 0.00 13.4 4.93 0.00 8.98 2.86 0.17 4.74 2.27 1.95 2.55 2.26 O.10 2.08 1.09 - - 0.99
Seren.
profiles 0.00 13.4 3.33 0.00 8.98 2.29 0.17 4.74 1.70 1.95 2.55 1.43 O.lO 2.08 1.09 - - 0.99
Ah-A h 0.00 24.9 4.R5 0.00 22.4 4.37 0.26 11.9 3.69 0.09 5.82 2.57 0.04 4.67 1.67 0.06 1.42 0.70
High .....
lands 0.00 25.4 5.34 0.00 22.4 4.47 0.03 17.2 3.52 0.09 7.i0 2.65 0.04 4.67 1.56 0.06 1.42 0.85
TABLE 3s Basin perimeter slopes (in degrees)
2.5 km 5 km i0 km 20 km 40 km 80 km
profile min max mean min max mean min max mean min max mean min max mean min max mean
Ac-C 0.00 14.2 3.52 0.03 13.4 3.18 0.72 7.97 3.20 0.90 5.51 3.20 0.90 5.51 3.02 - - 1.70
B _C 0.I_ 23.0 6.99 0.45 19.4 7.40 0.27 14.0 7.22 1.60 12.8 7.22 - - 1.29 - - -
c
D -C 0.00 21.5 4.05 0.00 14.3 4.08 0.06 10.8 4.01 0.87 7.13 4.00 - - 4.01 - - 2.01
e
Cr isium
profiles 0.00 23.0 4.85 0.00 19.4 4.89 0.06 14.0 4.81 0.87 12.8 4.81 - - 2.77 - - 1.86
As-S 13.6 20.1 16.9 - - 16.9 - - 8.75 - - 5.79 - - 2.69 - - -
B -S O.11 9.43 1.99 0.23 7.01 2.00 1.08 1.26 1.16 - - 1.11 - - 0.91 - - -S
Cs-S 0.00 12.8 3.32 0.06 7.91 2.39 0.14 6.65 2.34 - - 3.26 - - 1.75 - - 1.53
Seren.
profiles 0.00 20.1 7.35 0.06 7.91 7.10 0.14 6.65 4.08 - - 3.37 - - 1.78 - - 1.53
Basin
perims. 0.00 23.0 6.10 0.00 19.4 6.00 0.06 14.0 4.45 0.87 12.8 4.09 - - 2.28 - - 1.70
DISCUSSION
The mare surfaces are broadly dome-shaped and, in general, possess
very low apparent slopes, averaging less than 0.5_ at 2.5 km resolution.
Pert_bations of this trend occur at mare ridges (slopes up to 2_ )
and post-emplacement craters (slopes up to 25°). A comparison of
Mare Serenitatis and Mare Crisium reveals that Serenitatis has
steeper slopes at high resolution but that the two maria are very
similar at longer baselines. This is due to the greater population
of mare ridges and small craters (diameter less than 5 km) in the
Serenitatis profiles. The topographic signature of such small objects
is usually diminished or removed at longer baselines.
Horizontal surfaces are found at all baseline lengths in both
mar ia.
Slopes increase abrubtly as the basin rims are crossed, in
some cases exceeding 20 ° at 2.5 km resolution.
Highland slopes are quite high compared to the maria, even
at baselines of 40 and 80 km. At 2.5 km, apparent slopes range
from horizontal to over 25°, with a mean of 5.34 °. Mean slopes
decrease approximately 0.9 ° for every doubling of the baseline
length. At 80 km, the mean highland slope is 0.85 ° compared to
0.08 ° in the maria.
CONCLUSION
The values presented in tables l, 2, and 3 represent a very
small sample of apparent slopes on the lunar surface. Major lunar
provinces, the mare and the highlands, can be seen to possess unique
slope characteristics which will aid in the further interpretation of
geologic features, both on the moon and other planetary bodies.
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EVAPORATION OF VOLATILE ICES DURING ICY SATELLITE ACCRETION
Zoran SpasoJevic
Planetary Geology Intern
California Institute of Technology
It is generally believed that the Sun and the planets condensed from a
cloud on interstellar matter about 4.6 billion years ago. The composition of
the cloud is thought to be similar to the composition of Jupiter's atmosphere
at the present time.
In this paper I will try to understand the evaporation of volatile ices
during the first period of icy satellite accretion.
Many people have analyzed the stability of volatiles in the solar system
(Watson 1961, Watson 1963, Delsemme 1971) and the escape mechanism of (light)
gases is rather well understood. Consider an accreting satellite of
instantaneous mass M and radius R in a very sparse gas environment of
temperature To. A rough estimate for the surface temperature Ts during
accretion can be obtained from the energy balance (Stevenson 1984).
dM
a(Ts4-To4) 4nR2 + LmZ4nR2 = -- [GMIR - C(Ts-To)] (I)dt
Where a is the Stefan-Boltzmannconstant,L is the heat per molecule lost in
sublimation (whieh can be calculatedfrom Clapeyron'sequation),m is the
molecularmass, C is the specificheat of the accretedmaterial,Z is the net
number of molecules that leave the surfaceper square meter per second, and G
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is the gravitational constant. If • is the characteristic accretion time then
dM/dt _ M]_.
When the forming satellite is small such that Vesc < U and 1 = l/nQ>>
R(where Vesc is the escape velocity of a satellite, U is the thermal velocity
of molecules, 1 is the mean free path, n is the number density, and Q(Q 3.3 x
10-19m2) is the collision cross section) then the expression for the
evaporation rate Zo is (Delsemme 1971):
Zo = P(2_m kTs)-I/2 (2)
Where P is the vapor pressure and K is the Boltzmann's constant.
As more of the accretion material falls in, the gravitational pull on the
escaping molecules increases, and only those molecules with velocities greater
than the escape velocity of the satellite leave the satellite. Provided that
1 I R, the equation for the evaporation rate becomes:
f V2 e-(V/U)2dV
Vesc
Z = Zo (3)
f V2 e-(V/U)2dV
o
Withmore accretionmaterialfallingin thesurfacetemperatureof the
satelliteincreaseswhichin turnmakesthe evaporationratehigherand the
collisionsbetweenmoleculesbecomeimportantin theescapemechanism.The
temperatureat whichthishappenscanbe calculatedfrom equation4
(Chamberlain1978):
f n(r) Qdr Z n(rc) QA = 1 (4)
rc
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Where A = R if H>R and H otherwise. H [= kT/mg(r)] is the density scale height,
g(r) is the acceleration of gravity and rc denotes the distance from the
center of the satellite to the critical level (where equation 4 holds). And
the new equation for the evaporation rate when the collisions become important
is:
U
gj = n (1 + Xc) e-k (5)
2(_)-1/2
This is the equation for Jeans or hydrodynamic escape (Hunten 1973) which
can be evaluated at any level with the same temperature as the critical level.
Here kc is equal to k(_Vesc/U)2) at the critical level.
It is very hard to evaluate kc but the error in equation 5 due to the
uncertainity in kc is not large since 6j is only linearly dependent on kc"
Figures l(a,b) and 2(a,b) show the solution of Equation I (using equation
5) for Ts as a function of R, for methane and carbon dioxide respectively, and
for r = 104 years, C = 1000 J/Kg, and To is shown on each figure. Since I am
primarily interested in the evolution of satellites like Encelidus, Tethys,
Rhea and Miranda for mass density I used p = 1300 Kg/m 3.
It can be seen from figures l(b) and 2(b) that when Tois high enough the
evaporation rate is so high that the surface temperature is lower than TO for
relatively small radii. At that point the theory breaks down since the
accretion material loses most of its gas before it reaches the surface of a
satellite.
The total number of molecules of a gas that escape from a satellite
during the characteristic accretion time can be calculated using equation 6:
N = 4_ R2Z dt + : 4_ R2 _j dt (6)
o tc
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Where tc denotes the time when the escape becomes collisional.
For cases when N is comparable to the total number of molecules in a
satellite (tc->O) the first integral becomes negligibly small compared to the
second integral. Figure 3 shows the fraction of mass that is lost during the
characteristic accretion time as a function of radius for four different
gases.
It can be seen from figure S that a satellite with the size of Rhea
would lose 18% of its present mass by the evaporation of methane during time
r. Therefore most, if not all, of its methane would be lost.
Equation 6 only sets the upper bound since the total number of
molecules of some gas that escape from a forming satellite is largely
determined by the amount of that gas present in the accretion material, and by
the presence of other less volatile gases.
It is very hard to check these results since Earth based observations
can determine the composition of a layer of the surface only to a depth of one
micron, such results are not very conclusive for the overall satellite
composition.
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